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Aw areness is 
striving to  stre tch  
the  range o f eye and ear; 
it is taking tim e
to  look and listen and com prehend.




Som ething happened  in Baton Rouge 
& the white people said,
"But things were changing 
race relations were im proving."
Som ething happened  inside of me
while things were changing
from  one day  to  the next
changing one disappointm ent to  the next
changing
& the m eager th read  of hope th a t u must hang by 
changing
in every Black face i see changes
one extra line of despair th a t w asn't their yesterday
changing
we never talk abou t it
cause we found th a t  talk
only gets u one extra slap in the  mouth
who wants to  be slapped?
changing
m om m a/ i'm going to  the white school now 
u said if i finish—
"C H A N G E S"
but momma, Anthony, he g o t 2 d e ---------- grees
but he haf to  be a coner philosopher
cause the governm ent c a n 't find no file cab inet
to  put his hard earned  d e ---------- grees in.
Daddy when I finished last year
i looked for ma rainbow
but they  told me i had to  be specialized
"D on 't u like m opping?" they  said
"b u t I g o t a college DE---------- g ree
"H ow  abou t the phone C o . U tried  them ?"
So i cam e back for another d e ---------- g ree
then i can help Anthony out.
U think a M.A. will make a d ifference?
no man, i'm jes here
cause nobody else wants me
food stam ps d o n 't go with a college d e---------- g ree
I d o n 't think u can have welfare either.
m aybe A nthony should g e t a 3rd d e ---------- g ree
a t  least we could talk abou t his intelligance & such efforts 
Angela was working on her 3rd one.
C H anges chan ted  the white people 
C H A N G ES C H anges changes 
changes all in ma ear 
changes
Som ething happened  in Baton Rouge the  o ther day 
it reflected  all the  changes the white people chan ted  abou t 
B .R .=N .Y .=any o ther place in Babalon. 
changes.



















Take from me the hope 
that I can change the future 
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T H U R M O N D
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WILLIAM KUNSTLER,




There are sins that make you happy.
There are sins that make you blue.
There are sins that cheer away the teardrops 
As the sinners chase away the blue.
There are sins that have a tender meaning 
That the eyes of lust alone may see.
But the sins that fill my heart with sunshine 
A re  the sins that you gave to m e ....................
45
la dee  da, ta  da da da dee  dum dum, d . . . oops . . . 
g o t kinda carried away there, huh? th a t 's  okay, so has 
all of mankind.
from the m om ent A dam  and Eve took advice from th a t 
goddam  snake, Man has been carried  further and further 
away from w hat is G ood .
if it was any consolation, for a while there  sinning took 
place in the privacy of one's own te n t  and was frow ned 
upon by society, bu t from th a t humble beginning sinning 
has becom e a status symbol am ong everyone our age  far 
above the  status symbol of d irty  saddle oxfords or a com ­
plete  chubby checker record  collection.
it is not enough to  do  dope, reg u rg ita te  beer, hurt 
brothers and sisters and screw prolificly— all on the 
p a rad e  ground— it has to  be b rag g ed  abou t, a re­




think about it. it is unnatural, but don't 
worry, you'll die "happy," not knowing what 
you've really been missing all these fun 
years.
G o d is coming.





T H E  B A K N U M  
A N D  
B E N T L E Y  C I M C U S
This way ladies and gentlemen to the Barnum and Bentley 
Circus!
Though lacking in exotic animals, the circus abounds in 
clowns representing the various comical colleges and 
student sectors of the University.
Ringmaster of this august body of semi-skilled performers 
is the baffled barker—otherwise known as the legislative
vice president.
Bentley Alexander starred as guest performer in the 
circus until a "modest performance" cut his career short. 
So goes the legend of many circus greats.
Circus members, i.e. assembly members, perform a my­
riad of antics, from half baked attempts at serious legisla- 
tion(?) to the art of paper airplane launchings—right before
your very eyes.
And ladies and gentlemen if you find this one-ring circus 
does not provide enough antics for your viewing and listen­
ing pleasure, remember there is always next year. And if 
that is not enough, keep in mind that the Barnum and Bent­
ley Circus is only a training ground—for the three-ring 
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BACK RO W :
Carlos G . Spaht 
Secreta ry 
O liver P. Stockwell 
A. L. Swanson 
William T. Brown 
Jam es T. Staples 
Chairm an
Minos H. A rm entor
FRONT R O W :
Sargen t Pitcher 
Dr. A. Eglin M cKeithen 
John Sherrouse, J r. 
William S. Peck Jr. 
M urphy J . Foster
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H enry E. W alden
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W hy do you think you were chosen the 
mos+ popular professor?" This was the 
question posed to me by the G um bo edi­
tors. I could not answer it. I suspect that 
teacher who attains popularity with stu­
dents really knows the reasons for his repu­
tation. And if he thinks that he is a good 
teacher, he will be hard put to explain his 
effectivenes. The qualities that make for 
'hat necessary rapport between teacher and 
students are almost impossible of definition. 
But certainly the good or great teacher has 
like people. I am often asked when I 
retire. N ot for years, I hope. I like 
to be with young people, and think I am 
helped by the experience.
T. H arry W illiam s
113
BOYD PROFESSORS
FRONT R O W :
Dr. George H . Lowery 
Zoology 
Dr. W a lte r Richardson 
H istory 
Dr. Phillip W . W est 
Chemistry 
BACK R O W :
Dr. Henry V. Howe 
Emeritus o f G eology 
Dr. Sean P. McGlynn 
Chemistry
I 14
Dr. Pasquale Porcelli 
Mathematics 
Dr. Richard Anderson 
Mathematics 




Dr. Joseph M. Reynolds 
Physics 
Dr. Fred B. Kniffen
G eography and 
A nthropology 
Dr. W ex S. Malone 
Law
Dr. Leo D. Newsom 
Entomology 
Dr. Richard J. Russell 
Geography 
Dr. T. H arry W illiam s 
H istory 
Dr. Rudolph Heberle 
Emeritus o f Sociology
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The College of Agriculture differs from the other 
Colleges on the Campus as it is charged with the 
responsibility of serving the entire State in a wide 
range of activities related to agriculture,— rural 
development, youth activities, and home economics 
programs. Thus only about 20 per cent of the 
personnel in Agriculture are directly involved in 
teaching programs at Baton Rouge; the remaining 
80 per cent are involved in research and education 
programs throughout the State.
These differing responsibilities have an impact 
on student programs and activities at Baton Rouge. 
In addition to academic proficiency, students are 
expected to  participate in a wide range o f extra­
curricular activities providing them experience in 
the types of leadership activities with which they 
are most likely to be involved after they graduate. 
Each department has a major club— an organiza­
tion devoted to stimulating practical knowledge in 
developments and trends, and state and national 
activities— in which active participation is encour­
aged. These activities also give the student the 
chance to know his professor outside of the class­
room and to have personal contacts with state and 
national leaders in the industry.
It is a College where the Dean is not a Dean—  
that work is done in the office of Resident Instruc- 
t ion— and where the student is more an active 
participant than a student.
J. Norman Efferson











COLLEGE OF ARTS AND
-  - i
I 18
S C I E N C E S
"Distinguish the permanent from the trivial, the substantial from the pretentious, the good from 
the bad." The Catalog has included those words as descriptive of the spirit of education in the Col­
lege of Arts and Sciences for almost thirty years. And the spirit of liberal education thus expressed 
is much older, is indeed ancient, and has survived and surpassed revolution and gradual change, as 
well as catalog revision.
The College of Arts and Sciences consists of over 2200 undergraduate students and nearly 400 
faculty members in 18 departments. Their disparate actions and achievements make sense to me only 
as participating in that spirit of liberal education. I would insist that the importance of human 
organizations is in their ideals and not their form, even as the ideals fall short of actualization, even 
if the College, like perhaps the professor who wrote those words, often seems more interested in the 
distinguishing than in the seeking of the permanent, the substantial, the good.
Those words assert stoutly that judgment is the most important goal of education—and of life. 
More important than specialized knowledge or technical or occupational skills. Otherwise, if one were 
educated, how would he know? The world may now or some day have too many typists or scientists 
or even humanists, but it will never have a surplus of judgment, which is the true goal of liberal edu­
cation-liberal meaning "of free men," of men politically free but also deserving of political freedom 
throuqh the achieved freedom of the mind from arbitrary or slavish ideas and attitudes.
Jack S. Gilbert
Associate Professor of English
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C O L L E G E
O F
B U S I N E S S  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
The College of Business Administration has entered the 
decade of the Seventies intent upon becoming a more 
dynamic member of the University and business com­
munities. Several programs and activities underlie the new 
intensity with which the students, faculty and administration 
are interacting or will be interacting with other phases of 
both campus and community life.
At the forefront of these is the new center for Engineer­
ing and Business Administration or the CEBA Project. This 
center will house the entire College of Business Administra­
tion and the College of Engineering, with the exception of 
the major portions of the Chemical and Electrical Engineer­
ing departments. Located on South Stadium Drive, CEBA, 
at a cost of $14.7 million, will be financed by $10.7 million 
in state bonds and $4 million or more in private gifts. This 
will be the first building on the Baton Rouge campus which 
has been built with private support for a substantial part of 
the cost. It is anticipated that occupancy will be ac­
complished during the 1974-75 school year.
The mutual use of the facilities by Business Administration 
and Engineering will bring a more pracitical and functional 
interplay of instructional, research and service resources of 
the two colleges. It is a natural step in achieving the op­
timum in education and training for our students. At the 
same time this project will benefit the engineering and 
business community by drawing together in one physical 
facility the resources of the University most in demand by 
industry.




C O L L E G E
O F
C H E M I S T R Y
A N D
P H Y S I C S
The College of Chemistry and Physics has been 
changing steadily over the past few years, and 
even more exciting and relevant change is now oc­
curring. Its two largest departments, Chemistry and 
Physics, have shared with two other departments, 
Mathematics and Geology, in two very large and 
prestigeous "centers of excellence" federal grants 
made during the past six years. Given in recogni­
tion of already outstanding and potentially excel­
lent departments, these grants have permitted the 
hiring of many new nationally and internationally 
recognized professors and greatly strengthened 
both the teaching effectiveness and the research 
productivity in the College.
Course offerings and curricula have been sub­
stantially streamlined and modernized, incorporat­
ing the most modern concepts and teaching aids 
of a sound and progressive science education. Re­
cent innovations include expansion into several of 
the Allied Heatlh fields, and the newly created 
'second area" options in both the Chemistry and 
Computer Science Departments—new programs 
which place the College in the forefront of chal­
lenging change toward a more broadly informed 
and better balanced society.
In keeping with its strong emphasis on teaching 
effectiveness, the College has for many years (reg­
ularly since the I940's!) obtained and collated stu­
dent evaluations of classroom instruction. During 
the past few years, these evaluations of professors 
have been given even greater emphasis as they are 
obtained in nearly every chemistry class every se­
mester and are cited in recommendations for pro­
motion and salary increase.
Dr. Joel Selbin 
Professor of Chemistry 
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C O L L E G E
O F
E D U C A T I O N
124
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A forward look 
toward the necessary goals 
of teaching and learning 
is the present day aim 
of the College of Education.
One of the major problems 
is the attempt 
to train teachers to teach 
with the lack of available materials 
and equipment in the College, 
and then upon entering many classrooms 
the neophyte teachers 
are bombarded from all directions 
with instructional materials 
of which they have never seen or heard.
Many areas of specialization 
are offered in the College of Education 
for the teachers of tomorrow,
There appears to be 
an increasing trend toward specialization 
and this College has the faculty 
to present such an offering.
Identifying student needs is quickly becoming 
a major function of the College.
A closer working relationship 
between faculty and students 
is evolving towards a true reality 
and not just talk.
Great strides are being made 
for developing this teacher training college 
to cope with the real world 
of the classroom teacher.
The trend is developing 
that will bring college teaching 
closer to the real situation 
that exists in the classroom.
In order for this to commence 
there has been a concerted effort 
to close the gap 
between theory and practice.
Charles W. Roberts, Jr., assistant professor of Education
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
The generally accepted defin ition o f engineering is 
"the application o f scientific principles to 
develop practical methods and processes fo r utilizing 
available natural resources fo r the benefit o f mankind." 
Here a t LSU some eighteen hundred students—  
from the entering Junior Division Freshman to  the 
graduating Ph.D.— pursue programs which well educate 
them to help find solutions to  problems facing 
society today: the feeding, clothing and housing o f 
an ever increasing population, the generation 
o f electric power and the operation o f countless other 
machines which enable the individual to  be more 
productive with less physical e ffo rt o f his own, the 
provision o f a transportation system to  satisfy 
man's desires and needs fo r mobility, and the ab ility  
to  do all these things and many more w ithout detrim ent 
to  the environme’nt.
In all undergraduate curricula, the program includes 
a mixture o f theory and practice and o f lecture 
and laboratory work. A t  the graduate level, emphasis 
is placed on more specialized subject m atter 
and upon research to strengthen the individual's 
technical competence and to  prepare him fo r 
various careers.
Like the technology with which it  is concerned, 
engineering education at LSU is constantly changing.
The engineering student can no longer be identified by 
the slide rule dangling on his belt; he is more likely 
to  be carrying a deck o f computer cards.
Surveying, drafting, and shop courses still serve a 
purpose in some curricula but are giving way to  more 
sophisticated courses, such as mathematical modelling, 
systems analysis, and control theory; likewise, 
most curricula today require courses in the humanities 
and social sciences and in management to  insure 
tha t the engineer is broadly as well as 
technically educated.
Bernard S. Pressburg 




















Today when the world environment 
is bandied around in the most haphazard 
fashion, people often lim it its interpretation 
to pollutions and environmental 
degradation. They fo rge t tha t 
in speaking o f the environment they are 
actually referring to  man's surroundings. 
Therefore, "Environmental Design 
is a logical description o f our function 
in tha t we are the designers of 
man's surroundings.
This is a serious and complex responsibility, 
requiring a knowledge of 
the ecosystems, the socio-economic 
motivations o f man and the technology of 
building expressed in the art o f design.
It is a forceful, direct, positive 
approach fo r in the future we will 
not have the time, energy or money to 
correct mistakes which should not 
have occurred in the first place.
To accomplish these objectives
requires the insight and skills of
interrelating disciplines in a
convergence o f creativ ity. This is epitomized
by the departmental structure
within the School. There is no degree
in environmental design as such,
but rather degrees in the major disciplines
responsible fo r the design
o f man’s physical environment.






O nly a music major could appreciate what it  is 
like to  spend five hours working on a single phrase 
and still not have it  "s ing" like music should. Per­
severance and dedication are thoughts o f those 
students who range from a gu itarist relaxing by 
playing Richie Havens to  a soprano striving to 
reach notes in Carmen.
Those who can take it, strive fo r perfection; 
those not w illing to  give up enough o f themselves, 











Walter Richard House 
When one views humanity as a 
whole, there is ample cause for 
pessimism; yet when one observes 
humanity through individuals 
there are many solid foundation's 
for optimism. The challenge 
of the future, then, is to 
always strive to maintain 
individual human dignity in 
the complexities of mass society.
Ann Robin Johnson 
I often feel that the use of 
the words freedom, peace, and 
justice is inversely critical 
of our system of their meanings. 
One may make judgments about 
government and society and 
criticize even without an 
alternative solution if such 
unrest is well-tempered 
with the optimism that only 
a mediocre system is always 
at its best.
Fred Jefferson Liner, Jr. 
No man is free until all 
men are free."
Martin Luther King Jr.
A. Keith Katz
Being successful is performing 
to the limits of your ability. 
That's all anyone can expect 
of you, here, anywhere.
Vernon Perrin
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John Bentley Alexander 
The pro.foundest of all 
infidelities is the fear 






People and life: two things each
of us has. My education has been
the realization that people A R E life,
and that in order to live,
we must love each other. People,
I love you.
uu,
Juan F. Bendfeldt 
Liberation? Yes, but of humanity 
from its own aborted child: alienated 
man. Mankind is spending 30 
times more for armament than for 
development . . . Alarming? It is 
more distressing to realize that, 
by mass producing efficient alienated 
men, the Universities are the ones 
responsible for perpetuating and 
accelerating the trend . . . Thank you 
freaks! It is now the time for 
others to react, because a society 
that does not believe in its youth 
has no future . . . Thank you LSU! I 
am receiving my one-way ticket to 
no where, with all the honors, rights, 
and privileges to that ticket 
appertaining, only to begin my 
search for humanity in the opposite direction. 
*
VJfi & C  7 S - & S
Walterio Augusto Orellana 
\ can almost imagine Jesus Christ 
holding a press conference for the 
Bible reporters shortly after his 
first arrival to the United States. . .
Verily, verily I say unto you, he 
who doesn't speak English is in a 
hell of a bad shape . . . Many times 
the words and actions of the foreign 
visitors to this country are 
misinterpreted by the natives, and 
viceversa. Had every citizen of 
this world of ours learned a common 
language, this wouldn't be a big 
problem. I feel certain that 
communication is the first step to' 
the solution of the world 
problems. Peace, love and happiness 
will follow right after it.
134
Judith Lynn Sartor 
If only I may grow: firmer, 
simpler, gentler, warmer."
Dag Hammarskjold
David R. Melville 
I consider what I've learned 
from books secondary to the 
understanding I have gained 
about myself and others. I 
am very appreciative of my 
parents— for being there. My 
prayer as I look back and look 
ahead: God, grant me the 
serenity to accept the things 
I cannot change; the courage 
to change the things I can; 
and the wisdom to know the 
difference. Amen.
Susan Clyde McAdams 
To reach the port of Heaven 
we must sail sometimes with 
the wind and sometimes against 
it. But we must sail, and 
not d rift nor lie at anchor. 
Oliver Wendell Holmes
Charlotte Irene Evans 
College is more than receiving 
a degree. It is a four year 
opportunity for inter-action 
with others. You have a lot 
to gain if you become involved, 
but even more to lose if you 
don't. We hear a lot about 
it, but we say nothing of it.
We talk o f it, but we do nothing 
about it. . . Involvement. . . Think 
about it.
Barbara Coleraine Zimmerman 
"I cite poetry, make 
philosophical observations, 
and generally pontificate 
only to my friends."
David Levi Dirks 
Sometimes— when a golden 
sun is shining, a gentle breeze 
is blowiijg, and Barbara is in 
my arms— I think for a single 
moment that everything is fine 
and that America is going 
to make it.
Deanna Rose Tassin.
I hear many students complain 
about their anonymity at LSU.
But they could often alleviate this 
discontent by becoming a part o f the 
community, instead o f being merely 
another face in the classroom. As a 
freshman, I remember being 
overwhelmed by the sjze o f this 
campus. Now, I feel the 
sadness o f leaving a friend.
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John B. Perry 
■ • . be at peace with God, 
whatever you conceive Him to 
be, and whatever your labors 
and aspirations, in the 
noisy confusion of life keep 
peace with your soul. With 
all its sham, drudgery and 
broken dreams, it is still a 
beautiful world. Be careful. 
Strive to be happy." 
from Desiderata
Marilyn Clifford Maloney 
"Rosewater said an interesting 
thing to Billy one time about 
a book that wasn t science 
fiction. He said that everything 
there was to know about life 
was in The Brothers Karamazov, 
by Feodor Dosteovsky. ’But 
that isn't enough any more, 
said Rosewater."
—Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
T r j c v u J U p v
Margaret Mary Stevens 
College offers us the 
opportunity for an education 
that extends beyond the 
basic academic curriculum. Thus, 
universities can be considered 
grounds for the expansion 
of our abilities to meet 
the challenges and realities 
of life, if we but reach out 
to make a personal commitment 
through our individual 
experiences. In this commitment 
however, I hope that we don't 
become so involved with 




Go placidly amid the noise and haste and remember what peace 
there may be in silence. If you compare yourself with others, 
you may become vain and b itter fo r always there will be 
greater and lesser persons than yourself. Be at peace with God 
whatever you conceive him to be. And whatever your labors and 
aspirations in the noisy confusion o f life, keep at peace 
with your soul. W ith all its sham, drudgery and broken dreams, 
it is still a beautiful world. Be careful.
^frix/p. h p  h fln n w . D f is id f ir a t a
John A. Stewart, Jr.
College means many different things to each 
of us. Each can think back over past years 
and recollect fond memories and exciting moments. 
To me, college is a life long experience— it has 
provided friendship, understanding and love.
All o f these wonderful gifts have been realized 
through a personal relationship with the 
living Christ. G reat joy, peace and happiness 
have been mine by realizing His love for me. Yes, 
college is an experience that lasts fo r a lifetime 




In this fast moving and complex world, it is hard 
fo r us to take interest in everything around us 
and to find our place in this society, but if 
we take the time to take interest, we will find 
our place and also enjoy and appreciate 
everyone and everything around us.
Kathy Lynn Bassett 
All that we are and all that we will 
become rests not primarily in our own 
capacities but rather is owing to the 
°Pportunities afforded us by others, 
accompanied by their encouragement, 
appreciation, trust, and faith. A college 
graduate is merely a person who had 
a chance to get an education; 
a successful man is simply one given the 
chance to do his best.
Marcia Elizabeth Carter 
I've always thought a person's time is one 
of the best things he can give. It's 
both rewarding and fun. These past 
four years make me wish I had 
more time to give books, understand 
and serve people, appreciate Nature, and 
strengthen myself.
139
ILaurence B. Stanley 
There is nothing quite so satisfying as 
having tried one's hardest. Only then can 
there be no regrets, no downcast 
eyes—whatever the outcome .. . LSU 
has much to be proud of, and I feel 
privileged to have been part of it. 
Tigerland seems to have more than 
its share of people with smiling faces and 
friendly dispositions, and I think 
that's great. We all love people 
who have cultivated a bubbly 
enthusiasm for life.
Paul B. Stanley
Coming to LSU was very special to me.
My stay here has been a memorable one. 
It has been a time of searching, 
learning and "becoming." To me, it has 
been a worthwhile experience— 
grueling at times but also very 
rewarding. Now that it is almost over, 
leaving will be a little sad, but exciting too 
in that new challenges lie ahead.
Robert Barton Allen
Those who continually seek personal
freedom should remember one thing: their
goal is impossible unless they also
seek happiness. For the unhappy
man finds oppression in a frowning
face or an unsaid word. Only a free
soul, unfettered by despair,
can find real freedom.
( t l W j
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Thomas H. Casanova III
My greatest thrill of these past four years is the 
realization that Jesus Christ is alive and offers 
peace, purpose and salvation to any man who 
trusts in him.
Lloyd Henderson Frye
Lord, make me an instrument of your peace.
Where there is hatred let me sow love; Where there 
is injury, pardon; Where there is doubt, faith,
Where there is despair, hope; Where there is darkness, 
light; And where there is sadness, joy.
St. Francis of Assisi
/ f t  -----
Mary Garvey Frye 
Haz lo todo con amor.
Nell Paullyn Wood
If you compare yourself with others, you may become 
vain and bitter, for always there will be greater 
and lesser persons than yourself.
Desiderata 1692
Patricia Ann Thompson
Grief can take care of itself; but to get the full 





Travis T. Hailey 
G O D  IS LOVE
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WHO'S WHO CREDITS
A L E X A N D E R ,  J O H N  B E N T L E Y — Law Scho ol— Phi Eta S ig m a ;  Polit ical Col um n is t 
for " T h e  Daily Re ve i l l e";  Y o un g  D emo cra ts-Se cre tar y,  President; Traffic A p p e a l s  
Board; Student Libe ra l  F ed era t io n -V ic e -Pre sid en t;  C h a ir m a n , Students for 
Kennedy (R o b ert  F . ) ;  H o n o r a b l e  M ent io n ,  Danf orth Fellowship ;  S G A -P r e s id e n t .  
A L LE N , R O B E R T  B A R T O N — A rt s  an d  Sciences— H o m e c o m i n g  C o m m i t t e e ;  Theta 
Xi-Pledge Cla ss Vice-President,  O u t s t a n d in g  Pl edg e, Scholarship  C h a i r m a n ;  
University C o u r t ;  Theta X i- V ic e- Pr esi de nt;  President,  C o l l e g e  o f  Art s  and 
Sciences; M u S ig m a  Rho; O m ic r o n  Delta K a p p a ;  I F C  Representative;  Dean's 
List, 2 semesters; Assistant H e a d ,  Stud en t A f f a i r s -S G A ;  Election Board M e m ­
ber; Arts and Sciences C o u n c i l .
BASSETT,  K A T H Y  L Y N N E — Arts an d  Sciences— C h i  O m e g a  Social Sorority-  
Treasurer, President;  A l p h a  L a m b d a  Delta ;  Presidential  Scholarsh ip;  Freshman 
Advi sor ;  Un io n -P u b li c Relations C o m m i t t e e ;  A W S -R e s e a r c h  C o m m i t t e e ;  Scotch 
G u a r d -O u ts ta n d ing  M e m b e r ;  M o r t a r  Bo ard ;  M u  S ig m a  Rho; R O T C  Sponsor.  
BE ND FEL DT,  J U A N  F.— A r c h i te c tu re — Phi lota A l p h a  Social  F r a t ern i ty -C o rr e ­
sponding Secretary,  Vice-President,  Pl edg e Trai ner ,  J a m  J a m  C o m m it t e e ,  
President, Scholarship A w a r d ,  Leade rsh ip A w a r d ,  Phi Eta S igm a , A m e ri c a n  
Institute of Archi tects -T reasu rer ,  Secretary,  D ele gat e  to Regional Con ven tions ;  
Chairman of C o m m i t t e e  on Earth D a y;  Dean's List, I F C  Representative,  Guest 
Editor and C o - f o u n d e r  of Envir o nme ntal Design New sle tte r;  LSU Non-re side nt 
Scholarship;  G uest E d ti o r of the New sle tte r of the Latin A m e r i c a n  Studies 
Institute; C h a ir m a n  and Fou nd e r of the Pan A m e r i c a n  W e e k  at LSU and Pan 
American  Festival; U n io n-In te rn at io na l C o m m it t e e ,  Liason M e m b e r ;  De le gate  to 
the W o r l d  Issues C on fe re nc e  for International Stud en t Of fice ;  W i n n e r  of 1971 
National Fellowship fo r P o st -g ra dua te  work of the A I A ;  Phi Kap p a  Phi. 
C A M P B E L L , R I C H A R D  A N D R E W ,  J R . — Law School— K ap p a  S ig m a  Social Fra-  
ternity-Pledge Trainer,  Rush C h a ir m a n , I F A C  Representative;  Law School 
Activities-President Stude nt  Bar Association,  M o o t  C o u r t  Board, S G A  Student 
Assembly President's C a b i n e t ,  Ex Of f ic io  m e m b e r  of Stu den t/F acu lty Relations 
Com mi tte e,  Faculty C u r r ic u l u m  C o m m i t t e e .
C A R TE R , M A R C I A  E L I Z A B E T H — A r t s  an d  Sciences— Pi Beta Phi Social  Sorority-  
Outstanding P le dge; Un ion -Pr esi den t,  Lead ers hip  C a b i n e t ,  C h a i r m a n  Inter­
national C o m m i t t e e ;  A n g e l  F l i g h t - C o m m a n d e r ;  Freshman A d v i s o r ;  Ou ts ta nd in g  
Freshmen W o m a n ;  M o r t a r  B o ar d ;  M u S ig m a  Rho.
C A S A N O V A ,  T H O M A S  H .  I l l — Art s an d  Sciences— Concensus  A l l  A m e r i c a n  1970; 
Fellowship of C hri sti an Athle tes ;  L  C l u b ;  K ap p a  S ig m a  Social  Fraternity;  
Selected b y Defense D e p a r t m e n t  S um m e r 1971 for G o o d w i l l  A m b a s s a d o r  To ur 
to J ap an, Phil ippines,  G u a m ;  First Strin g Southeastern Con fe re nc e  1970; First 
String Footbal l  Letterman for 3 years.
D A R G A Y ,  C H A R L E N E  A N N E — Art s  an d  Sciences— Y o un g  Repub lic ans ;  Dorr mto ry-  
Standards Bo ard ;  S G A - O f f i c e  of Research;  Southern Liason C o m m i t t e e ,  Public 
Relations C h a ir m a n , H o m e c o m i n g  C h a i r m a n ;  Unio n-L eis ure Entertainment 
Co m m itt e e ;  Traffic A p p e a l s  B o ar d ;  " R e v e i l l e " -B l a c k  Ho usi ng Study T$ am  
Sports E ditor ;  LSU Student Fou nd a ti o n -P ub li ci ty  Di rector ;  J a m  J a m  C o m m i t t e e  
Louisiana Intercolleg iate State Legislature  Senator;  Edited  1970 " F a c e s "  ( f r e s h ­
man Y e a r b o o k ) .
DIRKS, D A V I D  L E V I — Business A d m in is t r a t io n — College of Business A d m in is t r a -  
t ion-President;  C h a ir m a n , A c a d e m i c  Proposals C o m m i t t e e ;  S G A - D e p a r t m e n t  of 
Academic Affairs H e a d , O f f - C a m p u s  Representative to Student Assem bly ;  
Omicron Delta K a p p a ;  Phi K a p p a  Phi; Free Spe ech  A l l e y  M o d e r a t o r ;  President, 
Sophomore Class of Business A d m in is tr a ti o n ;  C u r r e n t  Events C o m m i t t e e ;  Unio n;  
Gamma Beta Phi; C h a i r m a n ,  A c a d e m i c  A p p e a l s  C o m m i t t e e ;  Beta G a m m a  
Sigma.
EV ANS , C H A R L O T T E  I R E N E — Educa tio n— Delta Zeta Social S o ro ri ty -P le dge  Class 
Parliamentarian,  Act iv it ies C h a i r m a n , House M a na g e r,  Rush Party C h a ir m a n, 
Outstandi ng  Delta Zeta Ju n i o r  in Louisiana; Freshman A d v i s o r ;  D orm ltory-  
^ i n g  Representative,  Sta nda rds Bo ard ;  U n io n -L y c e u m  C o m m it t e e ,  Social A c t i v ­
ities C h a i r m a n ; A . C . E . ;  A W S - D o r m  Representative,  Secretary;  S G A - H i g h  School 
Relations; G U M B O ;  M o r t a r  Bo ard ;  Vice-Pre siden t of Ju n io r  Class in C o l l e g e  of 
Education, Education C o u n c i l .
FRYE, L L O Y D  H E N D E R S O N — Art s an d  Sciences— A l l  Southeastern Conf erenc e 
A c ade m ic s T e a m ;  K a p p a  S ig m a  Social  Fraternity;  Fellowship of C hri sti an 
Athletes; A l p h a  Epsilon Delta ;  First String  L in ebac ke r in Fo o tb a l l ;  Thre e Ye ar 
Letterman in Football .  
f r YE, MR S. M A R Y  L. G A R V E Y — E d uca t io n— K a p p a  Delta Social  Sorority-Assistant 
Pledge Trai ner ,  V ice- Pre siden t;  C a t h o l ic  Student C e n t e r - C h o i r ;  S G A -C e n t e n n i a l  
H o m e c o m i n g  C h a i r m a n ;  A W S - O r i e n t a t i o n  S ub -c o m m itt e e  C h a i r m a n ;  Scotch 
G u a r d - C o l o n i z in g  C o m m a n d e r ;  Freshman Ad vis o r.
H A I L E Y ,  T R A V I S  T H O M A S ,  J R . — Electrical  E n g in eeri ng — Dean's List; O uts ta nd in g  
Freshman A F R O T C  c a d et;  Phi Eta S ig m a ; Sig m a C h i  Social F raternity -His torian,  
Secretary, Assistant Pl edg e Trai ner ,  Ho us e m a n ag e r,  President I F C ;  Cente nn ial  
H o no r A w a r d ;  A F R O T C  Financial  Assistance G r a n t  Recipient;  Ou ts ta nd in g  
Soph omore  A F R O T C  C a d e t ;  Union  Tours and Trips C o m m i t t e e  M e m b e r ;  A r n o l d  
A i r  Society;  S c a b b a r d  and  Bla de; S G A -R e p r e s e n ta ti v e ,  C o l l e g e  of En gine er ing ;  
Eta Ka ppa N u ;  I F C  J u d i c i a l  B o ard ;  O m i c r o n  Delta K a p p a ;  Selected as a 
Distinguished M i li t a r y  Student.
H O U S E ,  W A L T E R  R I C H A R D — Arts  an d  Sciences— Traffic A p p e a l s  Boar d;  Unio n-  
Lyceum C o m m i t t e e ,  S um m e r President; O m ic r o n  Delta K a p p a ; C h a nc el lo r 's  
C o m m i t t e e  on Student A c t i v i t y  Fee; C h a n c e l l o r ’s C o u n c i l  on C a m p u s  M i n o r i ­
ties; C o m m i t t e e  on Student C o n d u c t ;  S G A - A s s e m b l y  M e m b e r  ( A r e a  Representa­
tive and O u t s t a n d in g  M e m b e r ) ,  H e a d  of D e p a rt m en t of Student Affairs.
H U F F T ,  H A R R Y  F R E D E R I C K — Petroleum En gin eering — Society of A m e r ic a n  
En gine ers-P IO .  Treasurer,  G o l d  M e d a l ;  R O T C  O u ts ta nd in g  Freshman C a d e t ;  
Petroleum Eng in eer D e pa rt m en t Scholarsh ip;  Dean's List, A I M E - S P E ;  G e t t y  O i l  
C o m p a n y  Scholar shi p;  S A M E  O u ts ta nd in g  M e m b e r  Scho lar shi p;  R O T C  S u p e r­
visor J u n i o r  C a d e t ;  Pi Epsilon Tau -S ecr etary,  Tre as ure r;  Vice-President.  C o l le g e  
of En gine er ing ;  R O T C  C o r p s  C o m m a n d e r ;  A I M E - V i c e  President; Distinguished 
Mi litary Student;  O m ic r o n  Delta K a p p a ;  Tau  Beta Pi.
J O H N S O N ,  A N N  R O B I N — Environ men tal Design— Delta Delta Delta Social 
Sor or ity-Fraternity Edu ca tio n  C h a i r m a n , O u ts ta nd in g  M e m b e r ,  Pledg e Trainer;  
Ju n io r Division Vice- Pre siden t;  Dean's List; S G A -L e g i s l a t iv e  Liason C o m m it t e e ;  
Scotch G u a r d ;  Freshman A d v i s o r ;  L S U  A l u m n i  Fede ration Scholarship;  Little 
Sister of M in erv a  of S ig m a  A l p h a  Ep si lon -H is torian;  A W S - O u t r e a c h  C o m m i t ­
tee; Union -Fash ion  B o ar d ;  D arl in g  of LSU C o u r t ;  A l p h a  L a m b d a  Delta;  Phi 
K ap p a  Phi; A r t  Students Association.  
k a t z . a . k e i t h - B u siness A d m in is tr ati o n — O m ic r o n  Delta K a p p a ;  U n io n -I n te r­
national C o m m i t t e e ;  Zet a  Beta T a u - H o u s e m a n a g e r ,  Tre asurer;  T i g e r  Band; 
D orm  Section Representative to M D A ;  I F C - C o - c h a i r m a n  G r e e k  W e ek , Treasurer, 
President;  H a r o l d  Kir sc hb erg  M e m o r i a l  Scholar shi p;  PI Tau  Pi; L S U  Press 
C o u n c i l ;  C o d e  of Stud en t C o n d u c t  C o m m i t t e e .
L IN E R , FRE D J E F F E R S O N ,  J R . — P r e - M e d — Sig m a  C h i  Social  Fratern ity-Vice-Pres i­
de nt of P le dge  Class. Assistant P le dge  Trai ner ,  Executive C o m m it t e e ,  Evalu a ­
tions C o m m it t e e ,  C h a  Irm an ; S G A -L e g i s l a t iv e  Liason C o m m i t t e e  Elections 
C o m m i t t e e  C h a i r m a n , H e a d  o f  D e pa rt m en t of Public Relations, C o l l e g e  of 
Education Probe C o m m i t t e e ,  Legislative Vice- Pre siden t;  Louisiana Inte rc ol ­
legiate State Legislative Representative;  U nio n-S ocial  Act iv it ies  C o m m i t t e e ;  
I F C  Representative;  A l p h a  Epsilon Delt a;  Art s an d  Sciences C o u n c i l ;  O m ic r o n  
Delta K a p p a ; Union  G o v e r n i n g  Bo ard ;  S G A  Stud en t Affairs C o m m it t e e .  
M c A D A M S ,  S U S A N  C L Y D E — A rf s  an d  Sciences— Kap p a  Delta Social Sorority-  
Miss G ra c io us  Livin g,  Act iv it ies C h a ir m a n , M o st  A c t i v e  Pledcje A w a r d ,  M e m ­
bership C h a ir m a n, Secretary;  U n io n -H o s pi ta li ty  C o m m it t e e ,  Ma m' sel le ,  Fashion 
Board C h a i r m a n ;  D o r m i t o r y -A W S  Co u n ci l ,  President,  Standa rds Boar d;  Scotch 
G u a rd s- Ex e cu ti ve  C o lo n iz in g  Officer,  Freshman A d v i s o r ;  A l p h a  Epsilon Delta-  
Sec retary ;  Dean's List; N o m in e e  for Ou ts ta nd in g  Freshman W o m a n .
M A L O N E Y ,  M A R I L Y N  C L I F F O R D — Arts  and Sciences— C h i  O m e g a  Social Sor- 
ority -Schola rsh ip C h a ir m a n  of Pl edg e Class, Assistant Act iv it ies  C h a i r m a n ; 
Freshman A d v i s o r ;  S G A - C o l l e g e  Daze C o m m itt e e ,  As sem bly ,  A l p h a  L a m b d a  
Delta;  U n io n -C h a ir m a n  C r e a ti v e  Ta lent C o m m it t e e ,  M e m b e r -a t - L a r g e  Union 
G o v e r n i n g  Board,  Music Theat er C o m m i t t e e ;  Leadership L a b ;  LSU A lu m n i  
Federation Scholarship;  M o r t a r  Board ;  Phi Kap p a  Phi; M e m b e r  of C o u n c i l  on 
C a m p u s  Minorities ;  Nationa l M e r i t  Scholar;  A W S  C o u n c i l ;  Pi S ig m a  A l p h a .  
M E L V I L L E ,  D A V I D  R.— Art s and Sciences— Phi Eta S ig m a ; S G A  Legislative Liason 
C o m m i t t e e ;  Representative to Louisiana Intrastate C o l l e g ia t e  Legislation;  Dorm 
Cou nselo r;  S G A  H i g h  School Relations C o m m i t t e e ;  President's Scholarship;  
Senior Cou nselo r in EKS H a l l ;  Baptist Student Union C a m p u s  Relations D i ­
rector;  District  C o o r d in a t o r  for Key C lu b s  in Louisiana, Mississippi, and W est 
Tennessee; Pi Sig m a A lp h a .
M I D D L E T O N ,  C A R O L  A N N E — En ginee ring— A l p h a  Lambd-a Delta;  W esle y Foun- 
dat ion -S ecret ary ,  Vice-President;  A I C H E - S e c r e t a r y ;  H o n o r  Stude nt  A w a r d ;  Tau 
Beta Pi; Phi L a m b d a  Upsilon;  Phi K a p p a  Phi; M o r t a r  B o ar d ;  LSU A lu m n i  
Federation Scholarship;  Mo nsanto C o m p a n y  Scholarship.
O R E L L A N A ,  W A L T E R I O  A — Industrial  En ginee ring— Union  International C o m -  
mittee-Secretary,  Sum mer C h a i r m a n ;  Big Brother O r g a n iz i n g  C o m m i t t e e ;  H o no r 
Student A w a r d  Scholarship; Dean's List; S op ho m ore  Engineer ing Class Vice-  
President;  Non -re sid e n t H o n o r  A w a r d  Scholarship;  Enginee ring C o u n c i l ;  Pi 
K a p p a  Phi-Treasurer, President;  Student's L a m p  Key A w a r d ;  Baton Rouge 
H o no ra r y  C it iz en shi p;  S G A - A c a d e m i c  Affairs C o m m i t t e e ;  Engineer ing Senior 
Class President;  A m e ri c a n  Institute of Industrial Engineers,  Tau Beta Pi Presi­
den t;  Phi Kap p a  Phi; Pi M u  Epsilon; Ju n i o r  A c h ie ve m e n t A d v i s o r ;  Student 
Affairs C o m m i t t e e  of C o l l e g e  of En gine er ing ;  Interfraternity C o u n c i l .
PERRY, J O H N  B.— Business Admin is tr ati o n — U n io n -P r o g ra m  Co unci l ,  Leadership 
C a b i n e t ;  A r e a  C o o r d in a t o r ;  Phi Ka ppa Psi, President,  Vice-Pre siden t;  Solon E  
Sum merfie ld Scholarship A w a r d ;  I F C  Representative;  A r m y  R O T C ;  S c a b b a r d  
and Blade, Distinguished M i li ta r y  Student,  2 years Scholarship,  C a d e t  C a p t a i n ;  
C h a p e l C o u n c i l  Representative for St. Luke's Episcop al C h ur c h  for 4 years.
PR El S. P H I L L I P  W E S L E Y — Business Admin is tr ati o n — Phi Eta S ig m a ; Cente nn ial  
Scholarship; President's Scholarship;  K ap p a  S ig m a  Social  Fraternity-Secretary.  
President;  Beta A l p h a  Psi; Beta G a m m a  S ig m a ; Phi Kap p a  Phi; N at io na l Kap p a  
S ig m a  Leadership  A w a r d ;  Beta A lp h a  Psi A w a r d ;  N u m b e r  O n e  Senior in 1972 
A c c o un ti n g  Class;  W ash in g to n  Scho larship;  O m ic r o n  Delta Kap p a.
S A R T O R .  J U D I T H  L Y N N — Educat ion — Kap p a  Delta Social  Sorority-So cial  Service 
C h a ir m a n , Miss* Gr a ci o us  L iv in g ;  President's Scholarsh ip;  Freshman A d vis o r ;  
A lp h a  L a m b d a  Delta;  Scotch G u a rd s - C o l o n i z in g  C o m m a n d e r ;  Tri  Delta Scho lar­
ship A w a r d ;  S G A - P u b l i c  Relations; U n io n-T ri ps  an d  Tours;  M o r t a r  Boar d-  
Histor lan;  T .  H .  Harris Scholarship;  Cente nn ial  H o n o r  A w a r d ;  Phi K a p p a  Phi; 
Mu S ig m a  Rho; S ig m a  A lp h a  Eta; K a p p a  Delta Pi-Secretary.
S T A N L E Y ,  L A W R E N C E  B — A g ri c u l tu re — President,  Xi  S ig m a  Pi; A l p h a  Zeta,  
Secretary;  Do rm  Cou nsel or ;  Socie ty of Foresters; Theta Xi  Social  Fraternity;  
O uts ta nd in g  Sop h o m o re  A w a r d ,  G a m m a  Sig m a  Delta;  Forestry School S ch o la r­
ship;  W o o d s  and W a te r s  Scholarship;  Forestry A l u m n i  Scholarsh ip;  O m ic r o n  
Delta K a p p a .
S T A N L E Y ,  P A U L  B — Agri cu l tu re — Range r of Xi  S ig m a  Pi; C i rc u la ti o n  M a n a g e r  of 
" A n n u a l  R i n g " ;  Treasurer, A lp h a  Z e t a ;  D o rm  C o u n s el o r;  Theta Xi  Social  
F raternity;  C o -c h a i r m a n  of C o m m i t t e e  to rewrite Hous in g  Brochure;  Reporter 
on M D A  " T i g e r  T a le s " ;  C o - e d i t o r  of Theta Xi  Newsletter;  G e t t y  O i l  Scho lar­
ship;  O m ic r o n  Delta K a p p a ; M e m b e r  of School of Forestry Fac ul ty-Studen t 
Cur ri c u l a  C o m m i t t e e ;  Recipient of H o m e li te  Scholarship.
S T E V E N S, M A R G A R E T  M A R Y — Arts and Sciences— Dean's List; Freshman A d vis o r ;  
Un ion -Vi ce -Pr esi den t for Leadership,  Secretary of Student an d  C o m m u n it y  
Services C o m m it t e e ,  S u b -c o m m itt e e  cha irma n of Peace C o r p s  and Vista, C h a i r ­
man of C a m p u s  Services C o m m i t t e e ;  S o c io lo g y  C lu b -V ic e -P re s id en t,  Secretary;  
A l p h a  Kap p a  Delta;  M o rt ar Board -Presid en t;  Faculty C o u n c i l  C o m m i t t e e  on 
O u ts ide  Speakers.
S T E W A R T ,  F R A N C E S  M A R I O N — Edu ca tio n— C h i  O m e g a  Social  S o ro ri ty -J uni o r 
Panhellenic Delegate.  Pledge Tra in e r;  S G A -R e p r e s e n ta ti v e  in Stude nt  Assem bly ,  
A c a d e m i c  Affairs C o m m i t t e e ;  U n io n -H o s p i ta li ty  C o m m i t t e e ;  A n g e l  F l i g h t;  
A l p h a  L a m b d a  Delta;  St. A l b a n s  Episcopal C h a p e l - C h a p e l  C o u n c i l ;  Kap p a  
Delta Epsilon;  Kap p a  Delta Pi; Mu S ig m a  Rho; M o r t a r  B o a rd -E d it o r;  Louisiana 
C o l l e g e  Q u e e n ;  O u ts ta nd in g  Freshman W o m a n .
S T E W A R T ,  J O H N  A .  J R .— Art s  an d  Sciences— Sig m a  C h i  Social  Fraternity;  
O m ic r o n  Delta K a p p a ; G a m m a  Beta Phi; A l p h a  Epsilon Delta ;  President,' 
Fellowship of Christian Athle tes;  Track Te am  C a p t a i n ;  C a m p u s  C r u s a d e  for 
Chri st;  Four Ye ar Letterman in T ra ck ;  Selected as an O u ts ta nd in g  C o l l e g e  
A th le te  of A m e r i c a ;  Selected to serve on N atio na l C o l l e g e  Staff of the Fel lo w­
ship of Christian Athle tes ;  LSU School Records in the O n e  M ile  . . .  Six Mile .  
T A S S I N ,  D E A N N A  R O S E — Arts  and Sciences— A l p h a  Phi Social  S o ro ri ty -P le dge  
Class Secretary,  Ju n io r  Panhellenic Delegate,  Rush C h a i r m a n , Scholarship  C o m ­
mittee, Marshall ,  First Vice-President,  M . C .  Sig gins  Scholarship,  A l p h a  Phi 
Scholarship A w a r d ;  U n io n -C e le b r it y  Showcase C o m m it t e e ,  Student and C o m ­
munity Services S u b - C o m m i t t e e  C h a ir m a n , Q u iz  Bowl C o m m i t t e e ,  S um m e r 
Lyceum C h a ir m a n, Lyceum A r e a  C o o r d in a t o r ;  University C h o ru s ;  Do rm  W i n g  
Representative; S E P C -H o s p i t a l i t y  C o m m i t t e e ;  Freshman H o n o r  A w a r d .  
T H O M P S O N ,  P A T R I C I A  A N N — Business Adm in is tr ati o n — Pi Beta Phi Social  
So ro ri ty -P le dge  Class Scholarship C h a ir m a n , Act iv it ies  C h a i r m a n , Treasurer 
Secretary;  G e r m a n  C l u b ;  A W S - P u b l i c  Relations C o m m i t t e e ;  A l p h a  L a m b d a  
Del ta -His to rian ;  Do rm  House C o u n c i l ;  U n io n-V ic e  President of Finance; H o s ­
pitality C o m m it t e e ,  Tours and Tr ip s  C o m m itt e e -T re a s u re r;  S G A - H o m e c o m i n g  
Sub -c h a ir m a n ; A l p h a  Beta C h i ;  M o r t a r  Bo ard -T rea surer ;  Beta A l p h a  Psi-Treas- 
urer;  Freshman H o n o r  A w a r d ;  C en tenn ial  Scholarsh ip;  Phi K ap p a  Phi.
T R I T I C O ,  L I L A  M A R I E — Art s and  Sciences— LSU S ym ph o ny ;  Union  Big Bu d dy  
Pro gram, C ul tu re  A r e a  C o o r d in a t o r ;  Freshman an d  C en te nnia l  H o n o r  A w a r d -  
Bo ard of Supervisors Scho larship;  A p p o i n t e d  to University C o u r t  as a justice; 
A W S -P r e s I d e n t ;  M o r t a r  Boar d;  S G A -U n i v e r s l t y  C o u r t  Com m itt e e s ,  Secretary;  
C ha nc el lo r 's  C o m m i t t e e  on C a m p u s  Life.
W O O D .  N E L L  P A U L L Y N — Educat ion — A l p h a  Delta Pi-Ple dge Tra iner,  Assistant 
M e m b e rs h ip  C h a ir m a n , Scholarship  C h a ir m a n , Vice-Pre siden t;  K ap p a  Delta Pi- 
Vlce-President,  H is torian ;  G U M B O - S t a f f  Assistant,  Sections Edi tor ,  Associate 
Ed i to r for C o p y ;  Union -Lyce um- speake rs C o m m i t t e e ,  A ud io -v is u al C o m m i t t e e  
C h a ir m a n , Entertainm ent A r e a  C o o r d in a t o r ,  S um m e r Pr o gra m C o u n c i l ,  L e a d ­
ership C a b i n e t ;  Dean's List; O u ts ta nd in g  Transfer Student;  A l p h a  Delta Pi 
Scholarship A w a r d ;  M o r t a r  Bo ard ;  K a p p a  Delta Epsilon;  M u  S ig m a  Rho; S L T A ;  
H i g h  School Te a c h e r ’s A i d ;  Ou ts ta nd in g  Y o un g  A m e r i c a n ;  G o l d e n  Scroli  
Nat io nal  Leade rsh ip A w a r d ;  O p t i m i s t  C l u b  Scholarsh ip;  T w o  Elk's C l u b  S ch o la r­
ships.
Z I M M E R M A N ,  B A R B A R A  C O L E R A I N E — Arts  and Sciences— Delta G a m m a  Social 
Sor ority;  Freshman A d v i s o r ;  D o rm itory -S ecr etary ,  Sta nd ard s Board C h a i r m a n ;  
Unio n -L y c e u m  C o m m i t t e e ;  A W S - H o s p i t a l i t y  C o m m i t t e e ,  First Vice-Pre siden t 
President;  Dean of W o m e n ' s  A d h o c  C o m m i t t e e  for Rule C h a n g e s ;  S G A -  

















W. T. "Dud" Robinson 
Tennis



















I I . Charles Stuart
12. Randy Russell
13. Tommy Casanova
14. W a lte r M ille t
15. John W ood






22. Dale M ille r




















43. G ary Champagne
44. Mike H unt
45. Gerald Keigley





51. Binks M ic io tto
52. Joe W inkler
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OPENING THE '71 CAMPAIGN
Sixty-eight thousand screaming fanatics packed "Death Valley" Sept. 
I I  to kick off the 1971 football campaign watching the Bayou Bengali 
tangle with the highly under-rated Colorado Buffaloes. As the spec­
tators sat back, visions of an undefeated season, a repeat of the SEC 
Championship, and a number 1 rating danced through their minds. It
Everyone who thought Charley McClendon had been crying wolf about 
his inexperienced defensive eleven soon found that Mac's worries were 
not little white lies. Despite repeated thuds to the line by the thun­
dering Buffalo backs, Colorado went into the dressing room holding only 
a slim 10-7 lead. Then lightning struck when C lif f  Branch streaked down 
the sidelines on a distant punt return and from that point on, the out­
look grew bleak. Only a long drive spearheaded by reserve signal caller, 
Paul Lyons, and an Interception return by J im  Gainey kept the Tigers 
close in the final analysis.
THE JO KE IS ON THE A G G IES
Many jokes have been told about the Texas Aggies, but the Tigers 
certainly got the last laugh at the Aggies' expense on the night of Sept. 
18. A . & M.'s coach Gene Stalling accused Charley Mac of running up 
the score after the Texans left Baton Rouge a 38-0 loser.
It was a monumental night for quarterback Paul Lyons, last year's 
goat who became the hero of Tigerland with a sterling performance. 
There were many standouts such as Picou, Estay, and Kavanaugh; and 
by 9:30 everyone had forgotten I970's game and all was well. But, all 
was not well for defensive back Tommy Casanova who severely pulled a 
muscle, but few realized Caz would not be around for six weeks. With 
the defense already paying dividends for the price of youth, the loss of 
one of its two elite spelled problems against an offensive minded team 
from Wisconsin.
BADGING THE BADGERS
It  was a long trip  from Baton Rouge, Louisiana to Madison, Wisconsin, 
and Wisconsin was not too friendly to the visiting Tigers. Sept. 25 saw 
seventy-eight thousand fans—a new stadium record—howling for the blood 
of the Tigers. The scribes predicted an offensive duel, and neither LSU 
nor the Badgers disappointed the offensive loving fans.
Running and passing for an LSU record of 304 yards, Paul Lyons became 
the 5EC back-of-the-week. The scrappy quarterback also crossed paydirt 
on three occasions and tossed for another six points to Handy Andy 
Hamilton. The rajun cajun, A rt Cantrelle, also got into the act by 
scampering for 100 yards before limping off with an injured ankle. John 
Nagle also left the field of battle with an injury.
The final count read 38-28, and the Tigers bundled up their sq uad- 
many on crutches—and returned to friendly Tiger Stadium to face South­
west Conference foe, Rice.
LSU vs. RICE
The Tigers came out growling and plucked the Rice Owl all over the 
turf. To put it simply, Rice did the best they could, they showed up.
LSU's infantry attack blitzed through the Owls for over 300 yards 
while Bert Jones and Paul Lyons put on an aerial show which left the 
Rice Owls completely baffled. Perhaps the biggest star of the show was 
sophomore defensive back, Norm Hodges, who dashed by the Owls for 
a brilliant 84-yard punt return.
LSU’s 38-3 victory convinced almost everybody that the Tigers were 
back into stride and the Homecoming encounter with Florida would 
raise more eyebrows.
A TIME FOR HOM ECOM ING
The Florida Gators, expecting to be a Southeast power for 1971, came 
into Baton Rouge after being whipped on four consecutive Saturdays. 
LSU decided to make it five by thoroughly trouncing the dejected Ga+ors 
48-7 before an enthusiastic Homecoming throng.
The only black mark on the Tigers came when Jay  Michaelson missed 
his first extra point after a record of 20 straight. The stars were many, 
including a list headed by quarterback Bert Jones, running backs Art 
Cantrelle, Del Walker, and Mike Shoemaker, receiver-kieker Michaelson 
and defensive stalwarts Ronnie Estay, Louis Cascio, Richard Picou, and 
Tyler Lafuchi.
TAMING THE WILDCATS
Charley Mac returned to his old stomping grounds at Lexington, Ky., 
only to find the greeting committee not nearly as friendly as he and 
his Tigers had hoped.
Only the steady toe of Jay  Michaelson saved LSU from a disastrous 
defeat at the hands of the fired-up Kentucky W ildcats. Chris Dantin s 
and Bert Jones' touchdowns were offset by a pair of Tucky six-pointers, 
but fortunately M r. Michaelson outscored his kicking adversary 4 to I 
and powered the way for a rocky victory. Joe W inkler, Pepper Rutland, 
and Lloyd Frye played valiantly in pulling the Tigers out of the Blue- 
grass State as winners. Next a long needed% open date and then to 
Jackson against archest-rival Ole Miss. v ' v ,
THE NIGHT THEY DROVE OLD DIXIE DOWN?
Coach Charley McClendon's Tigers, fresh from a week off, came into 
Jackson, Miss., sporting a five game winning streak, hoping for a rout 
over the arch-rivals and dreaming of a future battle with Alabam a for 
the SEC championship. But Billy Kinard’s Ole Miss Rebels turned LSU s 
dream into a turmoil and a nightmare.
Norris Weese, a refugee from Louisiana who joined the cause of the 
Johnny Rebs, was the main culprit in the Reb's 24-22 upset. Weese 
journeyed over the Tiger defense with his running and ball-handling in 
handing Ole Miss a quick 21-0. LSU's fine tandem quarterback duo of 
Bert Jones and Paul Lyons and the harcJ.^v- -running of A rt Cantrelle 
roared to bring the Tigers back.
Trailing 24-7 with only five minutes r im i't f rg . Tigers exploded for 
a pair of six-pointers and a two-point ccw fi; sion^ ihen the scoreboard
read 24-22 and only seconds remaining. An on-side kick . . .  a recovery 
for the Tigers. A ll hopes flickered away after a long pass fell hopelessly 
to the turf in the end zone and Andy Hamilton lay on the five-yard line 
after being "mysteriously”  bumped. Ole Miss has to come to Baton 
Rouge in '72 and a Bear was waiting with his Alabama Crimson Tide.
THE BEAR TRAP?
W hile the multitude of Louisianians talked politics and the upcoming 
gubernatorial election, the appearance of the gnawling old oak of a 
coach, Paul Bryant, alias the "Bear," and his red-cladded pigskin squad, 
alias the Alabama Crimson Tide, certainly did not go unnoticed.
Charley Mac and his constituents plotted over how they would trap 
the Bear and his undefeated football team. LSU fans d id not complain 
when Charley Mac announced that Tommy Cassanova would finally make 
his long awaited return.
A national television audience, sixty-five thousand spectators, and two 
fine football teams anxiously waited for the late 8:30 kickoff; but the 
defensive struggle that soon developed was quite surprising. After Johnny 
Musso ripped off gains of 20 and 18 yards, a thudding tackle by Caz 
ended Musso's national appearance. Two field goals left the half time 
score at 6-0 for 'Bama, and by that time "You are My Sunshine" had 
faded into shadows of sunset all cajun crawfish lovers were rejoicing 
with their Congressman.
The second half proved that LSU's defense, led by Estay and Cassa­
nova, was returning to the form of yesteryear and Bama fans were 
beginning to wonder if the Bear was going to fall with the Terry Davis, 
another Lousianian seeking fortune in another state who found a gold 
mine with a touchdown gallop in the third period. A  late LSU rally once 
again fell short but no one complained about the effort put forth by 
the Bayou Bengals as they repeatedly shut back the Crimson Tide's of­
fense and consistently drove down the field .
CATS AND DOGS
Mississippi State football supporters clang their cowbells in hope of 
either inspiring their Bulldogs or demoralizing their opponents.^ In the 
past few decades, neither worked too well and all that clanging only 
increased the sale of aspirin after the Bulldogs lost a hard fought 28-3 
contest with the stumbling Bayou Bengals.
Three things seemed certain after the win—LSU could play defense like 
they did in the past Charley McClendon days, Bert Jones could probably 
throw bullets for the U. S. Army and Jimmy LeDoux would be a bona- 
fide superstar if he had any height to go with his quick-moving legs 
and sure hands. It was a lackluster win over a lackluster opponent. Per­
haps everyone was getting prepared for the main event of the season— 
the big bad guys from the north, the Notre Dame Fightin' Irish.
REVENGE FOR MIKE
Go to hell Notre Dame . . . Tiger Bait . . . Irish Stew . . . Kill the 
Fightin' Irish. How sweet the sound. Everyone who had ever heard of 
football in Louisiana knew what these slogans meant and no one missed 
the "gam e."
Everyone oiled up his voice box to greet the Irish with a real Tiger 
roar, and the loyalists in the purple and gold disappointed neither 
their Bengals nor Ara's boys.
Bert Jones long bomb . . . Handy Andy's fingertip catch—the show 
was on. A t the quarter, it was LSU 7, Notre Dame 0, and Notre Dame’s 
team was just as big as they said they were. The Bert Jones-Andy Ham­
ilton show had to wait while Ronnie Estay did his thing before a national 
TV audience. LSU’s doomsday defense repeatedly denied Notre Dame 
entrance into the zone despite many close calls. Warren Capone inter­
cepted and it  was a time for the aerial show to get back into action. 
Jones stood unmolested behind a forward wall of Charles Stuart, Phil 
Murray, Mike Demarle, Lloyd Daniel, and Jack Jaubart who were having 
fun knocking down "Patulski and gang." Bert then fired for six points 
to Hamilton. LSU 14, Notre Dame 0, at the half.
The second half would be tough, no one had scored on ND all year 
in the second half. Bert scampered for a touchdown and Paul Lyons got 
into the act by flipping a scoring aerial to Hamilton. Jay  Michaelson 
kicked four straight to give LSU its final total of 28. Notre Dame 
finally scored with 2:45 left to save some face, but not much. For the 
Tigers, the season was saved unless the Tigs could be upset by Tulane.
THE YEAR O F THE GREENIES?
Eddie Price led Tulane to their last win over L .S.U . way back before 
most of the Greenles or Tigers were even born. Tulane 1971 was going 
to be the same story as the previous years unless the Tigers were still 
gleeing over the ND victory. Even though Tiger Stadium was not filled 
and the Tigers were looking forward to the Sun Bowl and back at Notre 
Dame, there was no hope of whipping the Bengals.
Tulane gallantly fought a far superior football team, but the Greenles 
were far from the Tiger's class and the 36-7 shellacking preserved the 
LSU-Tulane rag for another year. An 8-3 season record was not bad, and 
the future held a place in the Sun.
A DUEL IN THE SUN
Charley Mac found a place in the sun for his Bayou Bengals. The 
place was specifically El Paso, and by game time the sun had long 
disappeared under the threatening clouds and cold north winds. Never­
theless, LSU and Iowa State were both ready for the Sun Bowl Classic.
Bert Jones was seen hoisting a victory sign with a huge trophy desig­
nating him as best player in the Sun Bowl. A 33-15 victory over the Big 
Eight did not hurt anybody’s feelings. Mike Demarie portrayed Joe 
Fraizier with some fisticuffs against the Cyclone captain, as LSU's lead 
mounted, more Tiger entered the ring to dlplay their abilities. It was a 
sweet victory for Charley Mac. But especially to Cantrelle, Estay, Ham­
ilton, and Caz, who made all-conference. Estay was named "lineman of 
the year" by Chevrolet and ABC; Kavanaugh was most valuable in the 
Blue-Gray game. Another successful season, old itars would leave and 
new ones will appear; and who knew but 1972 may be the long-awaited 
year.
The 1971















T r a c k
Alabama 76, LSU 69
LSU 70, Texas A. & M. 58^ /2, Rice 52V2
LSU 95, Drake 50
LSU 81, Minn. 44, Drake 40, Houston 40, Tenn. 40, Tulane 21 
LSU Invitational—Kansas State 82, LSU 40l/2, Minn. 35, Okla. 30, Lamar 
Tech 29, USL 29, La. Tech 24'/2 
Florida 81, LSU 78, Harvard 21
LSU 76, McNeese 60, USL 39, Lamar Tech 37, Houston 33, SLU 21, Wise.
(Parkside) 4 
LSU 74, Auburn 71























































































































































Mississippi St. 4 7











Alabama 1 1 1
Alabama 7 2












































C H A M P IO N S  (second year) 

































Odessa Jr. College 146.25-143.25
Miami Dade Jr. College 146.25-131.60
Northwestern State 147.25-152.15
LSUNO 144.95-140.55
Northeast Louisiana 144.00-1 15.00
SJ.G.L. Championships CHAMPIONS (second year)
NCAA Championships 8th place
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Tulane Christmas Meet 
Individual 
Relays 
































































T e n n i s
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Memphis State 3 6
Houston 4 3
William and Mary 9 0
Lamar Tech 5 4
Texas A. & M. 2 7










IS O C C E R
198
FUTBOL
Para la mayoria de los estudiantes de LSU el 
futbol es un deporte desconocido. Sin embargo, 
la version del equipo combatiente de LSU de 
1971 se volvio famoso por sus proezas al traer a 
casa el tftulo de campeones de la conferencia 
del sureste. Estamos muy orgullosos especial- 
mente de nuestro record el cual fue de 12 
juegos ganados y uno perdido, y porque senti- 
mos que hemos hecho algo por el pragrama 
atletico de LSU.
El maximo acontecimiento de nuestra tempo- 
rada fue el viaje a Knoxville para competir por 
el campeonato de la conferencia del sureste. 
Ganamos el primer juego contra Kentucky 7-2 y 
luego nos enfrentamos a nuestro mas fuerte 
oponente, Georgia, en los semifinales. Despues 
de decaer volvimos a recuperarnos y los derro- 
tamos 4-3. Este fue, ciertamente, el juego mas 
diffcil de la temporada. En la final del torneo 
nos enfrentamos a los campeones de Tennessee; 
como eramos el equipo destinado a ganar, 
pudimos vencerlos facilmente 6-0. La victoria 
fue grande para el entrenador, Namir Sizzat, 
para el equipo y para LSU.
Tal vez el momento de mas satisfaccion para 
mi fue cuando mi companero Jean Boillant y yo 
fuimos nombrados miembros del equipo de la 
conferencia del sureste. Espero ansiosamente el 
























N o tre  Dame
B TEAM
SPR ING  1972 
A  TEAM
LSU OPP. LSU OPP. LSU OPP.
13 16 Florida 30 10 Springhili 36 0
13 6 Hammond 6 36 S. Carolina 4 3
26 0 Austin 31 4 Galveston 17 3
20 4 Tulane 12 6 Springhili 10 6
28 17 Springhili 26 6 Hammond 57 8




F l a g  F o o t b a l l
"J u n g l e  B o y s "  I n d e p e n d e n t  1 8 - 0
U n i v e r s i t y  C h a m p s
204
205
V o l l e y b a l l
a c a c i a





Math Department 9 -0
207
S w im m in g
208
S oftball
Summer Softball Champs 







1. M ark Lancon
2. S tewart Shea
3. Jim  Philpot
4. Bill Austin
5. Ben W ilson
6. Ricky C ourtney
7. Ken Robinson
8. Dan W u lf
9. Ed Lynn
10. Bill Kepper, 
secretary
I I . Je rry  Conrad,
treasurer 
I 2. Collin Andrews, 
vice-president
13. John Moore, 
president
14. M ark Dudenhiter
15. Kelly Talamo
16. Richard Dattel




IN TER FR ATER N ITY  ATHLETIC  C O U N C IL

P A N H E L L E N IC
1. Jane t Raggio





7. Diane G rave l
8. Tina Fasula





14. Cheryl Stringfie ld
15. Nancy Ourso
16. C a rrie  H a rt
17. Georg iana Fink
18. Caro l Stovall
19. Lucy Borne



























10. Reggie Roberts 






















1. J. J. Brasher, Adviser
2. Don Solonas, Vice President
3. Keith Katz, President
4. Bobby Tompkins, Secretary














P R E S I D E N T S
TOP ROW:



















C liff Harms 





























FIRST RO W : James Epperson, president; Charles 
Sartain, treasurer; Robert Stanley, pledge tra iner; 
Jon Ferguson, social chairman; Larry Roedel, rush 
chairman; W a lte r Anderson, Bryan Bellew, Conner 
Blakeney, Charles Bulnes, James Byrd, Luke Chate- 
lain, Dale C la ry. SEC O N D  R O W : Rollin Cole, C u rt 
Coppock, John Corlonan, M ichael Cresap, Ronald 
Daigle, W illiam  Daquin, Am b le  David, W illiam  Dean, 
James DeBrueys, V ic Demarest, Dale Dugard, M arvin  
Duke. TH IR D  R O W : Ernie Easterly, Gera ld  Eier- 
mann, Keith Fisher, Roby Fulkerson, H arl Gard iner, 
M arc  Gautreaux, Larry G ilbe rt, John G irod , W i l­
liam Griffin, Marshal Halbrook, Steven Harris, Rus­
sell Hearn. FO URTH  R O W : C laude Henderson, 
David Hinners, Donald Hinners, Thomas Hoffman, 
David Holladay, Elvin Hollon, David Holloway, Jer- 
rold Horne, Charles Jones, J e rry  Jones, Richard 
Keen, Clarence Lorio III. FIFTH R O W : James Mc- 
Knight, Randy McClanahan, Ben Melanson, Chris 
Mersman, Jules Moll, Ke rry  Mollere, Neil N e tt, Ray 
Paley, Nelson Perret, M ichael Picard, Charles Pinck­
ney, Steve Polito. S IXTH  R O W : Charles Raleigh, 
Thomas Reaves, Dale Redman, Kenneth Robbins, 
Stephen Romero, Paul Roux, James Rumore, Stan 
Schofield, Patrick S lattery, Brian Smith, Donald 
Solonas, Richard Snies. SEVENTH R O W : Robert 
Squires, Terry Sullivan, M ichael Taylor, David 
Thornton, Steven Verzwyvelt, Val W and ling , H a r­
rison W ebe r, Bobby W h itle y , Ben W ilson, Richard 
W ise, Robert W ood, Richard W o rle y . E IG H TH  
R O W : Robert W rig h t, M a rga re t Hawkins, sweet­
heart; M a ry  Porteous, housemother; Buck Moseley, 
chap te r adviser.
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FIRST ROW: Cathy Smith, president; Nell Wood, 
vice president; Cathy Bader, recording secretary; 
Julie McMorris, treasurer; Karen Dennis, corre­
sponding secretary; Carol Alpe, Chris Angelloz, Pam 
Arbour, Wendy Bakes, Debbie Balentine, Mary Ben­
ton, Debby Berger, Dianne Bertucci. SECOND 
ROW: Donna Biggers, April Blackburn, Belinda 
Bourgeois, Bonnie Bradford, Betty Bradshaw, Joan 
Bruchhaus, Belinda Bruton, Rachel Bryan, Cinda 
Byers, Michelle Campagna, Carol Carpenter, Mari- 
lee Cash, Jeanette Caspers. THIRD ROW: Ruddie 
Clarkson, Jeannine Clesi, Carolyne Coco, Fran Cul- 
otta, Donna Dawson, Kathy Deal, Debbie Demouth, 
Cathy Deville, Debbie Dickens, Peggy Jo Dixon, 
Jeanette Doles, Debbie Dunn, Suzan Edwards. 
FOURTH ROW: Susie Ellaby, Becky Eymard, Denny 
Fox, Renee Freeman, Cathy Gauthier, Kathie Geary, 
Gail Goings, Debra Golay, Sue Granier, Fay Grund- 
mann, Mary Hamerski, Margaret Hannaman, Suzy 
Hiegel. FIFTH ROW: Jackie Hoppmeyer, Brookie 
Hudson, Candy Jessup, Terry Jochum, Mary Jones, 
Ginellen Joyner, Laura Junge, Karen Karm, Terri 
Kent, TVacy Koen, Linda Lack, Anne LaCour, Carol 
Laing. SIXTH ROW: Ann Lambert, Pam Lambert, 
Arlene Landry, Sylvia Landry, Karen Leach, Pinky 
LeBlanc, Cynthia Lindenmayer, Colleen Lindsey, 
Colleen McDaniel, Virginia McFarland, Mary Mc­
Guire, Bettina Michelet, Emily Montegudo. SEV­
ENTH ROW: Melanie Natal, Missy Nelson, Kathy 
Newman, Brenda Newnam, Phyllis Owen, Reakey 
Parsons, Libby Peevy, Jane Pitre, Carol Phillips, 
Carolyn Rapier, Jamey Ray, Sally Roberts, Anne 
Robinson. EIGHTH ROW: Marie Rucker, Cindy St. 
Romain, Terry Scholl, Sallie Scott, Louisa Soileau, 
Karen Stelly, Lynn Stephenson, Nan Stephenson, 
Kathy Stites, Cherry Stone, Jannie Sweeney, Barbara 
Syron, Kerry Thomas. NINTH ROW: Nancy Thomp­
son, Pam Throckmorton, Janet Venable, Cathy Wain- 
wright, Diane Warren, Leslie Weber, Jeanne Welsh, 
Beth Williams, Linda Williams, Marsha Williams, 





A A f l  •

FIRST R O W : Fran Kohn, president; Terry Rubens, 
vice president; C indy Cohen, secretary; Judy Levy, 
treasurer; S a le  Goldner, activities; Ellen Bachrack, 
Pepe Bakst, Lucy Berman, Jocelyn Blitz, Sandy Buck- 
man. SEC O N D  R O W : Sue Burstein, Sandy David­
son, Janis Dante, A lice  Dover, Jane Dreizin, Karla 
Dungan, Kay Eisenstatt, Linda Epstein, Susan Fleish­
man, Cynth ia Ginsburg. TH IR D  R O W : Nancy 
Glueck, Peggy G rant, Janet Kaufman, Debbie Klein- 
man, Debbie Kochman, Judy Lang, Ade le  Levy, 
Linda Levy, M arilyn  Lipnick, Sharyn Marcovitz. 
FO URTH  R O W : Susan Marcus, Loris Mayersohn, 
Denise Meyer, M arc ia Meyer, Robbie M ille r, Rob­
bie Pachter, Susan Phillips, Susan Piltz, Susan Posner, 
Julie Preis. FIFTH R O W : Sharon Ritman, Debbie 
Rothschild, Andrea Saltz, M elan ie Serpas, G ay 
Sperling, M a ry  Stone, Kathi Vedlitz, Laurie W e ill, 






FIRST R O W : M ary  Catherine "Toots" Greco, presi­
dent; Pam Pfister, firs t vice president; Susan Pfeffer, 
second vice president; C indy Pfister, corresponding 
secretary; Susan Smith, treasurer; Kathy Arnold, 
And ie  Austen, Julia Barna, Stephanie Beaty, Lynn 
Bel, C a thy Bondurant. SEC O N D  R O W : Patty 
Borkowski, Nancy Cassard, M arie  Contanza, Nancy 
Davies, Judy Delaune, M ary  Driscoll, Bonnie Dunlap, 
.G ail Duteil, M agg ie Fahs, Kathy Fos, Linda Friedel. 
TH IRD  R O W : Nancy Garza, Tanya Graham, Linda 
Gulley, Lindsey Hagger, C laud ia Hanbury, Toni 
Hanson, Dolly Hawthorne, Connie Hughes, C indy 
Joseph, Zandi Kerr, Lillian Kleinpeter. FO URTH  
R O W : Kathy Lee, Pam Lloyd, Debbie Lynn, Rhonda 
McConnell, Caro le McCutcheon, Pennie Magee, 
JoAnn Matthews, M arilyn  M atu lik, Rosa Mansur, 
Pam Meyer, M arian Melanson. FIFTH R O W : Jeri 
Montgomery, Charlene Muffo le tto, Paula Nixon, 
Karen O liv ie r, Nancy Ourso, Connie Oustalet, C ha r­
lotte Owens, Susan Parry, Elizabeth Pfeffer, Debbie 
Picou, Jane Pittman. S IXTH  R O W : M a ry  Pittman, 
Susan Pocorello, Cha rlo tte  Polito, Peggy Porter, 
Lois Rice, Anne Reilly, Jackie Root, Beverly Ryland, 
Suzanne St. Dizier, Kay Schellhase, Linda Smilie. 
SEVENTH R O W : Terry Smith, Peggy Tomsula, Anne 
Vincent, W anda W alker, Pam W eber, Bette Weems, 
Celeste W illiam s, Judi W irs trom , Mrs. Frances 









FIRST ROW: Belinda Edwards, president; Deanna 
Tassin, first vice president; Carol Stephens, second 
vice president; Paula Andrews, th ird vice president; 
Nancy Wilson, treasurer; Anne Alford, Becky Black, 
Denise Capeil. SECOND ROW: Susan Dantin, 
Aimee Falcon, Suzi Feickert, Lora Foote, Starr Free­
man, Susan Goode, Vickie Goodger, Cindy Hardy. 
THIRD ROW: Carrie Hart, Judy Hinton, Lillian 
Hotard, Joan Marquette, Ruth McCauley, Heather 
McConnell, Ann Mollere, Kathleen O'Leary. 
FOURTH ROW: Janet Owens, Carla Postle, Man- 
ette Powers, Vicki Richardson, Brenda Rigby, Laura 
Schneider, Kathie Smith, Cheryl Stringfield. FIFTH 
ROW: Ruth Stubblefield, Monica Vial, Debbie W il­
cox, Mrs. Burt, housemother.
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FIRST ROW : Richard Ensminger, president; Dana 
Larpenteur, vice president; David Harris, treasurer; 
Charles Stiernbert, secretary; Mike Marsiglia, pledge 
trainer; Greg Abramson, Mark Abramson, Larry 
Allen, Bill Angel, Tom Anton, Billy Appel, Conrad 
Appel. SECOND ROW : Paul Atkins, Jay Barbera, 
Billy Belou, Les Bente, Greg Bilyeu, Randy Blanken­
ship, Tom Bledsoe, Bob Champagne, Carl Chesick, 
Ray Cooper, Bruce Currie, John David. THIRD 
ROW : Frank Davies, Pete DeBogory, Otway Denny, 
Bill Dupree, Jeff Eggart, Bill Ellis, Russ Gilbert, Steve 
Graves, Steve Hagstette, Larry Hall, Mike Hall, Jim 
Hart. FOURTH ROW : Mike Henry, Tommy Holden, 
Dave Howard, Billy Huval, Jay Inzenga, Gerald 
Jolly, Mike Kelly, Brent Kinchen, David Koch, Hansen 
Koch, Lance Larose, Bob Markway. FIFTH ROW: 
Jim Martin, Ben Mathes, Hank McKee, Mike Mes- 
tayer, Chip Michiels, Tommy Mitchell, Chris Moffatt, 
Ed Moise, David Paine, Ric Pincomb, Dave Pousson, 
Tommy Ray. SIXTH ROW : Charles Reilly, John 
Robinson, Kenny Rotharmel, Dale St. Amant, Sandy 
Sanderford, Robert Schroeder, Harry Sewall, Bobby 
Shackleton, Tommy Stallings, Brewster Stalter, Cam 
Stiemberg, Rick Sullivan. SEVENTH ROW : Larry 
Thomas, Tim Thorson, Bernard Trappey, Tony Van 
Aken, Mike Waguespack, Jim Waterman, Trent W il­
liams, Steve Wilson, Cathy Crosby, sweetheart, 
Betsy Allen, Cathy Chance, Natalie Chiarrulli. 
EIGHTH ROW : Kathy Cullen, Paula Currie, Debbie 
Dantin, Patti Dupre, Tina Gill, Crissie Gomez, Gloria 
Gott, Lisa Hargiss, Laurie Jones, Sharon Naremore, 
Debbie Shackleford, Susan Swander. NINTH ROW : 










FIRST ROW: Sue Loehr, president: Cathie Wintz, 
vice president; Marilyn Wamsley, treasurer; Becky 
Flowers, recording secretary; Frances Nolan, corre­
sponding secretary; Pam Bennett, Pam Burford, Kay 
Carlino. SECOND ROW: Alissa Cordon, Joel 
d'Aquin, "Tic” Deville, Patty Ezell, Nancy Fike, Mary 
Alice Guitrau, Ouida Hafner, Karen Holloway. 
THIRD ROW: Sharon Horton, Mary Howe, Jan 
Hdtberg, Barbara McManus, Debbie McMurray, 
Kim O'Dowd, "Andi" Patronas, Jackie Presley. 
FOURTH ROW: Jill Shirley, Susan Smith, Patty 
Spencer, Carol Stracener, Nancy Thomas, Patty 
Wade, Janet Wisnieski, Suzie Zeno. FIFTH ROW: 
Mrs. Fran Alexander, housemother. NOT PIC­








FIRST ROW : Kathy Bassett, president; M ary Jane  
Marcello, vice president; Liz Moore, secretary; Susan 
Bullock, treasurer: Nancy McDonald, pledge trainer; 
Marilyn Adams, Fran Aertker, Sarah Allen, Amy 
Bacher, Pat Bellinger, Robin Benton, Vickie Black, 
Anna Blaize, Lauren Blanche, Betsy Blouin. SECOND 
ROW : Ginger Bohn, Janet Brockett, Sally Burford, 
Mayzie Burke, Michelle Byars, Evie Campbell, Chris- 
'tie Cappell, Cathy Castleman, Bibb Cobb, Becky 
Cobena, Margaret Cole, Scottie Camegys, Ellie 
Crawley, Trish Crawley, Susan Cunningham. THIRD 
ROW: Betsy Dale, Catherine Dane, Melane DeJean, 
Mary DeLaureal, Arlene Dennis, Lisa Dicharry, Won- 
nie Donaldson, Elaine Drumm, Cleme Duke, Rita 
Echols, Jane Eldred, Sydan Fertitta, Karol Files, India 
Fleming. FOURTH ROW : Nan Fleusmeier, Luellen 
Florsheim, Margaret Foret, Ann Fourrier, Jeanne 
Fourrier, Robin French, Pam Freshney, Cathy Fry, 
Beth Frye, Terry Gallagher, Cindy George, Jo Gid- 
dens, Net Giddens, Margie Godwin, Claudia Gray. 
FIFTH ROW : Ann Gegorie, Liz Guillory, Pam Guil­
lory, Brevard Hall, Cindy Haney, Gay Hardee, Vicki 
Harris, Corinne Helm, Candy Hood, Nancy Hyde, 
Genie Jaynes, Jane Jessen, Pudi Jones, Ann Kain, 
Jeannette Karam. SIXTH ROW : Priscilla Kelley, 
Helen Kendrick, Linda Kerr, Libby Lagerson, Muffin 
Landry, Shirley Langford, Cooper Langlois, Suzanne 
LeBlanc, Sherry LeSage, Jan Lewis, Merriellen Linde- 
man, Mary - Mabry, Karleen Mackey, Marilyn 
Maloney. SEVENTH ROW : Leslie Mann, Dru 
Marsalis, Kay Martin, Mary Ellen Maurin, Susan 
Mayo, Kirsty McCall, Karen McCloskey, Betsy Mc­
Cord, Jane McDuff, Mary Ann McDuff, Fran 
Meador, Margie Miller, Marylyn Miller, Mary Mintz, 
Donna Miramon. EIGHTH ROW : Jill Moore, Cath­
erine Morrison, Kathy Moser, Debbie Munch, Helen 
Nix, Lynn Oden, Cookie Perkins, Jo Perry, Gretchen 
Pettigrew, Claire Picheloup, Debbie Pilcher, Karen 
Porter, Polly Pugh, Jane Pumpelly, Lynn Risser. 
NINTH ROW : Tavie Robert, Reggie Roberts, Susie 
Royle, Mary Sadler, Betsy Salmen, Susan Scalfi, 
Valerie Seal, Anne Shepherd, Gifford Shriver, Letty 
Shriver, Doro Sims, Adelaide Smith, Genna Smith, 
Lela Smith, Patty Spillman. TENTH ROW : Frances 
Stewart, Celeste St. Martin, Lorri Summers, Bertie 
Sweeney, Bonnie Thames,- Lolly Thompson, Janie 
Thrash, Anne Toca, Janet Turner, Beth Verlander, 
Rita Ward, -Vanna Warmack, Libby Watkins, Judi 
Watson, Eileen Wells. ELEVENTH ROW : Becky 
White, Ann Wilkinson, Lynn Wimberly, Richie 
Woodall, Flora Yerger, Sandy Zollinger.
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FIRST  R O W :  Cheryl Patrick, president; Pam Hero- 
man, vice president; Rebecca Wallace, rush chair­
man; Libby Alexander, Betsy Allen, Elise Andry,  
Katie Atkinson, Jan Bagwell, Jane  Bankston, Missy 
Barrilleaux, Janis Black, Chouttie Blanchard, Becky 
Bolin, Ann Bonin. SECOND ROW : Ann Bowlus, 
Ellie Brady, Bethia Brown, Bunny Camus, Jeannie 
Cannon, Elaine Carr, Gail Carville, Beverly Ca- 
vender, Madeleine Cenac, Nancy Cenac, Glenda 
Chambers, Trisha Cockran, Martha Colquitt, Deb­
bie Conrad. THIRD ROW : Paula Currie, Ann 
Daniel, Beth Daniel, Suzie Dodson, Lin Douglas, 
Martha Downing, Beverly Duke, Sally Eaves, Terry 
English, Susie Erwin, Cathy Farrar, Karen Franks, 
Jeannie Frazer, Jennifer Frazer. FOURTH ROW : 
Bessie Fudickar, Marsha Gardiner, Mary Lynn Gard­
iner, Mandy Giffen, Karen Grann, Pam Grantham, 
Laurie Grier, Weezie Grimm, Lee Hamilton, Pam 
Hext, Cookie Hine, Becky Huenefeld, Pam Hurrel- 
brink, Chris Jackson. FIFTH ROW : Jennifer John­
son, Polly Johnson, Robin Johnson, Susan Johnson, 
Pam Jordan, Anita Juban, Sally Kelton, Carol Knight, 
Stephanie LaBorde, Cynthia Lowery, Barbara Ma­
bry, Nancy Madden, Susan Mallory, Vee Marshall. 
SIXTH ROW : Sis Mather, Marcia Mayor, Myra 
McCI ure, Marley McFadden, Ellen McGraw, Garen 
McGregor, Patti McHardy, Robbie McHardy, Sal- 
lie McHugh, Ann Middleton, Melinda Miller, Nancy 
Mongue, Rachel Moore, Molly Morse. SEVENTH 
PO W : Nadine Newlin, Gretchen Ohlmeyer, Heddie 
Ohlmeyer, Betty Owens, Nancy Patrick, Diane 
Peek, Jane Peek, Susan Peek, Judy Perry, Trisha 
Plauche, Charlotte Poche, Pam Porter, Karen Pre- 
vost, Brenda Prewitt. EIGHTH ROW: Ouida Pre­
witt, Janet Raggio, Ellen Reed, Helen Reed, Dinah 
Reese, Susan Reinach, Joannie Rtobichaux, Connie 
Rudd, Carol Salley, Sara Sandlin, Susan Schuber, 
Janet Sevier, Devera Schrimsher, Martha Sharman. 
NINTH ROW : Pat Shurley, An Nancy Simmons, 
Andra Singleton, Lisa Smith, Sharon Smith, Patty 
Stark, Edith Stevens, Kay Taylor, Chris Thompson, 
Cathy Tucker, Carol Tucker, Nancy Tyndall, Susan 
Tyndall, Susie Vanderkuy. TENTH ROW : Chrys Vil- 
dilbill, Becky Wallace, Elaine Waller, Beverly W al­
ter, Terry Walter, Kathy Willingham, Denise Wood, 
Nancy Wood, Lydia Womack, Sherrill Womack, 





FIRST ROW: Dottie Hebert, spring president; Jane 
Schrenk, fall president; Kathy Morrow, first vice 
president: Hermine Torosian, second vice president; 
Susan Atwood, third vice president; Susie Freeman, 
treasurer; Renee Abadie, Penny Abraham, Tricia 
Aderhold, Brenda Altazin, Kay Aydell, Jan Barnes, 
Kathleen Bartels. SECOND ROW: Debi Barton, 
Laurie Bass, Janet Bergeron, Paula Bergeron, Anne 
Bolling, Shelly Briggs, Pam Brown, Monica Burris, 
Kim Callahan, Vera Carona, Cathy Casey, Ginny 
Christian, Bert Coles, Robin Conklin. THIRD ROW: 
Sharon Core, Ouida Cox, Kathy Davidson, Ann 
Dean, Angel DeSalvo, Janet Devine, Zart Dom- 
bourian, Barbara Durr, Kay Ebberman, Debbie 
Eichelberger, Nancy Ellzey, Jill Ewell. FOURTH 
ROW: Patti Fitzgerald, Kathy Flynn, Mary Catherine 
Foster, Suzon Gautreaux, Becky Gill, Jan Girling- 
house, Jane Gotautas, Beverly Griffin, Robyn Han­
sen, Barbara Hardin, Debbie Harrington, Becky 
Harris, Lynna Harryman. FIFTH ROW: Pam Hoch- 
endel, Karin Holzhauser, Laura Horrell, Sara Horton, 
Carol Hunstock, Lee Kaminski, Susan Kinchen, Lynn 
LaFargue, Judy Langlois, Terri Leone, Patty Leveque, 
Rita Linn, Debbi Love. SIXTH ROW: Libbie Lowe, 
Martha Lux, Janet Magee, Kathy McChesney, Sandy 
McCray, Mary McGovney, Marcia McLaughlin, 
Jackie Martin, Marsha Melancon, Nancy Meyer, 
Evelyn Millsap, Nancy Moore, Marsha Morgan. 
SEVENTH ROW: Kathy Morin, Clarisa Nissing, 
Mary O'Steen, Martha Pentecost, Ann Petrie, Kim 
Phillips, Gloria Polito, Karen Pruitt, Donna Richard, 
Linda Roberts, Jeanie Rousseau, Nancy Sanders, 
Kathy Scanlan. EIGHTH ROW: Foxy Scherer, Susan 
Squires, Barbie Stephens, Linda Styron, Susan Swin­
dell, Tracey Tiller, Gwen Troxclair, Emily Tullos, 
Cindy Turner, Kerrie Turner, Nancy Van Devender, 
Renee Vidrine, Mary Voros. NINTH ROW: Nancy 
Waters, Frances Wilcox, Fran Williams, Ginger Wil­
liams, Pat Williams, Alisa Wilson, Rhonda Wilson, 









F IRST  R O W :  Tom Milliken II, president; Robert  
Tompkins, vice president; Milton Moore, secretary; 
Douglas Weimer, treasurer; Gary Anderson III, Ed­
gar Arbour III, Roger Bofinger, John Bolton, Rusty 
Bond, Donald Bordelon, Travis Bousquet, Ewing 
Brown. SECOND ROW : David Bullock, Drew Burk, 
Clark Burrill, Zach Butterworth, Lucius Butts III, Ed 
Cambon, Danny Cannon, David Carlson, Sam Corso, 
Roy Cole III, Edwin Colton, Harry Crosby. THIRD 
ROW : Jim DeSonier, Tom Diano, Harvey Downs, 
Gregory Ellis, Harry M. England, Charlie Favrot, 
Thomas Favrot dr., Hardy Fowler Jr.; Glenn Gaha- 
gen, Cyril Geary III, Mike Green, Rick Green. 
FOURTH ROW : Walter Heard, Tommy Higgins, 
Thorn Himel, Chuck Horne, Butch Huffman, William 
Junkin, George Jurgens, James LeNoir, James Lieux 
Jr., Bruce McDougald, Hy McEnery, Peter McEnery. 
FIFTH ROW : Dixie Madden, Bruce Maginnis, Jebb 
Maginnis, Malcolm Maginnis II, Joe Mann, Mike 
Mann, Richard Marshall, Phillip Martin, Frank 
Maselli, David Melius, Nathan Moore, Sherman 
Muller. SIXTH ROW : Timothy Norton, Frank Oser 
III, Mark Palmer, Gregory Pitts, Wilbur Reynaud, 
Bobby Richmond, George Riviere Jr., John Rives II, 
John Robin, Bert Roussel, Henry St. Paul, Bruce 
Scott. SEVENTH ROW : Charles Siess, Anthony 
Simmons, Ned Simmons, Frank Stafford, Timothy 
Supple, Clifford Sutter, Joe Thibaut, Scott Tillery, 
Toby Tilton, William Treadway, George Waldroup, 
John Waters. EIGHTH ROW : Thomas Westfelt, 
Dee White, William Willkomm, Douglas Wynne, 




FIRST ROW: Jerry E. Shea, president; Arthur E. 
Farve, vice president; R. Clark Webb, treasurer; 
Scott J. Broussard, asst, treasurer; Robert E. Sappen- 
field, recording secretary; David R. Burch, corre­
sponding secretary; Thomas P. Duhe, pledge educa­
tor; Richard M. Baker, Richard L. Benson, W ilfred 
M. Berry, Bill Blackwood, Ricky Bourgeois. SECOND 
ROW: Lewis A. Branscomb, Ken Brock, Glen Brous­
sard, Steven P. Broussard, Mike Callihan, C. Michael 
Candella, Robert Caplan, Vaden J. Carney, Bruce 
A. Cashio, Gregory A. Clawson, James L. Coco, 
Michael Cook. THIRD ROW: Timothy W . Culliton, 
David M. de Graauw, John S. de Graauw, Thomas 
J. Dowie, A l Elliott, Jere B. Ford, Ernest P. Gieger, 
Edward J. Grady, D. Green, Steven Guy, Frank W . 
Hartman, Philip Hindelang. FOURTH ROW: Frank 
Hurstell, Malcolm L. Hurstell, Aubrey S. Jones, Don 
Kennedy, Steven J. Kitfe Jr., Steve L. Kimbrell, W il­
liam J. Kipf, Jamie Kraft, Norman L. Lafargue, Don­
ald P. Lemoine, W illiam R. Little Jr., Paul M. Mc- 
Curry. FIFTH ROW: John D. McCutcheon, Craig L. 
Meek, Maurice M. Miller II, Jim Morrel, John C. 
Musso, John R. Newman, Roy G. Ourso, William W. 
Pedeaux, Micheal J. Petterson, Richard W . Pitcher, 
Stanley C. Powers, Stephen L. Richey. SIXTH ROW: 
John T. Robbins, Alden W . Roberts, Kevin R. Rob­
erts, Mark E. Robinson, Frank M. Rugeley, Ronald J. 
Sartel.le, Mark A. Schaefer, Charles F. Schneider, 
Bruce P. Sellers, Stewart E. Shea, Steven H. Shiflett, 
Larry Simmons. SEVENTH ROW: Keith J. Sliman, 
Richard B. Smith, Tony C. Tillman, John T. Trotter, 
Mark S. Wainwright, Harold Walker, E. Carey W al­
ters, W alter B. Williams, Wayne Williams, Alan 
Williamson, Woody Woodburn, Rebecca C. Ward, 
housemother. EIGHTH ROW: Charlene Muffoletto, 





FIRST ROW: Deborah Laguens, president; Steph­
anie Elkins, rush chairman; Cissy Cotter, pledge 
trainer; Pam Moss, treasurer; Colleen Jackson, corre­
sponding secretary; Carla Governale, recording 
secretary; Cathey Acuff, Les Basanez, Janice 
Basham, Phyllis Behsel, Becky Blessing, Beth Blondeau, 
Doraine Bonnecaze. SECOND ROW: Linda Bonne- 
caze, Diane Brown, Donna Brown, Jo Jo Browning, 
Missy Browning, Kathy Buchanan, Beverly Carter, 
Ann Champagne, Susan Coerver, Carmen Cole, 
Melissa Coleman, Jean Cotter, Carolyn Craig. 
THIRD ROW: Kiki Cullen, Bunny Cutshall, Debra 
Dantin, Susan Dart, Diana Day, Judy Dubose, Mary 
Lou Dunn, Debbie Dupre, Cathy Duvic, Lee Ed­
wards, Beverly Egan, Carol Fenton, Margaret 
Fruge. FOURTH ROW: Rita Gill, Diane Golden, 
Simone Guilbeau, Grace Guttner, C. Dianne 
Hadskey, Pat Harkins, Lydia Havers, Lulu Himel, 
Alexis Holstead, Heidi Holstead, Beth Howell, June 
Hunsicker, Jackie Hymel. FIFTH ROW: Pam 
Janssen, Linda Joest, Mary Kelley, Patti Kleinpeter, 
Holly LeBlanc, Julie LeBlanc, Leslie LeBlanc, Diane 
Lirette, Nina McCarthy, Elizabeth McClendon, 
Debra Madden, Jeanne Martin, Susan Martin. 
SIXTH ROW: Dolly Miramon, Deborah Mont­
gomery, Debra Moore, Jan Moreland, Lynn Morgan, 
Sherri Murphy, Susan Murphy, Kim Musgrove, Lisa 
Musgrove, Nancy Nafe, Carmelitte Nesbit, Mary 
Jane Neuner, Karen Nixon. SEVENTH ROW: Janet 
Noel, Barbara O'Friel, Bobbie O'Keefe, Carol 
O'Keefe, Cristine Ourso, Nedra Ourso, Frances 
Pace, Melissa Palmer, Barbara Parnell, Abbie Pesson, 
Renee Porter, Susan Pruyn, Betsy Remy. EIGHTH 
ROW: Kathy Richards, Cynthia Riley, Susan 
Ritchey, Debra Roane, Ellen Roland, Paula Root, 
Deborah Rowell, Laurie Smith, Cynthia Stumpf, 
Candy Swenson, Karen Sybrandy, Roslyn Tabor, 
Lynn Thompson. NINTH ROW: Kay Thornton, 
Dorsee Tuttle, Janan VanOsdell, Frances Wagues- 
pack, Julie Waguespack, Betti Walker, Diane Ward, 
Mary Weber, Lynn Wilder, Susan Willey, Danae 
Williams, Abigail Willis, Kathy Wilson. TENTH 




F IRST  ROW : Barby MacDonald, president; Patti 
Walker, vice president; Kathy Kenny, treasurer; 
Nancy Turner, recording secretary; Kathie Boud­
reaux, pledge trainer; Brookie Allphin, Eva Ancona, 
Ann Avery, Shelly Beall, Mary Ellen Bologna. SEC­
OND ROW : Toni Bologna, Toddle Bonfanti, Cindi 
Boudreaux, Pam Bramford, Janet Cangelosi, Barbie 
Elliot, Tena Fasullo, Kim Foy, Karen Franklin, Joyce 
Gaarisco. THIRD ROW : Laurie Harroun, Debbie 
Havens, Donna Holt, Nancy Holt, Sheilah Kelley, 
Pam Lambert, Jenny Lawrence, Leslie Leonard, 
Carol Loehr, Kathy Love. FOURTH ROW : Nadine 
Luther, Brenda McArthur, Jody MacDonald, Debbie 
Manda, Lisa Mason, Marla Miceli, Karla Morales, 
Vicki Papelbon, Pam Pennington, Fran Phares. FIFTH 
ROW : Cathy Phillips, Vanessa Rando, Roberta Rey­
nolds, Suzie Russell, Suzanne Short, Janel Sommers, 
Barbara Threadgill, Pauline Troncale, Sara Vilardo, 
Celia Whalen. SIXTH ROW : Mona Williams, Phyllis 





fF IRST  R O W :  Hals Benhard, president; Regi Mil/ins, 
vice pres ident ; C ra ig  Thomson, secretary; Tommy 
Teepell , treasurer; Charles Abboud, Mike Arnold, 
G reg  Benhard, Marfyn Bennett, Danny Booras, Rob­
ert Boston, Greg Bradley, Steve Breaud. SECOND 
ROW : Jack Breaux, Wayne Breen, Mark Brubaker, 
Paul Burns, Jim Coffee, Bart Conradi, Kip Creed, 
Ged Daigre, David D'Antoni,, Bob Dodson, Mike 
Donahue, John Duncan. THIRD ROW : Dan Duplass, 
Billy Edrington, Jim Elgin, Louis Farmer, Lonnie 
Fontenot, George Gaiennie, Tony Galante, Benton 
Gay, Glenn Gay, John Gay, Hampton Grunewald, 
Billy Guin. FOURTH ROW : Robert Hanson, Rick 
Harris, William Henry, Charles Hilton, Robert 
Holmes, Hank Jeans, David Johnson, Bill Jourdan, 
Don Kendrick, Leroy Kirby, Jeff Kirkpatrick, Nelson 
Lee. FIFTH ROW : John Mayfield, Kevin McBride, 
Jerry McDaniel, Robert McGowen, A . K. Mclnnis, 
Troy Middleton,*Richard Moore, Mike Murphy, 
Thomas Nash, Mike Parker, Steve Pol, Craig Pontiff. 
SIXTH ROW : J . J . Rambin, Rodney Reeves, Rene 
Robichaux, Richard Robichaux, Tommy Robinson, 
Dee Ross, John Rosso, Kirk Rousset, Mark Rupley, 
Conrad Sevier, Joey Sims, Mike Stanberry. SEV­
ENTH ROW : Hal Stiel, Steve Thomson, Fuzzy 
Thurston, Steve Tonore, Jack Touchstone, David 
Trahan, Bill Wall, Jeff Wall, Robert Ward, Bill W at­
son, Bill Welch, Kenny Wilkinson. EIGHTH ROW : 





FIRST  ROW : Susan LaCroix, Didgie Wallis, Jane  
Trask, Linda Thompson, Nancy Manning, Louise 
Arey, Linda Aungst, Imogene Baker, Mary Sue Bled­
soe, Cathy Brown, Tracy Caldwell, Maura Car- 
mouche, Jean Clark. SECOND ROW : Gail Clark, 
Diane Collier, Mary Nell Condren, Carol CordilI, 
Kathe Cumming, Cynthia Daniel, Linda Dean, Ceil 
Deu Pree, Lorinda deVries, Ellen Doiron, Mary Ann 
Dykes, Lydia Edwards, Carol Ellis. THIRD ROW : 
Leslie Evans, Cathy Ewing, Cathy Farrar, Joanne 
French, Debbie Glockner, Claire Goldsworthy, 
Chantal Goodeau, Judy Gore, Kitty von Goren, 
Carol Harris, Marilyn Harwell, Nancy Hayden, Mary
B. Hayes. FOURTH ROW : Mathilde Hoefer, Jane 
Hoffmen, Jan Hoot, Bonnie James, Maribeth Jau- 
bert, Jackie Jones, Shannon Kelly, Ann Knobles, 
Kami Kollins, Gana van Laanen, Susan Laird, Carol 
Lambremont, Suzie Lambremont. FIFTH ROW : 
Mattilyn LaNasa, Diane Lanius, Kay Lennox, Lynn 
Loflin, Peggy Long, Becky Lusk, Carol Lusk, Erin 
McCosker, Terry Milner, Laura Mincher, Valerie 
Morelock, Cindy Murrell, Julie Nelson. SIXTH ROW : 
Suzannah Nelson, Karla Newton, Rose Norman, 
Louise Nunally, Meg Orr, Priscilla Ourso, Martha 
Pasquier, Katherine Peltier, Patty Peters, Lisa Peter­
son, Joan Plattsmier, Amy Pugh, Patsy Putnam. SEV­
ENTH ROW: Lisa Q uinn' Barbara Rafter, Connie 
Reed, Kathy Richardson, Pam Richmond, Kathy 
Riedel, Dudley Rochelle, Patti Rooney, Meg Ropp, 
Ginny Roy, Susan Samuel, Pam Sanders, Yvonne 
Sandoz. EIGHTH ROW : Georgette Schaeffer, Anne 
Schell, Jane Schiele, Christy Scoggins, Betsy Settle, 
Melissa Simoneaux, Mary Stagg, Bobby Gene Stout, 
Carolyn Strain, Mary Anne Strain, Susan Supple, 
Candy Sutton, Karla Swacker. NINTH ROW : Peggy 
Taylor, Jann Teague, Linda Tharp, Ann Thompson, 
Llewelyn Thompson, Marilyn Thompson, Winnie 
Tinny, Jenny Treen, Kathy Viet'z, Michelle Ward, 
Lorraine Wegmann, Judy West, Melinda Whatley. 
TENTH ROW : Toddy Wiegand, Lynn Williams, Lisa 








FIRST ROW: Betsy Reich, president; Becky Hunter, 
vice president; Sugar McAdams, secretary; Cynthia 
McDonald, treasurer; Jan Gillaspie, assistant treas­
urer; Laura Stoma, membership; Marion Porterie, 
Editor; Marvis Anderson, Dianne Askew, Patty 
Bahlinger, Dodie Baylas, Jan Berry, Barbara Bien- 
venu, Stephanie Bohrer. SECOND ROW: Lucy 
Borne, Lynn Bosworth, Jo Bruce, Roo Brook Cad- 
walder, Mary Carter, Paddy Cenac, Claire Cofer, 
Pat Copeland, Cate Curtis, Pat Curtis, Pam De- 
puis, Yvette Ducote, Melisa Evans, Susan Faherty. 
THIRD ROW: Dawn Farmer, Sharon Farmer, Kay 
Faulk, Liz Fishher, Mary Fisher, Karen Fogleman, 
Lea Ellen Frazer, Pat Freeman, Lorna Sagneux, Mar­
garet Glassell, Gloria Gott, Cathy Greene, Marsha 
Grimm, Gwen Guidry. FOURTH ROW: Darrylin 
Hall, Tracy Hall, Jan Hansbrough, Kay Harlan, Kay 
Hastings, Mary Catherine Hebert, Lucy Heltzel, 
Kate Hobgood, Gayle Holland, Debbie Jeans, Kay 
Jolly, Erin Kennys .Paula Kilpatrick, Becky King. 
FIFTH ROW: Rebo King, Suzanne King, Judy 
Kneipp, Susan Knight, Christie Lain, Ann Landry, 
Judy Lank, Carol Ann Lankford, Debbie LeGrange, 
Cindy Liner, Nancy Litton, Karen Luke, Pam Lynn, 
Deirdre Maher. SIXTH ROW: Elaine McFarland, 
Shirley McKnight, Jerelyn McLendon, Donna Melius, 
Melinda Menetre, Jan Metrailer, Laura Mills, Sharon 
Mince, CeCe Moran, Caroyln Munson, Katherine 
Napper, Kris Nix, Mary Jo Nolen, Madeline Losan. 
SEVENTH ROW: Teresa Ott, Carolyn Patterson, 
Katy Patton, Leslie Pitcher, Carolyn Plough, Prados 
Sandra Prados, Cathy Rainold, Anne Ratcliff, Mary 
Frances Ratcliff, Yvonne Reggie, Gail Rives, Sherry 
Rives, Mary K. Robinson, Patty Robison. EIGHTH 
ROW: Judy Sartor, Lynelle Schexnayder, Sharon 
Sewell, Cathy Sherman, Louise Slack, Mary Sue 
Slack, Christie Smith, Kathy Smith, Lynn Snyder, 
Mary Jo Stalter, Janie Stander, Peggy Stanley, 
Sharon Stanley, Carolyn Stanley. NINTH ROW: 
Mimi Swinny, Carolyn Townsend, Debbie Tomlinson, 
Sherry Tschirn, Benell Trahan, Linda Usrey, Jenny 
Vernon, Cheryl Walker, Clydene Weathersby, Jill 
Wilder, Merrial Willey, Charlotte Wilton, Debbie 
Wollebak, Amelia Wood. TENTH ROW: Elizabeth 







FIRST ROW : Louise Hetherwick, corresponding  sec­
retary; Anne McGhee, second vice president; Cor- 
inne Hays, president; Madeline Harris, first vice 
president; Ann Selser, treasurer; Marlene John, 
recording secretary; Tootsie Arbour, Mary Arm­
strong, Karen Baltar, Megan Barham, Suzanne 
Bethard, Simonne Brown, Cathy Burns, Sister Caffery. 
SECOND ROW : Annelle Clayton, Anne Comeaux, 
Marjorie Davis, Marcie Hamilton, Margaret Hawk- 
, ins; Barbara Horn, Nancy Joseph, Nita Kenney, Ka­
ren Kutschbach, Dayna Nutall, Val Provosty, Ann 
Querbes, Renee Read, Ann Schoonmaker. THIRD 
ROW : Debbie Smith, Fran Songy, Sid Thomas, Mary 
Catherine Williams, Sharon Wolfe, Karen Allen, 
June Bertucci, Leigh Bultman, Frances Burns, Karen 
Chamblin, Kathy Chance, Jane Crosby, Jill Currie, 
Cathy Curry. FOURTH ROW : Mimi Dupont, Char­
lene Everett, Lyn Fafreaux, Janet Hart, Diane Hufft, 
Beverly Loften, Kelley Miller, Anita Morrison, Beth 
Queen, Lynne Sartain, Sue Savage, Jan Sim­
mons, Jean Anne Smith, Margaret Stagg. FIFTH 
ROW : Marie Theriot, Ginny Walke, Paula Wier, 
Bonnie Williams, Helen Burk, Cathy Chance, Evelyn 
Coco, Frances Curtis, Diane Denley, Jan Etheridge, 
Carolyn Foster, Phyllis Fromherz, Nancy Gordon, 
Diane Gravel. SIXTH ROW : Linda Hawthorne, 
Helen Hickman, Lynn Hufft, Annette Jones, Millie 
Kepper, Debbie Ladymon, Jan Lofton, Ellen Mintz, 
Julia Murchison, Gerrie Naschke, Mary Ann Roberts, 
Joan Williams, Maddie Wolfe, Manette Sartain. 
SEVENTH ROW : Sally Savage, Helen Selser, Bar­
bara Sneed, Sharon Stein, Susan Stephens, Susan 
Swander, Cindy Bledsoe, Jill Bertucci, Anne 
Butcher, Susan Cambon, Marcie Campbell, Cathy 
Chicola, Twinky Chidlow, Martha Cook. EIGHTH 
RO W : Julie Cotton, Peggy Cross, Ann Demopulos, 
Susan Ellwood, Buffie Freiler, Mary Gladney, Gay 
Hall, Sally Hamilton, Mary Harang, Annette Hardie, 
Jugie Hawkins, Corinne Henderson, Suzanne Hop­
kins, Jean Hundley. NINTH ROW : Anne Hutchison, 
Margie John, Brenda Jones, Frances Kayser, March 
King, Karen Kroll, Jessica Lancaster, Mary Lan­
caster, Lillis Lott, Shelley McCoy, Ruthie Meric, 
Sarah Munson, C . C . Parker, Mimi Parker. TENTH 
RO W : Lorri Parks, Marsha Recknagel, Melanie 
Rogers, Gay Stacy, Susan Stiel, George Ann Stokes, 








FIRST ROW: Phil Preis, grand master; Ricky Willis, 
grand procurator; F. A. Moore, grand master of 
ceremonies; Derris Ray, grand scribe; Greg Fulker­
son, grand treasurer; Louis Adams, Danny Ayers, 
Phil Barbaree, Gary Basham, Denis Bergeron, Walter 
Berry, Jim Bethard, Greg Bickham, Horace Bill. 
SECOND ROW: Greg Bolan, Bruce Bolin, Claude 
Bundrick, Charlie Carter, Jay Carter, Henry Carville, 
John Chappuis, Ray Cheramie, Steve Cochran, Perry 
Cole, Bill Conly, Steve Cook, Chet Cooper, Jack Cor­
mier. THIRD ROW: Gilbert Courtois, Charles Craw­
ford, Scott Crawford, John Crigler, Bobby Daigle, 
John DAnna, Kirk Davis, Mike Doucet, Bryant Dough­
erty, Jim Dowling, Newt Drake, Jim Dugan, Jimmy 
Dupont, Shelby Easterly. FOURTH ROW: Albert 
Ellender, Mark Evans, Mark Florsheim, John Frierson, 
Herman Garner, Doug Goff, Fred Harper, Jim 
Harriss, Steve Hearn, Alden Holloway, Bo Howard, 
Mike Howell, Mark Hromadaka, Tom Hudson. FIFTH 
ROW: Rick Iwamoto, Roy James, Bill Jamieson, Son- 
ney Jeffery, Len Kilgore, Steve King, John Kochtitzky, 
Cliff Laborde, Ken Laborde, Lambert Laperouse, Ed 
Lloyd, Bill Mashburn, John Mathews, Max Maxwell. 
SIXTH ROW: Bill McCall, Pat McConathy, David 
McCoy, Jim Meeks, Robert Mills, Andy Mintz, Steve 
Mintz, Alec Mize, George Moore, Tommy Murphy, 
Andy Myers, Mike Newfield, Charles Oglesby, Don 
Oliver. SEVENTH ROW: Barron O'Neal, Roche 
Ourso, Ed Patterson, Troy Patterson, Johnny Patton, 
Boo Pitre, Mike Pitre, Wayne Pitre, Tex Plumley, Marc 
Rabun, Dickey Raymond, Pat Reesby, Bill Riley, Tim 
Screen. EIGHTH ROW: Vic Sevier, Bobby Simon- 
eaux, Chris Simpson, Jimmy Smith, Carney Soder- 
berg, Curt Soderberg, Jackie Spiller, Bill Stevens, 
Ford Stinson, Lee Stuart, Tom Sumrall, Jerry Supple, 
Buddy Terral, Mike Thompson. NINTH ROW: Bobby 
Tucker, Carl Turpin, Steve Vogt, Jimmy Walker, Bill 
Walvoord, Mike Wampold, Richard Wampold, Jim­
my Watkins, Brad Way, Mike Williams, Jesse 
Wimberly, Bill Womack, Marcus Wren, Tommy 
Yeager. TENTH ROW: Chip Young, Andy Zizinia, 
Janice Basham, dream girl; Mrs. Jeanette Lovell, 
housemother.

F IRST  ROW : Brad Harper, president; Conrad  
Adlcins, vice president; Myke Roy, secretary; Billy 
Duncan, treasurer; Daryl Nash, social chairman; 
Frankie Neuner, pledge trainer; Tom Pugh, rush 
chairman; Carl Jackson, ritual chairman; Hugh Blair, 
Gary Burns. SECOND ROW : Bobby Blue Butcher, 
Allen Carman, Sam Caston, Taylor Darden, Roger 
DeKay, Pat Dominick, Skipper Drost, Rick Ealand, E. 
P. Eschenburg, Brad Feller. THIRD ROW : Doug 
Fisher, Phlash Francis, Dilly Fullmer, Bruce Hayden, 
Dub Henning, Steve Hippard, Bob Howard, Bill 
Janney, Dennis Jones, Bill Langley. FOURTH ROW: 
Bill Larimore, Clifton Lee, Jim Levingston, Bill Lynn, 
Ed Lynn, Kim Mayhall, Mark Marceaux, Ted 
Matheny, James Moffett, Charles Moffatt. FIFTH 
ROW : George Moody, Greg Morgan, Damon Nash, 
Truet Ray, Terry Read, Bill Redell, Billy Reich, Bobby 
Reich, Gerard Schexnayder. SIXTH ROW : Steve 
Swanner, Steve Teles, Mike Tricou, Pete Trowbridge, 
David Van Gelder, Ken Walsh, Bill Witherspoon, 






FIRST ROW: Warren Sheppard, pres ident;  Kevir 
Heigle, vice president; Jack G lover, secretary  
Danny McConnell, treasurer; David Ad le r ,  A llen  
Anderson, Fred Brumfield, Mike Bullard. S E C O N D  
ROW: Cyril Burck, Doug Canning, Robert Carmi­
chael, Jerry Conrad, Sidney Cousins, George 
Cowand, Steve Decuir, Joseph Galla’gher. THIRD 
ROW: Rick Guevara, Karl Hansen, George Hayes, 
John Holland, Chris Holmes, Thomas Jeter, Jim 
Johnston, Kirk Jones. FOURTH ROW: Charlie Le- 
Compte, Al Mahler, W hit Martin, Dan Murphy, C liff 
Newlin, Donn Pickering, Robert Pringle, Thomas 
Rawls. FIFTH ROW: Rick Ross, Rob Scheffy, Sammy 
Terito, Mike Webb, Mrs. Mary Farmer, housemother. 
NOT PICTURED: Paul Cacioppo, Al Fritchie, Bill 




FIRST ROW: Charles Cordill, president; Richard 
LeBlanc, treasurer; Walter Leger, recording secre­
tary; Chip Dodson, corresponding secretary; Steve 
Rettig, historian; Mac Addison, Mark Alberty, Whit 
Atchetee, Bruce Baker, Jimbo Bramlett, Scott Brill- 
hart. SECOND ROW; Lynn Brown, Richard Brown, 
Bill Capell, Tommy Davis, Bill Fauver, Mark Gardner, 
Fred Gwin, Scott Gwin, Ashley Inabnet, Kent Lilie- 
dahl, Johnny McLean. THIRD ROW: David Mills, 
John Naquin, Joey Roberts, Ken Robinson, Gary 
Smyth, Robert Standard, Rocky Sumrall, Mark Tapp- 
meyer, Joe Tanory, Richard Tanory, David Trayn- 
ham. FOURTH ROW: Bill Williams, Richard Wol­
cott, Steve Wolcott, Gary Adair, Bill Bosch, Cliff 
Brown, Brad Champagne, Jack Cooley, Billy Dab- 
doub, Rick Fort, Brooks George. FIFTH ROW: Scott 
Gilbreath, Charles Hatch, Doug LeBlanc, Jeff Lester, 
Ricky McDaniel, Dave Mittelman, John Mundinger, 
Billy O'Brien, Jon Otterstatter, Del Porth, Craig 
Rabalais. SIXTH ROW: Rick Rawle, Mike Rials, 
Terry Riddle, Sandy Scott, Rusty Sellen, Ed Taulbee, 
Peter Tj-aynham, Gin Sealy, housemother; Mary 
O'Brien, sweetheart; Susie Brown, Cathy Buras. 
SEVENTH ROW: Pam Davis, Marilyn Draeger, Diane 




FIRST ROW: Harold L. Leone Jr., president; Arthur 
L. Mack, vice president; Rudolph B. Roessle III, corre­
sponding secretary; Timothy W. Schurtz, recording 
secretary; Gary R. Hude, treasurer; Arthur P. 
Amato, John W. Baxter, Terrence L. Beach, Brent 
Boe, Robert B. Bolan, C. David Brooks. SECOND 
ROW: David B. Bru, Stephen A. Bru, E. Daniel Burt, 
Edward C. Calix Jr., Bruce R. Cannon, Kurt L. 
Chatelain, J. William Coon, William E. Cruikshank, 
Charles Cusimano, Charles C. Davidson, Terrence 
M. Donahue. THIRD ROW: Peter H. Doskey Jr., 
David R. Fischer, Richard L. Fischer, J. Byron Fonte­
not, Slink Fontenot, Kennis W. Gilbert, Bert A. Glass, 
Harvey J. Godofsky, Evan P. Hall, Michael A. Har­
ris, J. Kenneth Harrison.. FOURTH ROW: Terence 
L. Hauver, Richard A. Hazel, William Hazel, Ludwig
C. Heintz, E. Ted Heuer, William E. Isler, A. E. Buzz 
Jehle, D. Wayne Jenkins, Gary T. Jenkins, Danny P. 
Kern, Jerry Kirkwood. FIFTH ROW: John T. La- 
borde, William W. Liddell, Gary M. Lonatro, Wil­
liam T. Lowrey, Stephen L. McConnell, Randy Mc­
Whorter, Robert G. Myers, Louis G. Muro, Stephen 
N. Normand, Charles T. Palmisano, John B. Perry. 
SIXTH ROW: H. D. Spike Ritter II, Dennis D. Ritter, 
Michael J. Romero, Robert M. Romero, Douglas M. 
Schmidt, Jeffrey D. Schoen, E. Wade Shows,' L. 
James Siracuse, J. Taylor Thompson, Ray U. Tomkins, 
Jay Torda. SEVENTH ROW: Stephen T. Wimberly, 
Richard L. Zieve, Mrs. Vivian Bufkin, housemother.
O K U J

FIRST ROW: John Fraiche, president; Rene Dauter- 
ive, vice president; David Bowman, secretary; 
Wayne Estay, treasurer; Colin Andrews, Steve 
Arcenaux, Charlie Atchinson, Bruce Balter, Winlcy 
Barback, Chip Barberio, Billy Barrios, Jeff Basset, 
Gary Boihem. SECOND ROW: Al Bourgeois, Jim 
Bourgeois, Jack Breeden, Kemper Bubenzer, Paul 
Buras, Terry Burt, Sabe Cassagne, Ronnie Catala­
notto, Danny Cefalu, Cornell Clements, Jerry Com- 
boy, Skip Cotaya, Rick Crawford. THIRD ROW: 
Scott Creel, Buster Culotta, Roger Culotta, Charlie 
Currier, Cleve Daigle, Harry Davis, Terry Devine, 
Jay Dileo, Paul Dileo, Morris Doize, Bill Donnelly, 
Danny Douglas, Steve Eckerle. FOURTH ROW: 
Henry Fallon, Paul Falter, John Firmin, Charlie Ford, 
Scott Forrest, Kevin Galatas, Kirk Gardener, Wilson 
Gautreaux, David Gaugnard, Frank Gremillion, Rob 
Grisoli, Mike Haase, Steve Helwig. FIFTH ROW: 
Bob Henderson, Danny Heroman, Bernie Hocke, 
David Hughes, Pres Holton, Jerry Jolly, David La- 
fargue, Mark Lane, David Larose, Mike LeBlanc, 
Al Lebreton, Gerry Lewis, Danny Lyons. SIXTH 
ROW: John Lyons, Danny Martiny, L. J. Mayeaux, 
Mark McFerrin, Jacques Miramon, Mike Monceaux, 
Jimmy Morphus, Dale Morvant, Drew Morvant, Cliff 
Myers, Mike Olinde, Paul Olivier, Justin Ourso. 
SEVENTH ROW: Buddy Parks, Ed Perrier, Perry 
Poche, Chris Pope, David Prectner, Joey Rebstock, 
Tommy Rodgers, Sheldon Roy, Charlie Ruello, Leslie 
Schouest, Mike Sinclair, Tom Smith, Angelo Sp'inato. 
EIGHTH ROW: Stan Stolzenthaler, Tommy Tanner, 
Brad Theard, Blair Tighe, Guy Villavaso, Charlie 
Waguespack, Danny Weber, Ricky Wright, Karl 
Zollinger, Mrs. Mildred Porter, housemother; Rene 
Vidrine, sweetheart.

FIRST ROW: Linda Daggett, president; Barbara 
Hardaway, vice president; Sayla Melda, recording 
secretary; Judy Covell, corresponding secretary; 
Kay Hranitslcy, treasurer; Cheryl Russell, pledge 
trainer; Samara Abide, Mary Louise Albriton, Suzie 
Alford, Penny Anthon, Bev Bailey, Cynthia Baker, 
Ellen Baker, Janell Bankston. SECOND ROW: Jon 
Barbay, Charlotte Bateman, Cathy Beakley, Martha 
Bel'ou, Donna Bertucci, Jan Betts, Kathleen Bishop, 
Adair Bookout, Penny Borrell, Connie Breaux, Kim 
Briley, Nancy Brooks, Ann Brown, Mary Ann Cal­
houn. THIRD ROW: Pam Cannon, Kiki Carr, Mari­
lyn Carr, Charlene Cason, Nannette Chauvin, Kay 
Clarke, Frankie Clesi, Chris Coleman, Linda Col­
quitt, Lynn Cragon, Carol Daigre, Dora Dameron, 
Ann Daniel, Linda Dawson. FOURTH ROW: Sharon 
Delery, Allison Dossat, Charlotte Ducote, Barbara 
Dunaway, Debbie Dupuy, Kathy Enquist, Carolyn 
Evans, Carmen Firmin, Donna Gary, Angela Grace, 
Leslie Greenwood, Cathy Gregorio, Ellen Guglielmo, 
Nancy Hardaway. FIFTH ROW: Patty Havard, Suzi 
Hayden, Claudia Henagan, Jo Ellen Holladay, 
Dorothy Hudson, Melanie Jarreil, Sallie Jones, Jenni­
fer Kaufman, Jan Koepp, Jennie Larson, Dixie Lattie, 
Lunky Laughlin, Laura Lea, Debbie Lee. SIXTH 
ROW: Lynn Lewis, Jan Lichtenwalter, Babs Lindsey, 
Maia Luikhart, Martha Jane McCarlpy, Debbie Mc- 
Collister, Peggy McDermid, Paula McDermott, 
Brenda McKay, Yvonne McKelvey, Phyllis Mansour, 
Marion Medo, Cathy Mitchell, Lisa Monteleone. 
SEVENTH ROW: Nancy Morris, Stephanie Morrogh, 
Pat Naremore, Sharon Naremore, Linda Nelson, 
Leslie Norman, Janis Norwood, Linda Olson, Bobbie 
Parker, Patsy Pierson, Aimee Platte, Bonnie Randall, 
Dottie Rausch, Leslie Reichle. EIGHTH ROW: Becky 
Reynolds, Carolyn Roberts, Cathy Rodan, Linda 
Rodreguez, Tootie Romero, Joan Schaefer, Debi 
Schexnayder, Cindy Sexton, Laura Shadix, Lee Shaw, 
Kandy Sibley, Peggy Simpson, Tricia Simpson, 
Cheryl Stewart. NINTH ROW: Vickie Stollenwerck, 
Marianne Sullivan, Betty Sutherland, Hattie Tang- 
man, Wendy Tangman, Susan Taylor, Kathleen 
Timmins, Anne Torrance, Diane Townsend, Connie 
Tucker, Mary Voelkel, Janet Walden, Sandra Ward, 
Cindy Warren. TENTH ROW: Jane Watkins, Lee 
Ann Wilbert, Paula Wilbert, Val Young, Mrs. Doro­
thy Green, housemother. NOT PICTURED: Jackie 
Ermon, Elva Hile, Robin Rochefort.
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FIRST ROW: Wyn Gill, president; Sue Taylor, vice 
president; Bonnie Trinka, recording secretary; Sue 
Carville, corresponding secretary; Lettie Chusfz, 
treasurer; Louise Aldridge, Sharon Aucoin, Lynette 
Bateman, Melanie Bennett, Neal Blanchard, Barbara 
Blanton, Catherine Bordelon, Peggy Bordelon/Betty 
Bowen. SECOND ROW: Lois Bumgarner, Sharon 
Burns, Marcia Carter, Nancy Carver, Tish Chadwick, 
Katie Champion, Lynn Colton, Kelly Cousins, Margie 
Craddock, Sally Craig, Katie Crawford, Jeanne 
Dansereau, Trudy Degravelles, Eva De Laureal. 
THIRD ROW: Debbie Delahoussaye, Debbie Evans, 
Georgianna Fink, Kathleen Fontenot, Gail Gernard, 
Lane Gisclaird, Lynn Granberry, Patsy Green, Mary 
Graugnard, Kay Guidry, Ann Haines, Mary Hainkel, 
Pat Hall, Betsy Harwood. FOURTH ROW: Elizabeth 
Hazen, Lisa Hebert, Sandy Hebert, Kathy Hodge, 
Pat Hogan, Lynn Holley, Katie Hutchins, Jennifer 
Josey, Jinx Jumonville, Missy Kean, Susan Kolb, 
Laura Laborde, Kathy Leake, Claudette Leblanc. 
FIFTH ROW: Melanie Marcello, Susan Mauroner, 
Mary May, Laura McCaskey, Nancy McNutt, Lindy 
Mitchell, Judy Moore, Margo Moreau, Nancy Nor­
man, Nancy Norris, Charlotte Ogden, Kaki Orr, 
Linda Payne, Nancy Peevey. SIXTH ROW: Amy 
Penninger, Barbara Rasberry, Lisa Reed, Jan Rhorer, 
Vicki Rome, Mary Schiff, Kittie Seyburn, Barbara 
Shaw, Shelley Smith, Terri Terrell, Theresa Townsend, 
Suzanne Trappey, Amy Tynes, Becky Waldrup. SEV­
ENTH ROW: Sandy Weber, Karen Whateley, Patty 
Whited, Cynthia Wofford, Lynn Bani, Suzanne Ben- 
sabat, Bootsie Bogan, Mary Burns, Cyndy Burris, 
Margaret Brady, Michelle Chapman, Nancy Clark, 
Debbie Crotty, Pam Crum. EIGHTH ROW: Sydney 
Culley, Laura Duffy, Linda Eberhardt, Mae Mae Ed­
wards, Alison Flowers, Christie Fremeaux, Vivian 
Freyre, Marilyn Garrett, Susan Garver, Sally Graug­
nard, Steffi Hanna, Nancy Harris, Martha Jeffords, 
Nanette Koch. NINTH ROW: Lynn Labreche, Betsy 
Leblanc, Kathleen Loe, Marie Martinez, Katherine 
Miller, Biliie J. Mitchell, Lissa Moles, Judy Mont­
gomery, Jeanne Moreau, Donna Mullins, Pam Musso, 
Lori Patterson, Marilyn Payne, Sharon Randall. 
TENTH ROW: Cyndi Rivers, Janine Robicheaux, 
Lizzie Scoggin, Debbie Scott, Florence Turner, 




F IRST  R O W :  Van Mummert, president; William 
McGehee, vice president; DAP, treasurer; Rick 
Daniel, secretary; Larry Hariton, resident counselor; 
Blair Barrilleaux, Chuck Boudreaux, Jim Brewer. SEC­
OND ROW : Neal Chatham, John Cordero, Keven 
Crochet, Wayne Dodge, Bernard Eble Jr., Jack 
Fraser Jr ., Michael Gladish, Mario Jaramillo. THIRD 
ROW: Pat Kayda, Mike Kovalich, Gary Louis, Ken­
neth Lowe, Charles Monteiro, Bert Murray, Mike 
O ’Brien, Louis Olinde. FOURTH ROW : Don Oswald, 
Michael Robbins, Don Rowe, Warren Rudderow, 
Lawton Seal, Kelly Talamo, Cotton Ward, Max 
Zimmer. FIFTH ROW : Carolyn Schneider, sweet­




FIRST  ROW : Michael Valentino, president; Michael 
Swearingin, vice president; Eric Ziegler, treasurer; 
Rick Richard, secretary; Larry Aderhold, Rusty Ader- 
hoId, Biff Bayard, Ted Belleau, Charles Bowie, J im  
Boyer, David Buck, Arthur Burch. SECOND ROW : 
Roger Broussard, Jack Coiron, Lynn Curry, Neal 
Cramer, Sammy Dagostino, Wesley Davis, Buddy 
Debeaux, Nick Dubison, Jerome Ducote, Cornielius 
Dupre, Buzz Durio, Eddie Ellington. THIRD ROW : 
Dough Fruge, Jim Pruge, Sherwood Gill, Henry 
Gremillion, Francis Grigsby, Don Gutierriz, Ricky 
Haley, Mike Harper, Steve Hartwell, John Hickman, 
Gene Hilliard, Jim Jackson. FOURTH ROW : John 
John, Karl Kaough, Charles Landry, Bob Lane, Bill 
Langenstein, Doug LeBlanc, Pre LeBlanc, Buzzy Leit- 
head, Tim Lemoine, Laurie LeSueur, Ken Levergne, 
Chuck Macpherson. FIFTH ROW : Bill McGhee, 
Randy Mason, Stuart May, David Means, Rob 
Moerke, Bill Nader, Mike Nader, Mark Nobles, Jim 
Norsworthy, Stan Owen, Bill Parker, Morgan Parker. 
SIXTH ROWpJohn Pell, Craig Pemberton, Adrian 
Percy, Pipes Pierson, Steve Prator, Kent Reeves, Rick 
Robertson, Jimmy Sandlin, Sim Sandoz, Rankin 
Schurman, Winfield Scott, Denny Shelton. SEVENTH 
ROW : Sterling Silver, Bobby Simmons, Bubba Smith, 
Doug Smith, Kenny Smith" Mark Smith, Craig Sul­
livan, Johnny Steele, Bing Stewart, Lee Stiel, Ben 
Taylor, Charlie Tyler. EIGHTH ROW : Bubba Wade, 
John Weaver, Ray Whatley, Tom Wood, Peggy 
Bordelon, Margaret Cole, Cindy George, Carlene 
Giambrone, Robin Johnson, Sally McHugh, Ann 
McGhee, Nancy Sage. NINTH ROW : Yvonne 





FIRST ROW: Steve Domfgan, president; Randy 
Roach, vice president; Bland O'Connor, treasurer; 
Gregory Guitry, secretary; Manny Mitch ell, pledge 
trainer; Guy Adams, Sammy Agnew, Karl Alexander, 
Major Amacker, Mike Anderson, Steve Backstrom, 
Larry Bazzell, Butch Beattie, Ronnie Benton. SEC­
OND ROW: Billy Bollinger, Tim Brady, Hu Brennan, 
Mike Briggs, Randy Brown, Ted Bryson, Richard 
Burford, Evans Byrstt-,Billy Byrne, Joe Chaillot, Fred 
Clarke, Jim Clemmenson, Walter Comeaux, John 
Conner. THIRD ROW: Ronald Corkern, Rick Creed, 
Mark Creed, Steve Crucq, Kurt Culbertson, Lou 
Daniels, Bobby Dees, Gregg Doiron, Lake Douglas, 
Gary Elkins, David Estes, Billy Faucheux, Bobby Fitz- 
hugh, Tommy Ford. FOURTH ROW: Bobby Foret, 
Ronnie Foret, Bebb Francis, Bob Franklin, Duck Franz, 
Rick Frost, Mike Gaudet, Les Gibson, Glen Gill, 
Scott Gordon, Michael Grace, Bob Green, Jay 
Gulotta. FIFTH ROW: John Hair, Bruce Hart, Louis 
Haxthausen, Petey Heflin, David Hubbs, Mickey 
Johnston, Stacy Jones, George Karam, Ronnie 
Knecht, Andy Knight, Joe Kopfler, Tom Landrum, 
John Lanius, Randy Lavercombe, Jeff Liner. SIXTH 
ROW: Ray Magnolia, Mac McCarthy, Mike Mc­
Kenzie, Ricky Martin, Dale Matthews, Sonny Melder, 
Steve Miner, Danny Moncla, Billy Moores, Boyd Mor­
rison, Keith Nordyke, Jim Norman, Paul Nowacki, 
Dominique Pachance. SEVENTH ROW: Tommy Pal­
mer, Jim Peevey, Jimmy Peters, Bubba Peters, Jack 
Phillips, David Rabenhorst, Randy Rayburn, Mike 
Reitz, Claude Reynaud, Tom Richard, Frank Riley, 
Rebel Roberts, Cliff Rogillio, Jim Roy. EIGHTH 
ROW: Ray %hiele, Harry Schneider, Tommy 
Shepard, Jimbo Smith, Chuck Stewart, John Stewart, 
Mike Stone, Julian Tablada, Randy Theunissen, Bruce 
Thompson, Kerry Uffman, Victor Versaggi, Ronald 
Villere, Bob Watts. NINTH ROW: Randy Wells, 
George White, Don White, Ricky Whittington, Dale 
Willard, Robert Woodward, Martin Yeager, Ruth 
M. Cosby, housemother; Tina Fasullo, sweetheart. 
LITTLE SIGMAS: Kathy Aiken, Mike Breedlove, 
Beth Carter, Betsy Harwood, Barbara Mabry. 
TENTH ROW: Nancy Madden, Nancy McDonald, 




FIRST ROW: James L. Akers, com m ander;  James A. 
Williams, Lt. commander; Thomas Arceneaux, treas­
urer; James W. Wade, recorder; Sidney Adams, 
James Aiken, Mark Angelloz, Andrew Jackson Arn­
old, Gary Barnes, Master Jim Bates, Chuck Berthold, 
Raymond Bienvenu. SECOND ROW: P. Lee Boatner 
III, James Branton, Gary Brumfield, Bunky Brunson, 
Glenn Cangelosi, Robbie Cangelosi, Sammy Car- 
ville, Thomas Edward Carville, Larry Cerenzie, Greg 
Chastain, Omer Claiborne, Ricky Courtney. THIRD 
ROW: Terry Cox, Johnny C. Crow, Mike Domingue, 
George Eldridge, Robert Fontenelle, Donald (Chick) 
Foret, Raymond Giannini, Randolph D. Green, Danny 
Guidry, Thomas Hoffman, Mark Hutchins, Stephen 
Ingels. FOURTH ROW: Sal James, Jay D. Kacho, 
Casey Kidd, John King, Fred Kleyle, Jay (Tiny) 
Lauricella III, Mark Levert, Gerry Liuzza, Stephen 
Lousteau, Andrew Major, Donald Melancon, Joey 
Miller. FIFTH ROW: Roy Minckler, Stephen 
Moberley, Bill Mobley, Paul Molloy, John H. Moore, 
Marty Nicholson, Harlan Northcott, W illiam Obier, 
Guy Otwell, John Pasqua, Jeff Pike, Gary Poirier. 
SIXTH ROW: Noel Poirier, Donald Pope, Ron Pul­
liam, Van Randazzo, Rick Range, Steve Ritter, Hank 
Satimore, Gerry Saurage, Ralph Schnellenberg, Ed­
ward A. Schoen, Thomas Schwager, Quentin Stumpf. 
SEVENTH ROW: Tommy Swearingen, Steve Thrash­
er, Tom Valdo, John Valliant, Al H. Wambsgans III, 
James Wear, Elliot Wiesendanger, Calvin W ilbert, 
Kenneth W ilbert, Ken Wolverton. EIGHTH ROW: 





FIRST ROW: Tim R. Workinger 
DeWitt Jr., vice president; Randall L. Berseth, 
comptroller; Richard T. Tulley, recording secretary; 
James H. Brown, corresponding secretary; Kevin J. 
Anderson, Charles C. Brown III. SECOND ROW; 
Denzel A. Brown, Edwin S. Bufkin, Edward A. 
Buttross, Larry J. Carlton, David L. Castaneda, Don­
ald P. Chambers, Kenny L. Cryar. THIRD ROW: 
Charles A. Sravolet, Louis Heintz, John R. Higby, 
Jerome P. Mouton, Richard A. Schlotmann, Frank C. 
Schwartzenburg Jr., R. Kirby Shirley III. FOURTH 
ROW; James F. Turner, Charles E. Whitmore, Mrs. 





FIRST ROW: Spiro Broomas, president; W il l iam  E. 
DeLoach, vice president; John H.  Richardson, treas­
urer; Rich Eller, secretary; Stanley Howat, Sgt.-at- 
arms; Mike Nidoh, herald; David Anding, J. Michael 
Anding. SECOND ROW; William G. Austin Jr., 
Robert Bauch, Robert Bradford, Chris Brown, John 
Cazes, David Dale, Tony D'Anna, Gary W . Davis. 
THIRD ROW: Steve Diefenbach, John F. Ehricht, J. 
Scott Fandal, Richard H. Goebel, Dave Granberry, 
Clifford Harms, Richard Hill, Trudeau J. Hogue. 
FOURTH ROW: Jerry Keister, William T. Kepper, 
Richard Kilgore, Bernard J. Kruse III, Michael W . 
Lee, Thomas Roux, Alan Ford Schoenberger, G reg­
ory W . Schultz. FIFTH ROW: Stephen W . Sulli, 
Lee Meredith Wilson II, Larry Zimmerman, Mrs. Ruth 





FIRST ROW: Jerome Nicholas, president; Jude 
Lagarde, vice president; Gary Smith, secretary; 
Remi Delouche, treasurer; Mike Murphy, pledge 
trainer; Glenn Adams, George Adcock, Bobby Beall, 
David Benedic, Philip Deland, John Driscell. SEC­
OND ROW: Mark Dudenhefer, Allen Dugas, Gary 
Dwyer, John Ethridge, Robert Fulton, Sam Gentry, 
G. Jacques Grant, John Guidry, Richard Hammer, 
Gerry Harper, Arthur Hirdler. THIRD ROW; Robert 
Hornstein, Mike Irwin, A. J. Isacks III, Chris Janke, 
Thomas Kennedy, Ken Krobert, Barry Landry, Rob­
ert Levy, Fenton Lipscomb, Robert Locke, Ralph 
Lousteau. FOURTH ROW; John McBride, Raimond 
McElroy, William McHale, Sammy Maggie, Mich­
ael Mancuse, Rick Mulhorn, Shawn Murphy, Mark 
Newton, L. W. Paxton, John Pearce, Paul Porterfield. 
FIFTH ROW: Jim Raggie, Michael Reilly, Jodie 
Russo, Eugene Sandoz, John Schexnayder, Mickey 
Seals, John Shepard, Allan Simpson, William Sledge, 
Sam Selis, Robert Spratt. SIXTH ROW: James 
Williams, Chuck Willis, Jack Young, Mrs. Celia Cox, 
housemother; Cherry Stone, sweetheart; Susan An- 
den, Ann Champagne, Chris Coleman, Mary Dris­
cell, Margaret Fahs, June Hunsicker, Judy Lavender, 
Cynthia Lindenmayer, Marcia McLaughlin, Susan 




FIRST ROW: Michael Aaron, president; John E. 
Stafford, vice president; Stephen C. Lacy, secretary; 
Glynn Young, treasurer; Marcel Didier, pledge train­
er; Robert Allen, Kevin R. Allison, Brian W. Amy, 
Marc T. Amy, Ted Ardoin, St. Clair Bienvenu, Orland 
Brown. SECOND ROW: Ernie Carney, Jesse M. 
Carr, Lance Caulfield, Chris Choppin, T. Kirk Crane, 
Richard Collier, David E. Corkern, Wayne Cunning­
ham, Dave Darden, Edward W. Dauterive, Paul Da­
vid, James L. Decker. THIRD ROW: Reginald D. De- 
Freese, Lloyd F. Dore III, Douglas C. Driggers, Clif­
ton C. Duke, Ronald W. Duncan, John H. Edwards, 
Robert H. Frank, Philip Gastinel, David E. Gaudin, 
Michael Golden, Paul F. Haire, John Harbour. 
FOURTH ROW: Frith Harwood, John O. Hayter, 
Stephen Hazel, Frank P. Henchy, Dennis Herlong, L. 
K. Herlong, Robert D. Hoover, Chris L. Huck, Keith 
Hughes, Beau Hutchinson, John M. Johnson, Thomas 
G. Jones. FIFTH ROW: Bruce N. Kirkpatrick, Delos 
L. Knight, Walter L. Larimore, Danny Loe, Farrell 
Malone, Martin A. Manion, Steve McCoy, Edwin R. 
McIntyre Jr., Michael L. McKay, Ike McKnight, 
Keith Morgan, Phil B. Murray. SIXTH ROW: Donnie 
R. Patin, Hugh E. Pearce, Michael B. Pickett, Michael 
T. Prince, F. Gillis Rew, David M. Richard, Philip J. 
Rinaudo, David S. Rogers, Luis B. Romero, M. Jeffrey 
Sandrik, John E. Schwing III, Welton O. Seal Jr. 
SEVENTH ROW: Hal Shepard, Bruce J. Simoneaux, 
Michael Sledge, Dean R. Smith, Walter Smith, Wil­
liam D. Smith, Bobby Stafford, Larry B. Stanley, Paul 
Stanley, David C. Strasser, Harry Stuart, Kenneth W. 
Stubbs. EIGHTH ROW: Mike TedfcJrd, Jeff Town­
send, Raymond Turner, Jim Vollmer, Jim Wafer, 
Stephen E. Wells, Michael Yonan, Bill Yeaton, Bar­
bara Shaw, sweetheart; Kathryn T. Moore, house­




FIRST ROW : Barry Blum berg, /president; Charles 
Plauche, vice presiderl6:;..,Sflis Murov, secretary; 
Sammy Goodman, treasurer; Jack Orkin, historian 
Rhodes Adler, Charles Alman, Robert Baskind, 
Marc Berman. SECOND ROW: Richard Bombet, 
Guy Brenner, Alan Carr, Stanley Carr, Steve Cavin, 
Jerry Cohen, Michaet Cohen, Richard Dattel, Louis 
Good III. SECOND ROW: Arnold Goodman, Lee 
Gotthelf, Richard H'rrsch, Amos Katz, Ralph Kerner 
Richard Kober, Robert Kohn, Steve Labens, Ronnie 
Laudenheimer. FOURTH ROW: Ralph Leopold 
David Lincove, Glenn Lowitz, Peter Marks, Dale 
Mostkoff, Ricky Mouton, Alan Schwartzberg, Richarc 
Sherman, Lester Stern. FIFTH ROW: Mark Wash 
auer, William Weill, Johnny Wormser, Henry Zeve 







FIRST ROW: Tonya Marxsen, president;  Debbie 
Forrest, f i rs t  v ice pres ident;  Colleen Higgins, second 
vice president; Debbie Best, recording secretary; 
Gayle Ambrico, corresponding secretary; Nancy 
Stanley, treasurer; Anne Ales, Susan Alves, Linda 
Aman, Debbie Anderson, Jo Ann Anderson, Sammye 
Autrey, Chris Barnes. SECOND ROW; Cathy Bar­
rett, Mel Bates, Ann Benson, Linda Blankenship, 
Linda Bolinger, Barbara Borde, Susie Bornlcessel, 
Ellice Brown, Sherri Brown, Terry Brown, Linda Boyds- 
ton, Pam Bruns, Sally Cordaro. THIRD ROW: Sonja 
Caldwell, Lynn Cardwell, Betsy Damhorst, Kathy 
DeLee, Debbie English, lla Finley, Becky Fulghum, 
Pat Gallien, Sharon Galloway, Patsy Gardiner, Jenni­
fer Gibbs, G igi primes, Marcy Hardy. FOURTH 
ROW: Becky Harger, Karen Harper, Jane Harrison, 
Laura Hauer, Sandy Haynes, Karen Hutchinson, 
Emily Jacoby, A iyf James, Dodie Johnston, Mabyn 
Kean, Claire Ken-tft pharlene Kirkwood, Joan Klar. 
FIFTH ROW: Barbara Kudla, Necia Lanius, Terry 
Lauter, Karen Lawson, Ann LeBlanc, Debbie Le- 
Blanc, Karen Lee, Claire Lester, Leu Ann Lester, 
Lynn Lowrey, Martha MacDonald, Becky Mack, 
Kathy Marakj^SIXTH ROW: Susan McBride, Mary 
Munley, Pam Murff, Cathy Naquin, Rudi Nelson, 
Teresa Noeske, Marion Otwell, Terry Patrick, Anh- 
ette Raggio, Susan Redditt, Jan'e4 Richardson, Chan 
Roark, Marilyn Robin. SEVENTH ROW: Dottie 
Romero, Beverly Ruffin, Mary Schauf, Jackie Schex- 
nayder, Robin Schmidt, Kathy Slagle, Theresa 
Slaughter, Irene Smith, Martha Spencer, Georgi 
Spillman, Joanne Stanley, Beverly Steele, Carol 
Stovall. EIGHTH ROW: Chris Tennison, Krista Tim­
mons, Debbie Veazey, Peggy Vowels, Bonnie W alte- 
math, Vicki Waltemath, Debbie Ward, Katie Weber, 
Ellen Weilbacher, Nancy Weldon, Marcia Wickes, 
Beverly Williams, Barbara Winch. NINTH ROW: 





FIRST ROW: Robert Nafe, president; Dan 
Wulf, vice president; Maurice W olcott, sec­
retary; Charles Harmon, treasurer. SEC­
OND ROW: A. J. Bums, alumni secretary; 
David Loweer, reporter-historian; Marshall 
Thibodeaux, chaplain; M ark Juneau, usher; 
Robert Bennett. THIRD ROW : Keith Ellen- 
der, David Fields, Jimmy Flanagan. 
FOURTH ROW: Robert Freeman, Robert 
Gill, Paul Halphen, Millard Jackson. FIFTH 
ROW: Lance Key, G ilbert Landry, Malcolm 
LeBlanc, Johnnie Mayeux. SIX1H ROW: 
Joe Niswanger, John Russo, Darryl Tros- 





FIRST ROW: Harold Keegan, .president; Frank 
Minor, vice president;  Russell Williams, secretary; 
Darryl Greenfield, treasurer. SECOND ROW: Rob­
ert Brinsmade, Michael Fournet, John Fritz, Philip 
Fritz. THIRD ROW : Ifeharles Gourgues, James 
Knapp, Frank Landry, Michael McGann. FOURTH 
ROW: Grady Miller, Marc Molina, Jack Mosley, 
Jay Morales. FIFTH ROW Jerry Myers, Jim Philpot, 
Ralph Philpot, Ricky Ruebsamen. SIXTH ROW: Rob­
ert Russell, Ronnie Smith, Perry Tate, Carl Taylor. 
SEVENTH ROW: Ray Varney, Tom Vidrine, Jay 
White, Carol Lusk, sweetheart. NOT PICTURED: 













9. Bill Dannenberg 
10. Mark Lancon
I I. Carlos Avila
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O R D E R  O F  T H E  L A M P S H A D E
1. Gahil Kaslan the Perverted
2. Putney Swope
3. Joe Zlichkt, faculty adviser 
Clio Cangelosi 
Bruce Jeckel, medical adviser 
Son of Bruce, academic adviser
7. Mag Pie II
8. Wilma Randolph Hearst 
Pleasant Hall III 
Alice In Wonderland
I I. Lady Gershwin 

























S G A  S T U D E N T  A S S E M B L Y
I. Rudy McIntyre, 2. Tom Arce- 
neaux, 3. Frederick Stolzle, 4. 
Betty Owens, 5. Jeff Liner, legis­
lative vice president; 6. Eric Han­
sen, 7. Diane Townsend, 8. Mark 
Creed, 9. Rick Creed, 10. Fred 
Perkins, II. Tersa Townsend,
12. Janet Harris, 13. Beno Du- 
hon, 14. David Westbrook,
15. John Calhoun, 16. Eddie 
Tarpley, 17. Frank Metzger,
18. Ran Kiper, 19, Bill Belsom,
20. Gus Tabony, 21. Chris Diel,
22. Patrick Hunter, 23. David 
Dirks, 24. Larry Casanova, 25. 
Donna Ezell, 26. David Hamilton,
27. Meg Orr. PEDALLED OUT: 
Joe Niswanger, Skip Allen, Jerry 
Slattery, Bland O'Conner, Mike 
Thomson, Jim Dixon, Art Favre, 
Richard A. Campbell, Gary 
Scott, Leo Stanford, Steve Hey- 
man, Jack Persac, Lloyd Dore, 
Susan Kochan, Maria Vidos, 
Steven Larson, Debby Crotty, 
Marie Eaton, Robert Hornstein, 
Doug Dowden, William Morrison, 
Kay Guidry, Tess Sebastian, 
Marcia Stevens, Steven Cater, 
Kelly Haggar, Jimmy Decker, 
Guy Adams, Mike Anderson, 
Marty Broussard, Dee Davidson, 
Frank Dixon, Richard House, 
Mickey Johnston, Doug Lambert, 
Tom Levitan, Danny Matheny, 
Justin Ourso, Dan Parker, John 





He taught the deaf to reverence Bach,
And carved great poets from siren's rock.
O exile cry, the shorn edge,
A black sail steps the ocean bed.
Uncharted scars beside our course,
Direct us toward some final source.
The sky that slopes down on the plain, 
Confines man's thoughts to simple claims.
Yet we would leave the thoughtful home, 
On falling kites that climb the dome.
Forgive us all who must pretend,
Who fall deposed, yet face the end.
We spent ourselves on heaven's way,
And now returned, as captives stay.
Our thoughts perceive another sphere,
Yet search for home to forfeit fear.
Richard Kilbourne Jr.
Poet Laureate of the SGA
Fred Townsend, financial vice president Jeff Liner, legislative vice president
S T U D E N T  
G O V E R N M E N T  










Department of Student Affairs
Sherry Beilina
Resident Student Affairs















10. Lila Tritico, 
president
I I . Jane White
12. Debbie Evans


















30. Becky Huenefield 

















6. Clifford Crowe, 
president




T H E  L S U  U N I O N
Marcia Carter 
President
G o v e r n i n g  B o a r d
1. Glen Starks, Union Business Manager
2. Dr. Don D. Moore, Faculty Repre­
sentative
3. Tom Levitan, Vice-President for Pro­
gram
4. Pat Thompson, Vice-President for Fi­
nance
5. Jeff Liner, SGA Legislative Vice- 
President
6. Mrs. Fred Blanche, Jr., Alumni Rep­
resentative
7. Don Phillips, Union Director
8. Mickey Stevens, Vice-President for 
Lead-ership
9. Marcia Carter, President
10. Marilyn Maloney, Member-at-Large
11. Jan Lichtenwalter, Secretary, Pro­
gram Council
12. Denny Daugherty, Member-at-Large 
AWOL
Fred Townsend, SGA Financial Vice- 
President
Dr. Robert Von Brock, Faculty Represen­
tative
Mr. John White, Alumni Representative 
Mrs. Karen Simopoulos, Union Program 
Director
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Pat Thompson, Vice-President for Finance 
Tom Levitan, Vice-President for Program 









9. Nan Stephenson 
10. Frank Mackie









20. Ruth McCauley 
2 I . Carrie Hart 
22. Eddie Schwertz
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10. Patty Slaughter 





16. Ann Thompson 
I 7. Debbie Brown












30. Ellen Guglielmo 







































9. David Colomb 
10. John Kuchta
I I. Dan Landry



















A G R I C U L T U R E  S T U D E N T S  
A S S O C I A T I O N
1. Gay Clifton
2. Zulkifli H. Shamsuddin
3. Gilbert Landry




8. Joe Niswanger, 
president
9. Keith Ellender, 
vice president
10. Nancy Beebe, 
secretary
I I. David Theroit
12. Camille Gaspard, 
parliamentarian
I 3. Jim Moody







20. Dr. Willis, 
adviser








28. Robert MacDonald 
Bennett
29. Tom Johnson
30. Bill Ledlow 
3 I. Jim Shipp
32. Robert Freeman
33. Mark Juneau
engineering  student  COUNCII
Lubbie Jenkins, David Welch, Frank Hartley, 
Jeff Hollier, Harry Hufft.





4. Richard Eberhardt, 
vice president
5. Danny Matheny
6. Skip Allen, 
president





















9. Owen Cargol 





COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
STUDENT COUNCIL
Regina Lee LeBeau, 
historian 
















U P H f









10. Patti Adams 
I I . Virginia Sublett 
12. Linda Cauley 


























18. Mabyn Kean 














1. Judy Parker, 
Academics
2. Renee Smith, 
Co-ordinator
3. Fran Culotta, 
Organizations
4. Frank Metzger, 
Organizations
5. Susan Redditt, 
Greeks





























10. George Waldrop 














I. Denise Chetta, 2. Vykke Bradford, 
3. Pepe Echegaray, 4. Marjorie Godwin, 
5. Gay Sperling, 6. Dr. Jan Van der Poll, 



































F A L L .  S T A F F
Jim Lestelle, Editor
Martha Jo Smith, Managing Editor
N E W S  





Byron St. Dizer 
Sherry Freeland
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S P R I N G  S T A F F
Byron St. Dizier, Editor
Jim Whittum, Managing Editor
A D  






N E W S  














































































John G a b rie l 
G reg  Pfeiffer 
Kathy Bethancourt 
Gwen Da ret 
J im  Keisler 
Barbara M cCracken 
Linda N a il 
H e rb e rt Borne 
Karen Franklin 
Jane t M cDaniel 
Barry W ah lig  
Gene M artin  
Creston Troxler 
C ra ig  Cook 
Jo rge  M artinez 
Nancy G uarino 
Linda G uerin 
Anthony M artinez 
M ike Sloss 
Jerry  Mercelous




Denise St. Pierre 
Kenneth Novak 




P h illip  DeLand 
Am anda Tull 
M ary Longman 





Je ff G ilm ore  
G era ld  Adams 
Lynette C looney 
Ronald Cole 
W ende ll Barton
BARITONE SAXES 
Ronald Johnson 
Keith W ah lig  
Anthony Dentro 
Elmer Kulmala 
O liv e r  W illiam s
TRUMPETS 
G len Moreau 
James G ary 
Robert Franklin 
J im m y Flanagan 
W illia m  M oe lle r 
G eorge T ippe tt 
Sammy Agnew 
W ayne M ille r  
John Boudreaux 
Ricky Smith 
Richard G ehle 
Raymond Turner 
J im  Hermann
Scott McKee 
David Keys 
Norma G row l 
Floyd Doughty 
G era ld  Eiermann 
Au b re y  Nolan 
Andrew  King 
V ic to r Summers 
Sheily Bell 
G eorge Gascon 
Charles H arve ll 
M ark Henderson 
M ickey Hansen 
Johnny Lucas 
W ayne Ballew 
M ark Brandon 




G lenn H a rre ll 
M ichae l Holmes 
W in Pipes 
Edgar W h ite  
John Bogan 
Roland Cortez 
W arren Smith 
Freda Yarbrough 
Daniel Deaton 
C lif fo rd  G regory 
G a rry  Taylor
ALTO  TRUMPETS 
Larry Causey 
B illy Swor 
Je t Taylor 




W illia m  Petrie 
















Ernie G autreau 
M ichae l Penny 
Danny Kennison 





Darryl St. Pierre 
Ray Watson 
Judy Bourgeois 
M ichae l Roe 
Thomas G u illo t 
Fred Treuting 
David Burch 
Dw ight Manuel 
D w ight W illia m s  




M ike Boudreaux 




K ib le r S ibley 
Steve Hand 
Robert Bloxham 
H unte r Thom 
W illia m  Davis 
Chris Gros 
H a ri G a rd in e r 




G ary  Keen 
Je ff C a naday 
C a rl Keck 
G aylon M cLin 
P h ilip  M ohr 
Randy Folks 
Byron Lamb 
James W h ite  
Larry King 
Nathan C raw fo rd  
Richard M atherne 
Dawson C orley
SNARE DRUMS 
M ichae l Lorio  
Rusty G autreaux 
Harvey C ava lie re  





W ayne Stauss 
John Andrus 
Ray C ro tw e ll 










Dinah C uro le  
A nd rea  A ustin  
C yn th ia  A b a d ie  
Rhonda A lexander 
Bonnie Baker 
N ancy Brooks 
G a y  C ouvillon 
Jane H offm ann 
Jeanne tte  Karam 
Debi Keebler 









Leslie G reenw ood 
Sharon Lafon 
Lissa Lo ftin  
Elizabeth M cC lendon 
Jill Pearson 
Suzanne Q uave 
Cassie Reeves 
Sharon Roussel 
M ary Sanches 
Shirley Svoren 
Susan Taylor 
























I I . Sam Crifasi
12. Donnie Carauna


















7. A. J. Martina
8. Richard Cassano
9. Steve D. Dykes, 
President
10. Joseph Ledet
11. Richard Morgan, 
Vice-President
12. Eric Gustin






18. A. W. Matthies
19. Russell Stockwell
20. Charles T. Gautreau 





2. David Hayden, 
Secretary




6. Bob McKenne.y 
BACK:




10. Mike Oliver 








2. Beth Daigle, 
Treasurer






























13. Bill McElhannon, 
Vice-President
14. Jean Kwok Tak Hing
15. Bob McAnelly, 
President AICHE 
Southern Region
16. Carol Anne 
Middleton, Secretary
17. Ralph Scott
18. Dr. Philip Bryant, 
Adviser
19. Fred Perkins
20. Ron Richmond 
2 I . Richard Parrish









3. Cathlyn Clay, 
treasurer
4. Angela Migliore, 
president







I I . Lindy Lacour 
A t The Playground 
Jacqueline Richardson, 
vice president 
Mary Louise Himel 

















7. Gary D'Antoni, 
vice chairman
8. Dr. R. W . Courter, 
faculty adviser
9. Stuart Braud, 
treasurer
10. Dennis McIntyre 











(Left- to  right): FIRST ROW: Ann Aurso, historian; Unidentified; Unidentified; Jean Greaud, p re s e n t; Sharleen Le, Jeune, vice presi­
dent; Rhonda Millet, historian; Noreen Sonnier; Rosalyn Sardisco; Linda McGee, treasurer. SECOND ROW: Joel D Aqum, Mary Sue 











10. John Blankenship 
I I . Jerry Raney
12. Dana Ashford 
I 3. Rusty Allemont
14. Charles McManus
15. Mike Donlon
16. Lawrence Langston 










27. W alter Hammann
28. Robert Atkins
29. Mike Haffner
30. Barry Blumberg 


















A M E R I C A N  S O C I E T Y  O F  
A G R I C U L T U R A L  E N G I N E E R S
I. James F. Pearce, 2. David H. 
Loewer, vice president; 3. Leroy 
Kirby, 4. Robert A. Stewart,
5. Charles J. Craggs, 6. Nelson 
Rivera, 7. Unidentified, 8. Nordin 
Ibrahim, 9. Robert B. Brinsmade, 
secretary-treasurer; 10. George H. 
Heintzen Jr., president; II. Eddie 
A. Landry, adviser.
A M E R I C A N  S O C I E T Y  O F  
A G R O N O M Y
• at Bonner, 2. Johnny Mayeux, 3. Hatim 
arim, 4. Carole Alpe, 5. Ahmad Hiji Ebon,
• John Petrie, 7. Alberto Beale, 8. Oscar 
i?  . ,  9- Tom Woodard, 10. Sharifuddin
amid, | | .  Zulkifli Hiji Shamsuddin, 
• Idris Abdol, 13. Aminuddin Husin, 
l4- Alais Husin.

































I. Jim Shipp, 2. Down On The 
Farm, 3. Ralph Marks, 4. Don 
Miller, 5. Out In The Pasture, 
6. Allen Nipper, 7. Dr. Glen 
Hembry, 8. Dr.- Peevy, 9. Gill 
Landry, 10. Glenn Melton,
I I .  Camile Gaspard, 12. Paul 
Stanley, 13. Larry Stanley,
14. Grazing In The Grass,
15. Milking The Cows, 16. An­
ton Wald, 17. G ilbert Jones, 
18. Tom Woodard, 19. Kermit 
Coulon, 20. Roger Carter, 
2 I . Eugene Segura, 22. Floyd 
Bordelon.
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D E L T A  S I G M A  P I
P r o f e s s i o n a l  
B u s i n e s s  





4. Z. T. Daniels
5. Randy Courtney
6. T. Kenneth Wasmuth
7. Joseph Scott Mumphrey 






1 ■ Konrad Talbot
2- Jim Hermann





8- Harry U. Badeaux, Jr,
9- Dwight Manuel
10. Nolan Schexnayder, 
■Fall President 
I I • ^oss Whitfield
12. R. Mark Foster,
Spring President
13. Gilbert Renfrow
14. Dave Arny 










































1. Bill Burychka, 
president






8. Doretha Bates, 
corresponding secretary
9. Elizabeth McCarty
10. Tommy Fox, 
vice president
I I . Peggy Boudreaux
12. Elton Devine
13. Roger Hursch
14. Dr. Daniel Kyle, 
faculty adviser




OP MINING, METALLURGICAL 
AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
1. Edward C . Crouch 26. D. Conrad Pearson, Jr.
2. Scott Jortner 27. Charles E. A upied
3. A lan Mikell 28. August J. Amoroso, Jr.
4. Edmond J. Langhetee 29. Drilling For O il
5. Bruce Ballard 30. M ontgom ery Rangel
6 . Dr. O . K. K imbler, Faculty 31. James B. Lewis, Jr.
7. W . G . W ebb 32. Frank J. Hartley,
8. Lance Rayne Engineering Council
9. Fred L. Dedon, Jr. Representative
10. Richard Hazel 33. W a lte r Anderson
I I . Prof. Bill Hise, Faculty 34. Richard Alan Parrish
12. Lubbie A . Jenkins, 35. Dr. W illia m  J . Bernard,
President Faculty
13. Max Edward Maxwell 36. G erald S. Bono,
14. Dr. W illia m  H. Holden, Secretary-Treasurer
Faculty 37. David W elch
15. A . E. "Buzz" Jehle 38. Mohammad Ebneyousef
16. Louis Chemin 39. Michael F. McKenzie
17. Chris A . Prattini 40. H arry F. H ufft,
18. Dennis Ritter Vice-President
19. Perry L. Dragon 41. Ronald R. Com pton
20. Robert F. M eredith 42. Nureddin Sehweil
21. Glenn C . W ainw right, Jr. 43. Raymond Lasseigne
22. John M . Gautreaux 44. Daniel S. W ild a y
23. H arry Boudreaux 45. Jeffery H o llie r
24. G ary Ross 36. M a jid  Thaiji













h o n o r a r y  s c h o l a s t i c  f r a t e r n i t y
I. Ann Whitaker, 2. Gus Tabony, president; 3. Karen Nelson,
4. Nell Wood, 5. Unidentified, 6. Denise Terrebonne, 7. Su­
zanne Wilson, 8. Ted Kruse, 9. Colleen Jackson, 10. Cheryl 
Turner, I I .  Ana Lozada, 12. Betty Jo Achord, 13. Randy 




Scholastic Honorary for Freshmen Women
1. Margaret Hannaman, 
Secretary
2. Kay Guidry, Vice President
3. Joan Switzer, President
4. Dr. Mary Metz, Advisor
5. Judy Eggart, Historian
6. Becky Nelson, Treasurer
P I  M U  E P S I L O N









9. A. C. DeBlanc
10. Jay Joseph
I I. Ruth Stubblefield
k a p p a  d e l t a  p i




4. Jane Hoffman Swarthout
5. Nell. Wood
6. Judy Sartor




I I. Trudy Lewis
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(Left to right):
Dr. Otis B. Wheeler, 
vice-president 
Mrs. Lucille Clary, 
secretary-treasurer 
William G. Haag, 
president 
Miss Ray Sommer,
public relations officer 
Dr. George Robertson, 
regent
1. L inda A n n  A b e rth a n y
2. B etty  J o  A ch o rd
3. M a rg a re t E lizabeth A lexa n d e r
4. Bernard A lle n  A lfre d  J r.
5. R ob e rt J . A lle n
6. Sondra G a il A nderson
7. Joseph H e n ry  A rb o u r  III
8. Suzanne A rd o in
9. R ob e rt Peyton Baker
10. John  R ichard  B a rre tt
11. B everly Jeansonne Barto l
12. John  N elson Beard J r.
13. Ju a n ita  A nn  Becnel
14. Francis R. B enoit
Membership Role
15. M a ry  D eborah  B enoit
16. C o llee n  P a tric ia  Black
17. L inda Penny Boelens
18. M a ry  Ellen B ordelon
19. John Steven Bueche
20. Jam es D ouglas Bums
21. Lynn Ellison Bush II
22. J a n e t G a rd n e r C a m p b e ll
23. M arsha l Don C a rlin
24. C yn th ia  G a y le  C a rte r
25. K a therine  A nn  Cassens
26. C a ro l Edith  C ha m p a gn e
27. C arm en C h id e s te r
28. Dennis A lan  C la rke
29. J u d y  L. C o le
30. C o n s ta n tin e  D. C on s ta n tin id e s  
3 I. Van Loren C ox
32. Jo  A nn  C ra b tre e
33. Jam es C harles  Danos
34. John W h e ad o n  deG rave lles
35. A nna Laurin  DeLee
36. P a tty  J o  D iehl
37. R obe rt d eLoney Dow ning
38. K ris tin  H u ffo rd  Duke
39. M a ry  Sharon Edmunds
40. Sally W e rn e r Edwards
41. P a tric ia  Egers
42. Ralph .A llen Eskew
43. Em ory G ene  Ferguson
44. Evelyn G . Ferguson
45. D avid  R obe rt Fischer
46. Bessie Leona Fisher
47. B illy  Jo e  Foster
48. M a ry  Jeann ine  Fulm er
49. Ellen Russell G a rb e r
50. Thomas V in ce n t G a y le
51. N orm a E lizabeth G race
52. A nna M a rie  G ra ffe o
53. Lewis T odd  G re m illio n
54. G a ry  S tephen G re s t
55. L inda G a il G u lly




57. Kathryn Elizabeth Hartwell
58. Martha Holcomb Head
59. Lynn Marie Heikkinen
60. Susie Edrington Heroman
61. William Joseph Higgins
62. James Randolph Hill
63. Norman Ross Hill III
64. Jamie Lee Hingle
65. Ted Allen Hodges
66. Jan C. Hollis
67. Elwyn John Horsby Jr.
68. Anne Boyd Howe
69. Leo Keith Hughes
70. Jacqueline Marie Hunt
71. Mir Nazrul Islam
72. Sneed Allen Jackson
73. Ann Robin Johnson
74. Camille Harvard Johnson
75. Stephen Frederick Johnson
76. Jane Lyn Johnson
77. Linda Thelma Kastner
78. Jo Ellen Kearny
79. Rafendra Prasad Kejariwal
80. Kay Kirkpatrick
81. William Joel Kolarik
82. Anne Kruger
83. Lydia Jean Kuhn
84. Renee Pardue LaBauve
85. Paul E. LaRose
86. Cassandra Owens Lastrapes
87. Jerry McHugh Law
88. Ronald Wilton LeBlanc
89. Jan Patrick Lee
90. Michael Ward Leger
91. James Wayne Lemke
92. Ah Moi Leong
93. James Russell Lewis
94. Laura Ann L'Herisson
95. Garrett Rushing Lynch
96. William Andrew 
McElhannon Jr.
97. Linda Ann Maggio
98. Ronald Wade Major
99. Marilyn Clifford Maloney
100. Victor Lynn Marcello
101. Sybil Cecelia Marionneaux
102. Beverly Adair Means
103. Lois Nichols Michelli
104. Stella Frances Michelli
105. Susan Marilyn Miller
106. Marguerite Mitchell
107. Jessica Ruth Montegudo
108. Janet Jurasinski Montelaro
109. Bryce Fleming Moreland
I 10. George Antoine Munfakh
III. Earl Byron Neal 
I 12. Suzannah Nelson 
113. Michael John Newman 
I 14. Cherie Ann S. Niles
115. Margaret Ellen Olson
116. Walterio A. Orellana
117. Daryl Ann Owens
118. Angeles Masini Pardue
119. Alvin Lewis Parsons
120. Mary Jane Patten
121. Hollye Payonk
122. M argaret A. Peatross
123. Linda Irene Pickering
124. Martha Lea Pike
125. Carolyn Pokorny
126. Mary Leah Poss
127. Edward Wayne Pourciau
128. Phillip W. Preis
129. Eloise Reeves
130. Dianne S. Rhoads
131. Mary Therese Ristroph
132. Katherine Lynn Roberts
133. Jeanne Theresa Robert
134. Bettye Jo Roberts
135. William Allen Rogers Jr.
136. Ann Barnwell Rye
137. Darrel Dee Ryland
138. Francis Scannell
139. Glenn Joseph Scheyd
140. John Frederick Schmidt III
141. Thomas Dolan Schult
142. Kathleen M. Scott
143. Pamela King Seabury
144. Lilliam McDowell Shaw
145. Daniel Hall Sisterhen
146. Gregory Nelson Small
147. Graham Richard Smith
148. Joseph Arthur Smith
149. Wood Thompson Sparks
150. Katherine Adair St. Amant
151. Jerusha Charlotte Stewart
152. Donald Louis St. Germain
153. Janet Stinson
154. Mary Fertitta Stowe
155. Barbara Neff St. Romain
156. Carolyn Elizabeth Stubblefield
157. Donald Joseph Tassin
158. Kaye Frances Taylor
159. Khalid Mousa Thaiji
160. William R. Thoda Jr.
161. Henry Edward Thomasson
162. Laurence Milo Timm
163. William Wayne Todd
164. Jeffrey Francis Trahan
165. David George Trickett
166. Rebecca Jane Trimble
167. Beverly Jane Tucker
168. Jerry Edwin Tyler
169. Vishnu Chandra Varshney
170. Victoria Ann Viger
171. Donna Jo Walker
172. Steven Carl Walker
173. Theodora Frances Walt
174. Harold Kemler Watson
175. Lorraine Marie Wegmann
176. David James Widiger
177. Stephen Randolph Williamson
178. Tom Coleman Woodard
179. Gary Richard Wooley
180. Robert Michael Wyatt
181. Letah Yang
182. Chee Pheng Yip
183. Alang Perang Zainuddin
184. Niaz Ahmad
185. E. Kent Albright
186. Ileana Tablada Alonso
187. Sergio Araujo Antunes
188. Walter Bennett Atkinson
189. Cecelia Anne Bailey
190. Harry Hagan Barrow
191. Gregory Wayne Belfour
192. Marie C. Bergeron
193. Sara Baker Bidner
194. Amy Dallas Bordelon
195. James Pierce Boyd
196. J. Jane Braddock
197. George Joseph Buchert Jr.
198. Juanita Moren Carter
199. Keng Kun Choo
200. Larry Bernard Collier
201. Sylvia Mercedes Colon
202. Amy K. Cloninger 
Cunningham
203. Deborah Gwynn Demcheck
204. Keyth Anthony Devillier
205. Weldon Wade Dorman
206. Twila Ann Clark Dry
207. Kenneth Ray Durham
208. Milissa Ann Eickmeier
209. Carolyn Jane Eldred
210. Elizabeth R. Floyd Eubanks
211. Penelope A. Martin Fleetwood
212. Catherine Albertha Fletcher
213. Patricia Ann Guillet Froeba
214. Rebecca Guidry
215. Ho Ja Ham
216. Sharifuddin Bin Hamid
217. Virginia Goldsmith Hanson
218. Peggy D. Dossman Hatch
219. Oleta Callison Hathaway
220. Sue Hernandez
221. Sandra Koslan Herzog
222. Julie M. Hotard
223. Billy Michael James
224. Hollis Beem Kazmann
225. Edith Kay Kirkpatrick
226. Denise Claire Landry
227. Mina G. Williams Lattus
228. Ronald Davis Law
229. William Hunt Le Grande
230. Ana Cecelia Lozada
231. Morris Lynn McCauley
232. Marsha D. McNeese
234. Ray Frank Maddalone
235. Roger Boyd Marlin
236. Elizabeth Lynn Power Meyer
237. Darlene A. Meyers
238. Lynn Hope Moody
239. Karen Sue Nelson
240. David Allen Nesser
241. Partick Bernard O'Neill
242. Pauline Verna Ozio
243. Keith Jackson Peevy
244. Cherry Suzanne Pynes
245. Judy Jackson Roux
246. John D. Shoemaker
247. Wendy Jeansonne Sistrunk
248. Cheryl Lane Smith
249. Dianne Lee Wine Smith
250. William Dayton Smith Jr.
251. Mary Louise Spand
252. Beverly Ann Sparkman
253. Puran D. Stevens
254. Susan Faust Straley
255. Joy Nell Brewton Swanson
256. Connie Jo Titone
257. Laure Cazes Ulmer
258. Mary Carolyn Ussery
259. Judy Marie Walsh
260. Wayne Lowery Watkins
261. Donald Bennett White
262. Marie C. Bergeron
263. Kenneth David Anderson
264. Vance Robert Andrus
265. Judith Kay Farr Badeaux
266. Jose A. Barreiro-Mendez
267. Cecily Anne Baxter
268. Juan Fernando Bendfeldt- 
Simons
269. Cathy Marie Boeker
270. Nathaneil J. Bordelon
271. Peggy Louise Boudreaux
272. Rebecca Brechel
273. Jo Anne Bruser
274. Sharon L. Burns
275. Ann Middleton Campbell
276. Mary Brenda Cannon
277. Gwendolyn Carpenter
278. Mary Ann Catalanotto
279. Kirankumar Balchand 
Chandalia
280. Carol Cobb
281. Frank Raymond Cusimo
282. Frank Tate Davis
283. Berneda Joan Dowler
284. James Patrick Dugal
285. Janet Fletcher Dyson
285. Michael G. Dwyer
286. Janice Crafts Eldridge
287. W. John English Jr.
288. Mickey Phillip Foret
289. Joseph Wynn Freeland
290. Margaret Charlet Ganier
291. Deborah Ann Glockner
292. Celia Gail Goodman
293. Cynthia Ann Gray
294. Gertrude Lavern Green
295. Om Praksah Gupta
296. Wendell Howell Hall
297. Larry Harlan Hamner
298. Andre Lane Hebert
299. Renee Hebert
300. Nicolas Mario Herrera
301. James Derrell Holland
302. Luther Floyd Holloway
303. Jerry S. Horton
304. Huan-Wen Hsu
305. Caneo Jinshong Hwang
306. Nadine Marie Hymel
307. Karen Jane Karm
308. Pricilla John Kelley
309. Ellen Fletcher Knighton
310. Swee Khoon Lee
311. Thomas Davis Linton
312. Anglea Sue McCarty
313. Kay Rinn McLellan
314. Thomas Lloyd McQueary
315. Marzoah Mahmood
316. Juanita Besson Massey
317. Harrold E. Melton
318. Robert Frederick Meredith Jr.
319. M. J. R. Christian Merven
320. John Conway Miller
321. Roger Ralph Miller Jr.
322. Pamela Ann Moss
323. Dana Gail Muller
324. Michael Simpson Murphy
325. John MacKay Olive
326. Cherry Gaye Parks
327. Jerald Lee Perlman
328. Susan Kay Pfeffer
329. Judy Frances Peirce
330. Charles Cotesworth Pickney
331. Zaharah Abdul Rahman
332. Elizabeth P. Reinhardt
333. Jean Marie Rousseau
334. Harry Brenner Sadler
335. Arthur Neuman Sample III
336. Judith Lynn Sartor
337. Welton Ollie Seal Jr.
338. Zulkifli Haji Shamsuddin
339. Donald Ray Sharp
340. Columbus Terry Sibley
341. Mary Ann Lafayette Sinclair
342. Ethel LaBorde Smith
343. Galen Richard Smith
344. Susan Elaine Squires
345. Lawrence Bateman Stanley
346. Michael Loga Tabony
347. Charles R. Tessier III
348. Edwin Kennedy Theus Jr.
349. Sylvia Thomm
350. Patricia Ann Thompson
351. Mary Elizabeth Wells Thornton
352. Edgar Cyrus Torbert III
353. Frederick Eugene Urrey
354. Paul Geary Vance
355. Murli Manohar Viswanathan
356. John McAlister Whitaker
357. Vicki Suzanne Wilson
358. Winnie Kwai Wah Wong
359. F. Carol Wood
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SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
Honorary Music Sorority for Women
1. Jenny Till 13. Ginny Sublett
2. Debby Robert 14. Almee Byrnes
3. Linda Cauley 15. Barbie Hauser
4. Jeanne Hooper 16. Debbie Ward
5. Joan McElhannon 17. Janice Harvey
6. Marie Waddle 18. Patti Adams
6A. Kay Morris 19. Beverly Reeves
7. Rietzi Pastorek 20. Mary Frances
8. Joyce Jackson Riggins
9. Llewellyn Thompson 21. Lynaire Hartsell
10. Susan Robinson 22. Barbara Kennedy
I I . Astrid Roy 23. Kathy M istrot
12. Clarine McCashin 24. Debby Pugh
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I
tau beta  pi
Engineering Honorary
1. H enry A rb o u r
2. Daniel Jimenez




7. Dr. W . E. Street
8. Mr. George R. Ferguson
9. Thomas McQueary
10. Dr. J. M. Bouvier 
I I . Floyd Doughty




16. Dr. J. M. Oliver






23. Dr. C. J. Courtney
24. Louis Chemin





(Le ft to  rig h t): FRO NT R O W : Nell 
W ood , M ickey Stevens, Pat Thompson, 
Beth Lensing, Lenora C ham pagne. 
S E C O N D  R O W : Jo  G iddens, D idg ie  
W allis , M a ry  Cheadle , Kathy Bassett. 
B AC K R O W : Frances S tewart, M arilyn  
M aloney, C a ro l M id d le ton , Jud y  Sar­
to r, Rena Evans, Beverly Lumpkin.
CHI EPSILON
Honorary Civil Engineering Fraternity
1. Chester Ashley
2. Edward Scott Bourgeois








I I . Andre Hebert








Honorary Electrical Engineering Fraternity
1. James Miculek
2. Neal Molloy
3. Henry Arbour, 
Secretary






















C O R P S  S T A F F
K. L. Herlong, Daniel J. Walker, David B. Means, Billy J. Brockington, Michael D. Hanson, Edward J. Landry, Col. 
Joseph Dale, Donna L. DiGirolamo, Col. Loyd Crumpton, Harry F. Hufft, Allen Nipper, Robert H. Cunningham, R- 
Andrew Scott, Steve P. Waguespack.
FRONT: Jay Kacho, Robert W. Moore, Larry Feldman Jr., S. J. Stinnett, Nancy McDonald, George 
Ellis, Perry Cole, George McCleary, Jim Spain. B ACK: W. R. Bueche, Mark Swinney, Dan Larson, 
Sid Lorio, Mike Aaron, Keith Hughes, John Madden.
A R M Y  B R I G A D E  A N D  
A I R  F O R C E  W I N G  S T A F F S
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S C A B B A R D  A N D  B L A D E
. _ i p\ t  Alrlridae Karl Zolinqer. MIDDLE: Daniel Larson, Andy Scott,
K a r r° H e b rN » X u,°  BAdK: Cpt. Stev, Carter, faculty advis.r, Ron Smith.. Mart Swinnay. 










8. Karen Stutes, 
Adjutant Recorder
9. Sugar McAdams, 
Executive Colonizing 
Officer
10. Lea Ellen Frazer, 
Public Relations I
I I . Betsy McCord, 
Comptroller
12. Margaret Hawkins, 
Commander 











23. Pam Davis, 
Executive
Operations Officer




























9. Patsy Pierson 
10- Karen Luke









20. Marilyn Lipnick 





















3. Kern Arceneaux 
4 / Don May
5. John Russell
















2 1. David Dalton




































































10. Judy Meeks 
I I . Debby Robert
12. Jenni Till 
I 3. W . Frank Horton,
Director
KAPPA EPSILON
Christian Organization Sponsored 









Dr. Russell Miller, 
faculty adviser 










I. Roy Brun, 2. Joe Carlton, 3. 
Mike Peterson, 4. Ricky Schlott- 
mann, 5. Steve Cohn, 6. Dan Swet- 
man, 7. Michael Cunha, 8. David 
Luecke, 9. Gary Eliender. 10. 
Randy Comeaux, I I .  Christine 
Angelloz, secretary-treasurer; 12. 
Shawn Murphy, 13. Mike Harris, 
14. Mike Adamo, 15. Dee Sill, 16. 
Don Bousquet, 17. Laura Brown,
18. Cathy Cushing, 19. Mauricio 
Navarro, 20. Jacques Grant, 2h  
Steve McConnell, vice president; 
22. Doug Schmidt, 23. Debbie 
Rowell, 24. Jerry Liuzza, 25. Ed 
Moise, 26. Stratton Kearns, presi­
dent; 27. Nelson Rivera, 28. Chuck 
Palmisano, 29. Steve Sharifi, 30. 
Leon Sill, instructor.
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10. A lbert Agard





16. Dr. C. M. Hutchinson
AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS CLU0
1. Dr. Leo J. Guedry






8. A. J. Burns
9. Ralph Marks
10. Dr. Bruce Johnson
I I . Jim Braucht
I 2. Jimmy Landry
I 3. Dale Guillot •
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L S U  H O R T I C U L T U R E  C L U B
g'fp +0 r'l3^) FRONT ROW: Dale Hutchinson, David Chopin, Craig Roussel, Joe Garofalo, John Hubbell, Shirland Daniels, Don Miller. 
ACK ROW: Dr. Richard Stadtherr, adviser; Wayne Bourgeois, David Fields, Bess Moore, Danny Aucoin, Ibrahim Yusof, Cham L. 









































/ 3 . right) FRONT ROW: Ellen Lewis, publicity 
q airman; Mrs. Charlotte Gandy, adviser: Anne 
, Usf  nberry, chairman; C iijdy Manning, historian; 
anme Syll, vice chairman. BACK ROW: Becky 
















RIGHT: A lbert John Beshel, Sr.; 
Catherine Louise Duvic, Soph.
5) John Frederick Kress, Jr.; Carol Lynn 
Noms, Jr.
6) TOP TO BOTTOM: Penelope Asmar 
Ruiz, Grad.; Ernesto Ruiz, Sr.
7) Ann P. Daniel, Jr.; Bobbie M. Parker, 
Sr.; Barbara L. Hardaway, (back) 
Jr.; Dora K. Dameron, Sr.
8) Nadine Blackwell, Fr.; Antranig Kora- 
jian, Fr.; Linda Kay Salter, Soph.
I) FRONT: Sunny Allison Eisenhower, 
Soph.; George E. Lawrence Jr., Sr. 
BACK: Ivan M. Gonzalez, Sr.; Emily 
D. Eisenhower, Sr.
2) James H. Meaux, Jr.; James T. Col­
lins, Sr.; Gerard S. Bono, Sr.
3) Patrick S. Lovell, Soph.; Janice L. 
Reed, Soph.; Cary V. Vantine, (back) 
Sr.; Mike L. King, Soph.
4) LEFT: Holland McGeehee Addison, 
Jr.; Claudia Ann Yoste, Soph.
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1) FRONT: Ruric M. Foster, Sr.; Al A. Stevens, Law 
I; John J. Nicholson, Grad. 6. BACK: Mark 
Guidry, Jr.; Donald V. Regner, Sr.; Michael W. 
Fusilier, Sr.
2) TOP TO BOTTOM: Gail Ann Duteil, Soph.; Susan 
Phillips Smith, Soph.; Debra Ann McMurray, 
Soph.
3) Betty Lou Underwood, Soph.; Arlene Bean Lan­
dry, Soph.
4) Felix Gabriel Rexach, JD 2; Susan Hankins An- 
thonv. Sr.
5) Jack H. Cutrer Jr., Jr.; Claude John Naquin Jr., 
Jr.; William W. Williams, (front) Jr.; Robert 
McKinley McCorkle, Jr.
6) John M. Whitaker, Sr.; Patti Maggio, Sr.
7) Eric Craig Hansen, Soph.; Marilyn Ann Carr, 
(back) Soph.; Simone Ray Weil, Soph.
8) George J. Castille, Sr.; E. Cathy Orman, Jr.; 
Philip D. Dugan, Soph.
9) Hilliary S. Kessler, Sr.; James E. Seitz, Sr.
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1) TOP TO BOTTOM: Thomas Edward 
Yaeger, Soph.; Christopher Joseph La- 
batji, Soph.
2) Bill Schwertz, Fr.; Eddie Louis Schwertz 
Jr., Grad. 6.
3) FRONT: Sharon A. Charlton, Fr.; Judy 
Frances Pierce, Sr.; Pat Williams, Jr.. 
BACK: David A. Duszynski, Sr.; Ralph L. 
Cunningham, Jr.; Barry V. Smith, Sr.
4) David Stacy Vance, Jr.; Laurin Elizabeth 
Bradford, Jr.
5) Elizabeth Rickey Pieper, Grad. 6; An­
drew Allen Pieper, son; Hanns Gunter 
Pieper, Grad. 6.
6) Maria Garcia Ochomogo, Sr.; Oscar 
Rene Ochomogo, Sr.
7) Cassie-Dale Reeves, Soph.; Richard Neal 
Matherne, Sr.
8) Denmon Britt, Soph.; Patrick Francis Per- 
rone, (back) Soph. Randy Walker, Jr.
1) Brian Albert Reidlinger, Jr.; Kathy Mary 
Hurstell, Ed. 3; Stephen Brain III, Sr.; 
Dolly Ann Yandell, Ed. 4.
2) Donald B. Andries, GS 5; Dana S. 
Andries, GS 5; Dan Gilbert Bailey,
A. & S. 3.
3) Thom Barber, Grad. 6; Janet Lynn 
Blakly, END 4.
4) FRONT: Catherine Howard, Jr.; King 
Henry VIII, Sr.; Ann of Cleves, Jr.; 
BACK: Jane.Seymour, Sr.; Catherine of 
Aragon, Sr.; Catherine Parr, Sr.
5) Buddy Allums, A. & S. 3; Barbara Larson, 
JD I; Randy Collins, B.A. 4.
6) Susan F. Bourgeois, JD I; Tom L. Anton,
JD I.
7) Floretta Ann Pfzzolato, JD I, Emily Sue 
Pounds, JD I; Pamela Lea Clement, JD 
I; Linda Catherine Crescionne, JD I; 
Paula Wilbert, JD I.
1) Nancy Jane Babin, JD I; Chris Alice 
Mielke, JD I; Karen Louise Newsome, 
JD I.
2) Deborah Kay Woodiel, A. & S. 3; Robert 
Calvin Smith, Engr. 4.
3) Conrad Speyrer, JD I: Eddie Tarpley, 
JD I; Brent Fontenot, A. & S. 4; Roy 
Johnson, JD I; Bill Obier, JD I; BACK: 
Paul Buras, JD I.
4) TOP TO BOTTOM: Ran Kiper, END. 5; 
Pat Cohenour, A. & S. 5; Kittye Kiper, 
JD I.
5) "Gentle" Ben Piltz, Jr.; Smokey The
Herschman, Soph.
6) FRONT: Wayne Gerard Davis, JD 2; 
Mannie Darnell Browning, JD I; BACK. 
Rebecca Elizabeth, JD I; Sandra Marie
Cutrer, JD I.
7) Randy Monk, JD I; Les Paul Callender, 
Engr. 2; Bucky Landry, JD I.
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6) Paula Ann Landry, Soph.; Rick Gerard 
Farizo, Sr.
7) Julio Cesar Sabino, Soph.; Oscar R. 
Lauevara, Soph.; Ricardo Ernesto 
Canus, Soph.; Luis Roberto Canas, Fr.
8) FRONT: Mukesh Eswaran, Grad. 6; 
Anupam Das Gupta, Grad. 6. BACK: 
Pramod Kumar Seth, Grad. 6; Rahul 
Mehta, Grad. 6; Ranbir K. Nayar, 
Grad. 6.
1) Frank W. Lambert, Soph.; John J. 
Campo, Soph.
2) Louis J. "Hit Man" Voorhies, Jr.; 
Donald B. Engler, Jr.; Jack C. Young, 
Jr.
3) Dale (back), Hired Hand Allison, girl; 
Paul, Driver.
4) Henry E. Lavigne, Sr.; Karen E. 
Triche, Fr.; Diane Lynn Kinchorn, Fr.; 
John W. Sullivan, Soph.; Wendy Ma­
rion Ross, Fr.
5) Stephen T. Brown, Sr.; Alan S. Durla- 
cher, (back) Sr.; Dennis Bryan Naff, 
Sr.
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1) James Marie Chatelain, Fr.; Richard 
Douglas Thornhill, Fr.
2) TOP TO BOTTOM: Kathleen L. 
Wells, Sr.; Gloria K. Harvey, Sr.; 
Cathy D. Cushing, Sr.; Brenda M. 
Okes, Sr.; Sherry L. Freeland, Sr.; 
Sheila M. Lawless, Sr.
3) FRONT: Larry Singleton, END 5; 
Glenn O. David, END 5; James V. 
Kaufman Jr., END 5; BACK: Doug­
las W. Wade, END 5; David B. 
Perry, END 5; Donald H. Carter, 
END 5; Boris Conrad Haase III, END 
5.
4) TOP TO BOTTOM: William Law­
rence Dannenberg, Jr.; Michael 
Rene LeGardeur, Soph.; Mark P. 
Lancor, BAdm.
5) Subhash Chandra P. Reddy, Grad. 
7; Rameshwer K. Reddy, Grad. 7.
6) Bubba Weilbacher, Jr.; Jackie 
Wayne Moore, Jr.; Glen D. Bynum, 
Grad. I.
7) FRONT: Stephen Joseph Rome, Fr.; 
John Edward Monguillot, Fr.; 
BACK: Jeffrey James Jones, Fr.; 
Danny Joseph Albert, Fr.
2) Jimmy Bryant, Jr.; Cotton Ward, Jr.; 
Rick Daniel, Jr.
3) Sherry S. Beilina, Grad. 6; Mad Jack; 
Sam J. Beilina, Sr.; Killer.
4) Jeanette E. Lamothe, Sr.; Terrence E. 
Lamothe, Sr.
5) FRONT: Idris Bin Abdol, Sr.; Alias 
Bin Husin, Jr. BACK: Ramli Bin Mohd- 
Noor, Sr.; Siti Doyah Othman, Sr.; 
Mohammad Bin Nohdlassim, Jr.
6) Michael Jay Simmons, Fr.; Thomas 
Michael Coco, Fr.; Philip Mark La-
Rose, (back) Fr.; Lane Roy Gauthier, 
Fr.
7) TOP TO BOTTOM: Sandra Kaye 
Taylor, Soph.; Roxanne Eve Broussard, 
Soph.; Lee Lashover, Fr.
8) FRONT: Kathi L. Vedlitz, Jr.; Jack L. 
Orkin, Sr. BACK: Richard J. Muslow, 
Sr.; Vicki R. Newport, Sr.
9) FRONT: Carolyn Adele Townsend, 
Jr.; Patsy Pierson, Jr. BACK: Nancy 
Norman, Jr.; Teresa Ann Townsend, 
Jr.
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1) Thomas Ingallinera, Sr.; Kenneth G. 
Ward, JD 2 (back); Beth Hebert, 
Soph.; Ted A. Schirmer, JD 2.
2) Vivian Hannah Brown, Jr.; Tahnya 
Suzanne Simmons, Jr.
3) Michael Patrick Morton, Fr.; Carlos 
Dionisio Aguilar, Soph.; David Aquiles 
Aguilar, Fr.
4) Kay E. Ebberman, Jr.; Suzon L. 
Gautreaux, Jr.; Janet G. Magee, 
Soph.; Doug Lambert, (front) Jr.; 
Deedee Hampton, Soph.
5) Janet Kay Dawson, Jr.; Trent A. 
Dawson, Baby.
6) Denise Aline Akers, Jr.; Fran Calvert 
Aertker, Jr.
7) Carol Ann Levert, Grad.; Madelaine 
Hall, Grad.; Linda Alice Simmons, 
(back) Grad.; Supranee Chandhratut, 
Grad.
8) FRONT: Carl Loewer, Soph.; Tim 
Hailey, Soph. BACK: James Lesley 
Smith, Sr.; Ronald Anthony Fournet, 
Jr.
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1) A. J. Burns Jr., Jr.; Steve F. Meeks, Soph.; Dan B. 
Wulf (back) Sr.; Michael W. Cockrell, Fr.
2) FRONT: Leslie Alice Weber, Soph.; Gay Ann 
Hebert, Jr. BACK: Marianne Rich, Soph.; June 
Shaw Hebert, Soph.
3) Keertee Coomar Ruhee, Jr.; Emmanuel Michel 
Fleurant, Sr.; Jawaharlali Baguant, Sr.
4) FRONT: James Otis McCrery III, Law I; Lamarr 
Milas Clemons, Law I. BACK: Robert Sim Barn­
well, Law 2; Joseph Philip Titone, Law I.
5) SEATED: Norman E. Walker, Jr.; Albert P. Flynn, 
Jr.; Kayvan Nikfar, Fr. STANDING: Stephen M. 
Irving, Law I; Mark, Fr.
6) Pamela Ann Pfister, Sr.; Jane Colleen Pittman, 
Jr.; Tanya Lee Graham, Sr.
7) FRONT: Lokesh H. Parikh, Grad. 6; Sailesh V. 
Shah, Fr. BACK: Vinod R. Shah, Grad. 6; Kiran B. 
Chandailia, Grad. 6.
8) James Paul Vichnair, Fr.; George Dunio Under­
wood, Fr.
9) Catherine M. Scheppegrell, Soph.; John Clayton 
Cooper, Jr.
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1) Gema Gomez Hernandez, Grad. 6; Rosario Taor­
mina, (back) Grad. 6; Luis Mariano Hernandez, 
Grad. 6; Gema Luisa Hernandez, baby.
2) John R. Batty, Law I; Becky Flowers, Soph.
3) Charlotte Mclnnis LeTard, Fr.; Ronald Eugene 
LeTard, Sr.
4) FRONT: Ernest Cecil Chappelle, JD 2; Lucile 
Marie McCook, Fr.; Mickey Albert Gomez, Fr. 
BACK: Emory A. Byrd, Fr.; Charles Williard 
Bragg, Fr.
5) Martha S. Merchan, JD 2; Jorge I. Merchan, Sr.
6) FRONT: Carolyn Townsend, Jr.; Katherine Lynn 
Terral, Fr. BACK: Dennis Rand, Soph.; Tommy 
Gene Hemphill, Soph.
7) Chris Ryan Webb, Soph.; Judith Naomi Eggart, 
Soph.
8) Judy L. Stromeyer, Fr.; Stephen D. Juge, Fr.
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1) Barbara A . Stire, Ag. 4; Susan M. 
Burger, Ag. 3.
2) Ginger Misiuk, Grad. 6; Allen C. 
Anderson, A&S 4.
3) Janis Marie Menard, JD I; Charles 
Thomas Tolbert, A&S 2.
4) Lynn Cannon, JD I; Diane Marie 
Braud, JD I; Brenda Kay Rabalais, 
JD I.
5) FRONT: John Steven Hunter, JD I; 
David Fielding Jensen, JD 2; Rich­
ard Allen Brewer, JD 2. BACK: 
Fielding Arthur Melish, Soph.; Tom­
my Eupowitz, Soph.; Butch Speer, 
A&S 2; Robert Morgan Nairb, Soph.
6) John Milton deBen, JD I; Charles 
Lloyd Butler, JD I.
7) Roberto Macendo, Grad. 2; Chris 
Melby, Ed. 2; Pete Melby, Grad. 2.
8) Susan Whigham, Ed. 4; Mary L. 
Champagne, Ed. 4; Jan Guillot Fox, 
(TOP) Ed. 4; Kay I. Champion, A&S
3.
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1) Patsy Nelson, A&S 2; Judy Parker, A&S 
2; Laynette Hatchell, C&P 2.
2) Patricia Yolanne Parker, JD I; Marilyn
Jenkins, JD I.
3) Carol Ann Kirchem, Ed. 4; Robert Roy
Revel, B.A. 4.
4) BOTTOM ROW: Gary K. Hall, GS I: 
Adrian Franklin, A&S 2; T. David Adams, 
JD I. MIDDLE ROW: Lydia Alicia 
Auendano, Soph.; David Warren Hole- 
man, JD I. TOP ROW: Karen Ann
Bragg, End. 2.
5) Faye N. Elder, JD I; Stanley F. Howat,
A&S 2.
6) Leigh E. Goetschel, Ed. 4; Peter A. 
Schroeter, Ed. 3.
7) Thomas B. Heatley, B.A. 4; R. Michael 
Oeberst, A&S 4.
8) FRONT: Patrick William Baker, B.A. 4; 
Anita Michelle Ableson, GS 3. BACK: 
Carolyne V/. Bruner, JD I; Daniel 
Michael Barbato, Law I.
1) Donald Wayne McConnell, Ed. 2; James 
Dennis McConnell, JD I.
2) Ralph Wayne Philpot, JD I; Rodney 
Boyd Ott, JD I; Lawrence Marvin King, 
JD I.
3) Charles B. Teddlie, A. & S. 4; Rena 
Durr, A. & S. 3; Gus Tabony, 
(SEATED) Law I; Richard Eberhardt,
A. & S. 3.
4) FRONT: Allison M. Peak, A. & S. 3: 
Frank Jeter Hall, Law 3; Terry E. Deck- 
ard, wife of Jon Deckard; BACK: Mi­
chael D. Arabe, B.A. 4; Franklin W. 
Dawkins, Law I; Jon Richard Deckard,
B.A. 4.
5) Jan Ford, JD I; Randy Lyle, JD I: 
Nancy K. Quinn, JD I.
6) Louis Kent Lancaster, END 3; Janet 
Ursery, Ed. 2.
7) FRONT: Pamela Ann Busick, B.A. 2; 
Renee A. House, JD 2; BACK: Velma S. 
•Leonard, Ed. 3; Earlyne P. Lehnertz, 
A. & S. 4; Debra M. Aucoin, Nurs. 3.
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1) Gwenda Gay Clifton, Ag. 4; Lawrence 
L. Langston, B.A. 4.
2) Julia Ann Suits, Ed. 4; Patricia Ann 
Lawler, Ag. 3.
3) FRONT: Gary R. Meyers, Engr. 3; Lana 
Sakiadis, JD I; Lee Pickard, JD I; BACK: 
Leslie Bratton, G.S. 4; James D. Ware- 
ham, G.S. 2; Robert F. Gritts, A. & 5. 3.
4) Walter David Mitchell, A. & S. 4; Luther 
Covington Furlow, III, A. & S. 4.
5) TOP TO BOTTOM: David Arthur Soniat,
A. & S. 3; Larry Claude Neuger, Soph.; 
Vernon A. Fabre, Jr.; Engr. 3.
6) Terry R. Calson, Grad. 6; William J. 
Hammond, Grad. 6; Frank A. Roth, 
Grad. 6.
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1) Steve Wayne Johnson, C. & P. 4; 
David Keys, A. & S. 4; George M. 
Anderson, C. & P. 4.
2) TOP TO BOTTOM: Jerry Lance 
Giddens, JD I; Loy Seal, A. & S. 4: 
Sheridan Lynn Kelley, Soph.; Mary 
Frances Riggin, Jr.
3) Patricia Mallory, JD I; Vivian M. 
Zornek, Soph.
4) Carol G. Lagarde, Grad. 6; Hank J. 
Lagarde, Grad. 7; Yvonne Claudia 
Gutekunst, A. & S. 2.
5) FRONT: John B. Perry, B.A. 4; Hel­
met Wade Shows, A. & S. 4; Arthur 
Paul Amato, B.A. 4; BACK: J. Byron 
Fontenot, A. & S. 4; Harold L. 
Leone, A. & S. 4.
6) Kenneth Wayne Hargrove, JD 2; 
George Louis Heildemeier, JD I.
7) Paul Anthony Cannatella, B.A. 2; 
Mauricio Fernando Navarro, Jr.
8) N. Kathryn Seal, Ed. 2; Ronnie 
Broussard, Ed. 4.
9) William Stanley Schofield, Soph.; 
Linda Ladelle Williams, JD I.
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1) E. Alex Joiner, Engr. 4; Dwain
A. Joiner, JD I.
2) John Christopher Tuminello, GS 
3; Patricia Gail Orillion, Ed. 4.
3) Betty Ann Coleman, A. & S. 2; 
Ronald Gordon Coleman, Law 
2.
4) Baxter Alan Morris, A. & S. 2; 
Andrew Cary Young, End. 2; 
John Leland Brasseux, A. & S. 2; 
Keith Dollar, JD 2; Carl Greg­
ory McHenry, A. & S. 2.
5) Susan Youngblood, JD I; Billy 
Bozeman, JD I.
6) Carolyn Dianne Smith, GS 2; 
Harry James Hamilton, Soph.
7) Elizabeth Ann Loyd, Ed. 3; 
Woody Dale Branton, A. & S. 3.
8) Michael S. Sirman, JD I; Karen 
L. Wilson, JD I.
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1) Michael Lynn Peterson, Engr. 2; 
Helen Marie Addison, Agri. 2.
2) Janine R. Syll, Agri. 3; Kathleen 
E. Swann, Agri. 3; Richard J. 
Valenziano, B.A. 2; Tim J. Mc- 
Elroy, B.A. 2.
3) FRONT: Charles B. Franklin,
C. & P. 4; BACK: P. Timothy 
Tate, Engr. 3; Edward R. Boud­
reaux, A . & S. 2; Patrick Herring 
Beech, END 2.
4) FRONT: Janine R. Syll, Agri. 3; 
Kathleen E. Swann, Agri. 3; 
BACK: Vaden Jackson Carney,
B.A. 3; Maurice Myron Miller, 
JD I; William John Fraering, 
JD I; Stanley Covington Pow­
ers, A. & S. 3.
5) W illiam Vondenstein, Jr., Agri. 
4; Jack Lambert, Jr., Agri. 3.
6) Judy M. Lavender, Ed. 3; 
Jerome A. Nicholas, END. 4.
7) Bill McCusley, Soph.; Heyward 
George Jeffers, JD 2.
8) Mary Anne Robert, Ed. 2; Peter 
John Basha, III, Ed. 3; Gary 
Steven Gipson, Engr. 2; Cherie 
Ann Martinez, Ed. 2.
402
1) Trudy Ann Lewis, Ed. 4; Michael 
D. Hanson, Engr. 4.
2) Donna Faye Robertson, Ed. 3, 
Wilbert Earl Scott, JD I.
3) FRONT: Sue Marie Seghers, 
JD I: Debra Lynn Bourgeois, 
B.A. 2; Derrill James Heurtin, 
Ed. 4: BACK: Frank Lee Resig- 
nola, Grad. 6: Patti Ann Slaugh­
ter, Ed. 2.
4) FRONT: Elaine E. Sharp, JD I: 
Anthony H. Benoit, A. & S. 3. 
BACK: John J. Martinez, END. 
2; Margaret Ann Sharp, A. & S. 
3.
5) TOP TO BOTTOM LEFT: Ray­
mond D. Nelson, JD I; Paul Mi­
chael Snatic, END. 3; Linda 
Gayle Rabalais, END. 3; 
RIGHT: Rosa M. Nelson, JD I: 
Joseph Henry Lecke, A. & S. 2; 
Ricki Jean Hayes, Ed. 3.
6) Pamela A. Falgoust, END. 4; 
Mark A. Williard, Grad. 6.
7) Katie M. Shanahan, Ed. 3: Mi­
chael C. Fourrier, B.A. 2.
8) Sandra-Lee A. Ware, END. 4: 
George H. Ware, JD 2.
403
1) Claire Marie Picheloup, JD I; 
Denelle Floyd, JD I; Lynn 
Elizabeth LaBreche, JD I.
2) John Elstrott, Grad. 6; Harry 
Johnson, B.A. 3; Joey Mont­
gomery, Law I; Tommy Pease,
A. & S. 4.
3) Juan Barrosa, VIII, Grad. 7; Jo­
seph Couch, END. 4; Masud 
Mufti, Grad. 7.
4) FRONT: George Ray Hesser,
B.A. 2; Edward Willia Danger- 
field, Engr. 2; William L. Koede- 
ritz, Engr. 2; BACK: Joseph Paul 
Shafer, A. & S. 4; Larry Michael 
King, B.A. 2; Frances Gerard 
Burford, Engr. 3.
5) Dale K. St Amant, A. & S. 3; 
LaBas, Rat-1; Claudette M. Le- 
Blanc, Ed. 3.
6) Ethel Marie Shanks, JD I; Bruce 
Joseph Haik, JD I. FRONT: S. 
Gene Fendler, Law 2; James 
Patrick Dore, Law 2; BACK: J. 
Kirby Barry, Law 2; Stanley E. 
Cheatham, Law 2; Russel L. 
Dornier, Law 2.
404
1) Kathy Waguespack, JD I; J. 
Bonomolo, JD 2.
2) Lucille Connie Vidrine, JD lr 
Malcolm Francis Vidrine, Grad. 
b.
3) FRONT: Richard C. Cleave- 
land, END. 3; Marcia A. 
Stevens, JD I; Frank G. Cornish,
A. & S. 3; BACK: Jude E. Gre- 
million, GS 3: Mark A. Clanton,
A. & S. 3; Robert Hilton 
Hughes, A. & S. 4.
4) Kerri Lynn Simpson, JD I; Dolly 
Tripp, JD I; Penelope Claire 
Smith, JD I; Shelby Patricia 
Stumpf, JD I.
5) Kreingsak Veeraprame, JD I; 
Manop Vanichchagorn, JD 2; 
Sanit O. Chalearnkul, JD 1.
6) Mike Farmer, C. & P. 2; H. 
Whit Oliver, A. & S. 3; Warren 
J. Mermilliod, III, A. & S. 3.
7) Jenan Nakhleh, JD I; Bassam 
Abdel-Massih, JD I.
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1) FRONT: Michael C. Candella, A. & 
S. 4; Robert L. Simmons, Law 4; 
BACK: Stewart E. Shea, END. 3; 
Richard N. Simmons, JD I.
2) W illard Desmond Clapp, AG  3: 
Jane Ellen Devall, A. & S. 2.
3) FRONT: Todd L. Gremillion, Law 3; 
Kenneth J. Courtade, GS 4: Brian 
Lee Williams, Law 3; BACK: Vance 
R. Andius, Law 3: Phil Breaux, Law 
3; Stephen H. Frederick, Law 3.
4) L TO R: Betsy Underwear, JD 2; 
Pixgley, Ruderford, ENX I ; Pamela 
Weatherbee, END. 2; Milo Frogs- 
bee, Beufford Jones, BUS 3; Pene­
lope Devereaux, JD 2; Dog: Con- 
tessa's Sheva Samadata.
5) Barbara Mary Volk, Jr.: Rbbert 
Dean Hornstein, Soph.
6) Dana P. Callaway, ED 4; Eugune V. 
Callaway, Law 3; Richard P. Calla­
way, ED 4.
7) Thavisakdi Sintuphant, ENG 3; Ho- 
hamed Sakik Bizanti, ENG 2; Jess 
Bovornkiratikajorn, CE 2.
8) Donald J. Tassin, ENGR 4: Mar­
garet E. Olson, AG  4.
406
1) FRONT: Joey A. Reaves, A. & S. 4; 
Chuclc Snichuk, A. & S. 3; BACK: 
Robert J. Bruno, A. & S. 4; Stephen
A. Champagne, A. & S. 4.
2) FRONT: Michael D. Pinter, END. 4 
Thomas Noel Whitney, END. 4 
BACK: Aubrey W. Nolzn, Engr. 4 
Robert M. Guezuraga, Engr. 4.
3) FRONT: Rebecca Ann Tuggle, Ed. 
2; Pat R. White, Ed. 4; BACK: Eliza­
beth June Hounsell, JD I; Barbara 
Anne Ferrell, B.A. 2: Mary Beth 
Tucker, Ed. 4.
4) FRONT: Francisco J. Salas, B.A. 4; 
Carlos Federico, END. 4; Hugo 
Florentine Castro, Ag. 3; BACK: 
Julio Acosta, JD I.
5) FRONT: Rusty Baker, G.S. 4; Jim 
Cathey, B.A. 4; BACK: Irv F. Kirk­
patrick, A. & S. 4.
6) Elizabeth Jan Galatas, Ed. 2; Wayne 
Jacob Gardener, A. & S. 3.
7) FRONT: Douglas Emory Scott, 
END. 2; Philip John Boudousquie,
B.A. 2; BACK: Carolyn Darlene 
Swager, JD I; Andrew Charles Nor­
ton, JD I; Anna Frances Radosta, 
JD I.
407
1) FRONT: Gary Rohl, END 3; 
John Springer, END 3; BACK: 
Robert Steinmetz, END 3; Tim 
Brocato, END 3.
2) FRONT: Leon Hirseh, B.A. 3; 
Kirk M. Rousset, A. & S. 3; Mar­
tin A. Manion, A. & 5. 3; BACK: 
Margaret J. Waddell, A. & S. 3; 
Cyndy B. Conn, B.A. 3.
3) FRONT: L. Angela Backes, A. 
& S. 3; Mary Katherine Saucier, 
Ed. 3; BACK: Lynet Marie Vogt,
C. & P. 3; Gloria Jeanne Craw­
ford, C. & P. 3.
4) FRONT: Allan M. Mitch, JD I; 
Sonny Spurlock, JD I; Fred
Hagius, JD I; BACK: Bobby 
Ortlieb, JD I; Bud Snowden, JD 
I; Alan Day, JD I.
5) FRONT: James O. White, JD 
I; James L. Rodgers, JD I; 
BACK: Chris E. Hood, JD I; 
Clavin G. Byrne, A. & S. 2; 
Rodi William Culotta, A. & S. 2.
6) FRONT: Craig W. Clifford, A. 
& S. 4; Sam S. Lewis, III, Ed. 4; 
Michael J. LeBlanc, Engr. 4; 
BACK: Melissa H. Stroud, Ed. 4: 
Frank R. Cusimano, C. & P 4: 
Ann L. Whitaker, Ed. 4.
7) Linda Susan Stouder, JD I; 
Lewis Brent Schultz, B.A. 4.
408
1) James Nelson Whitehead, 
Grad. 6; Jean M. Whitehead, 
Grad. 7.
2) Khosrow Rahmati, END 3; Mo­
hamad H. Fakhroo, Engr. 3; Pa­
tricia Ann Baker, C. &. P. 2.
3) Teresa Ann Noeske, A. &. S. 4; 
A. E. "Buzz" Jehle, Engr. 4.
4) Top to Bottom; Gary Joseph 
Pennison, Ag. 3; Wayne Ste­
phen Holmes, B.A. 3; Donny 
Ray Spichler, B.A. 3; Steven 
Carl Thweatt, END 3.
5) Janice Ellen Spears, C. & P. 2; 
Christine Ann Cambre, JD I; 
Kerrie Ruth Roubique, A. & S. 
2; Mary Olive Basha, G.S. 3.
6) Boyd J. Ready, A. & S. 2; Kevin 
Alan Marshall, JD I; Thomas C. 
Henderson, A. & S. 2; Jay K. 
Stone, A. & S. 2.
7) Louise Christine Kocke, Ed. 3; 
David E. LaRose, Engr. 3.
8) Anne M. Pozzi, Ed. 4; Gary B. 
Castille, A. & S. 4.
409
1) Benny Harris, Grad. 6; Ronald Keith 
Preston, Grad. 6; Mildred P. Wor­
rell, Grad. 6; Paul Sanzenbach, Fac­
ulty.
2) FRONT: John Timothy Ishmael, A. 
& S. 3; BACK: Simeon C. Bankston, 
Engr. 4; W. Jerry O'Shee, Jr., Ag. 
4; Michael D. DiMiccIi, Engr. 4.
3) FRONT: Sydney Thomas Cousans, 
III, JD I; Joseph Vincent DAmico, 
JD I; BACK: Charles William My­
ers, Jr., JD I; Ernest Christian 
Holmes, JD I; George Lloyd Hayes, 
JD I.
4) Katherine Anne Broussard, JD I; 
Susan Elizabeth Wang, JD I; Cath­
erine Lydia Lewis, JD I.
5) Jerry Elizabeth Pedersen, END 3: 
Royce Eugene Pedersen, END 3.
6) Marsha Jane Eschete, Grad. 6; 
James Rene Williams, A. & S 4.
7) Rita Sarah Capelle, Ed. 3; Paul Ju- 
bin Barron, Engr. 4.
8) Carmen Cuan, C. & P. 2; Jose Cuan,




1) FRONT: Elaine Hodgkins, Ag. 4; 
David L. Ford, END 4: Ann Yates,
B.A. 3: BACK: Noreen Mary Son­
nier, Ed, 3.
2) Craig Michael Spears, JD I; Percy 
Soloman Pa'rms, JD I.
3) FRONT: Bart H. Rekucki, Law 2: 
Stephen F. Finnegan, END 2; BACK: 
Rome F. Wenzel, Engr. 2; Allen J. 
Eschette, Engr. 2: Mike L. Belcher, 
Engr. 2.
4) Welton O. Seal, Jr., A. & S. 4; Val­
erie R. Seal, Ed. 2; Keith Hughes,
A. & S. 4.
5) Patricia Anne Simmons, Ed. 3; 
George F. Schminke, Engr. 4.
6) Deborah Garatie Ducote, Ed. 3; 
Kenneth James Ducote, Grad. 6.
7) Augusto Faria, B.A. 4; Alvaro Fon­
seca, B.A. 3; Jose Augusto Viso, B.A. 
3; Guillermo Faria, B.A. 2.
ft
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1) Earl Nelson Pressler, Agri. 4; 
Tina Ann Michelet, Ed. 3.
2) John Michael Sullivan, JD I; 
Earle W . Wright, JD I ; J . 
Bennet Kraft, A . & S. 2; William 
Bell Stewart, Jr ., JD I .
3) FRONT: Abelardo Guerrero, 
Engr. 3; Juan J .  Schiebel, JD I ; 
BACK: Jorge R. Ochomogo, 
Engr. 2; Oscar R. Ochomogo, 
Agri. 4.
4) FRONT: Carl Kaougl, A . & S. 2: 
William Joseph Courville, B.A.
4. BACK: Jeanne Jones, Grad. 
6: Glen C . Lungaro, Engr. 4.
5) FRONT: Jimmy Watkins, B.A. 
3; Stephen Foster Coenen, GS 
4; Jimmy Goudeau, Engr. 3: 
BACK: Charlene Everett, Ed. 3; 
Billy Hamlin, Engr. 3; James 
Francis Kilgore, Jr.
6) Charles Trachtenberg, Engr. 4; 
Isaac Dyner, GS 4; Max Gold­
berg, Law I ; Paul Szpul, Grad.
6 .
412
1) Olga Harin Bryce, JD I; Juan 
Luis Bryce, Engr. 4; Rosa Ma­
rie Bryce, JD I.
2) Amey Elizabeth James, A. & S. 
3; Janie Mendoza, JD 2; June
A. Walachy, C. & P. 3.
3) FRONT: Rita Sarah Capelle, 
Ed. 3; Mary Coleen Brandon, 
Agri. 3; Julie Ann Prestia, Ed. 
3; BACK: Darilyn Ann Riehl- 
mann, A. & S. 3; Jane Eliza­
beth Farrelly, C. & P. 3.
4) Carmen Kay Chidester, Grad. 
6; Antonio Gonzalez, Grad. 7.
5) Mar-C Ligia Peraza, A. & S. 2: 
Cherry Dean, END. 2; Barbara 
Lynn Reed, A. & S. 2.
6) Roberta Camille Swindell, Ed. 
4; Charles Robert Tessier, III,
B.A. 4.
7) Marilyn Veneda Maxwell, 
Grad. 6.
8) Blanche B. Fontenot, Grad. 6.
9) Robert Bruce Brinsmade, Engr.
4.
10) Mary A. Cook, Grad. 6.
I I) Glenn Otis Davis, END. 5.
12) Marian Evelyn Wood, Grad. 6.
13) Jim Nelson Brennan, Grad. 6.
14) Millard M. Jackson, Agri. 4.
15) Louis Lefebvre, Grad. 6.
16) Venkatram Dharmarajan, Grad.
7.
413
1) Michael E. Gauthier, Engr. 
3; Charles Dale Talley, 
Engr. 2; William T. Sher­
wood, B.A. 2.
2) Thomas Allen Russell, Agri. 
4; 2) Janet Dowler Martin, 
Grad. 6; 3) Richard Jude 
Lemoine, Agri. 4; 4) Mary 
Howard LaPlace, Grad. 6.
3) Maggie Fahs, JD 2; Pam 
Olive Meyer, Agri. 2; Con­
nie Oustalet, Ed. 3; Mouse 
Driscoll, B.A. 2.
4) Les R. Bratton, GS 3; Paul 
Jenkins, Sr.; Dan Parker, A. 
& S. 4.
5) FRONT: James Clinton 
Andrus, END. 3; Paul W. 
Stelly, Agri. 4; BACK: 
Thomas F. Fuselier, Ed. 3: 
Robert Albert Lanlcos, Ed.
4.
414
1) Frederick W. Frey, JD I; 
J. O'Connor Blakeney, JD 
I; Phil W. Cangelosi, JD I.
2) I) Ron Schneider, Grad. 6;
2) Ann Beebe, Ed. 2; 3) 
Thomas G. Wilson, A. & S. 
4; 4) Karen Peyton, Grad. 
6.
3) FRONT: Cathy R. Giar- 
russo, JD I; Martha Gret- 
chen Jordy, Ed. 2; BACK: 
Debi Dixon, A. & S. 2; 
Charlotte L. Matthew, JD 
I: Patsy Smith, A. & S. 2.
4) Steve Odenheimer, GS 2; 
Wayne Wooten, Ed. 2; 
Timothy M. Kennedy, A. &
S. 3.
5) M. Jeffery Sandrik, B.A. 2; 
Bruce N. Kirkpatrick, B.A. 
3; Jeb Blanchard, A. & S. 3: 
Jeff E. Townsend, A. & S. 2.
6) L. K. Herlong III, Grad. 6; 
Glynn Andrew Young, A. &
S. 3: Dennis Gene Herlong, 
JD I.
415
1) Keith Burns Roy.
2) Mary M. Keeler, A. & S. 4.
3) Clay Mahaffey, C. & P. 2; 
Debbi Mahaffey, JD I; Chris­
tine Mahaffey.
4) Nancy Thorne Williams, Grad. 
6.
5) Kathleen Mary Kendricks, 
Grad. 6.
6) Clifford Thomas Crowe, A. &
5. 4.
7) Elizabeth Oliver Powers, Grad.
6.
8) FRONT: Earl C. Reynolds, Law 
I; Joseph A. Aguilar, Law I; 
BACK: Alva L. Carbonette, 
Law I; Norman Ray Gordon, 
Law 2; Daniel Humphrey 
Taylor, Law I.
9) FRONT: Anand J. Apte, 
Grad. 6; Chandrakumar K. 
Baneriee, Grad. 7; Manjit 
Singh, Grad. 7; Hasit K. 
Trivedi, Grad. 7.
10) Susan P. Robinson, Ed. 4; Gary 











Adams, Gregory Junior Baton RougeAdams, J. Scott Freshman New OrleansAdcock, C. Clinton Freshman Lafayette
Adkins, Bachman Blaine Freshman ShongalooAlexander, Glen William Freshman Rayville
Arceneaux, Gerald Joseph Freshman Baton Rouge
Baer, Michael J. Freshman Bogalusa
Ballero, Louis Freshman New Orleans
Barbora, Jasper Leonard Freshman Thibodaux
Baumann, Riecke Junior Lake Charles
Bayhi, W. George Junior Baton Rouge
Bell, Lawrence W. Junior St. Amant
Berey, Haydn Samuel Senior Baton Rouge
Blondeau, Alexander Leslie Junior Baton Rouge
Brantley, Joseph Patton Senior Baton Rouge
Breaux, Paul Joseph Senior Franklin
Browning, Charles R. Freshman Baton Rouge
Burton, David W. Senior DeRidder
Cabra, Edwin Louis Senior Leesville
Callaway, Eugene V. Senior Gretna
Campbell, Richard A. Senior Natchez, Miss.
Cascio, Frank L. Senior New Orleans
Castay, Wayne S. Freshman Avondale
Castete, Herman Junior Lake Charles
Castille, Charles F. Freshman Arnaudville
Clauer, George L. Freshman Houma
Clement, Leslie J. Freshman Thibodaux
Cloudman, David B. Freshman Coral Gables, Fla.
Cole, Kenneth Woolard Junior Lafayette
Cook, Whit M. Senior Baton Rouge
Coreil, Christopher B. Freshman Ville Platte
Culpepper, Lamar Polk Junior Alexandria
Daugherty, Michael Dennis Junior Alexandria
David, John T. Senior Baton Rouge
Davis, Robert Slattery Freshman Shreveport
Dawson, James R. Freshman Shreveport
Delery, Ferninand Joseph Freshman New Orleans
Denicola, William David Freshman Port Allen
Dewey, David Patrick Freshman New Roads
Duke, Marvin Layne Freshman Monroe
Duncan, Nora Kathryn Junior Shreveport
Dupre, Alvin Joseph Freshman Thibodaux
Dupree, J. Glenn Junior Plaquemine
Fayard, Cynthia F. Senior Denham Springs
Fayard, M. F. Junior Bossier City
Fontenot, John Clyde Senior Ville Platte
Fontenot, John Glenn Junior Basile
Fouquier, Paul Horton Freshman Franklin
Gaillot, Don E. Freshman New Orleans
Garrett, F. Randall Senior Minden
Gean, Macon K. Junior DeQuincy
Gegenheimer, David James Freshman Gretna
Goode, William Littlejohn Senior Shreveport
Griffis, Edward Atkins Senior Metairie
Harris, Thorne D. Freshman New Orleans
Hebert, David John Junior Marrero
Hebert, Larry C. Freshman Lafayette
Henry, William Craig Junior Bernice
Hicks, Steve E. Junior Baton Rouge
Hill, William James Freshman Shreveport
Holcomb, Charles Joe Freshman Alexandria
Hotard, Calvin J. Junior New Orleans
Junius, Ralph William Freshman New Orleans
Kennedy; Donald Larue Freshman Angie
Kent, H. Glen Freshman Clinton
Kent, Stephen G. Senior Lake Charles
Kelly, Charles William Senior Monroe
Lancaster, Michael E. Senior Tallulah
Lastrapes, J. Stephen Freshman Houston, Texas
LeBlanc, Stephen C. Junior Donaldsonville
Ledford, James F. Freshman Hammond
Ledoux, Robert Louis Junior Baton Rouge
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LAW SCHOOL
Lewis, Thomas C harles Freshman Ruston
L it t le , W in fie ld  E. Freshman S tonewall
M cVea. W in s to n  N. Sen ior Z achary
M a gbee , Byron D onnelly J u n io r Baton Rouge
M ane ille , M ichae l P. Sen ior Lake C harles
M id d le to n , W illia m  C . Freshman Baton Rouge
M ills , Jam es W illia m Ju n io r M e ta ir ie
M o e lle r, A rm in  John Senior N ew  O rleans
M o n tg om e ry , Jam es M . Senior Baton Rouge
M organ , Jam es H . Senior Baton Rouge
M o rga n , R obert W . Freshman Denham Springs
M orrow , Patrick C . Senior A rn a u d v ille
M u llen , D onald Freshman N ew  O rleans
M urray , W . D. Freshman Butte, M o n t.
M yers, D ona ld  Landry Senior H oum a
N a il, D anie l J. Ju n io r Sulphur
N esb itt, B. W o o d y Freshman S hrevepo rt
N icho ls, Jam es K. Senior D eR idder
O rd o yn e , Sid A n to in e Senior Th ibodaux
Patin, Thomas C . Sen ior Lake C harles
Perlman, J e r ld  Lee Senior Baton Rouge
Person, Eric O liv e r Freshman M e ta ir ie
Perrin, W a rre n  A . Senior Erath
Pierson, Pipes Pascal Freshman A lexa n d ria
Pizza, N orm and  R. Freshman G re tn a
Plaisance, Brian Keith Freshman W e stw e go
Plummer, R obe rt Easley Senior M ansfie ld
Pre jeant, R obert J. Ju n io r Houm a
Preis, Edwin G . Senior N ew e llton
Puckett, D onald Edwin Ju n io r M onroe
Roberts, Bruce G . Freshman S hrevepo rt
Robinson, John M arion Freshman S p rin g h ill
Romero, R obert M ark Freshman W elsh
Roy, Dean Paul Freshman Baton Rouge
Rubenstein, A lex Senior S h revepo rt
Samson, Joseph Edward Freshman Baton Rouge
Seng, A n n e tte  Rhodes Freshman Bogalusa
Schexnider, A lle n  James Freshman Lake C harles
S chm id t, Jon R. Senior Baton Rouge
Scott, John W ye th Senior A lexand ria
Shallcross, Lawrence B. Freshman, Los A ngeles, C a lif .
Simmons, W illia m  M cH u g h Freshman Baton Rouge
Sledge, C la u d e  Randolph Ju n io r V id a lia
Sm ith, Bernard Seym our Ju n io r M a n d e v ille
Sm ith, M ichae l Paul Senior Bourg
Soileau, W . G lenn Senior M am ou
Sorli, John  F. Senior L a fa ye tte
Spears, Kenneth R. Senior Eunice
Ste lly, G ean J. Freshman Lebeau
S tra tton , R obert W ayne Senior Baton Rouge
S tuart, Laurence Peter Freshman Baton Rouge
Stuart, Sh irley O d o m Senior S te rlin g to n
Thomas, N a tha n ie l G raves J u n io r Baton Rouge
Thom pson, Ron R. Senior H o lly  R idge
Thom pson, W illia m  H ow ard Freshman N ew  O rleans
Turner, Jam es Royer Freshman Baton Rouge
Tyler, R obe rt G e o rg e J u n io r M a rre ro
Tyson, Ralph E. J u n io r Baton Rouge
Van Loon, Jan Thomas J u n io r Baton Rouge
V id rin e , John Larry Senior V ille  P la tte
V iv iano , Louis B. Ju n io r O pelousas
W a tts , B obby D onald Freshman S hrevepo rt
W a u g h lin , V irg in ia  A nn Ju n io r St. M a rtin v ille
W e b b , Daniel A . Freshman Baton Rouge
W egm ann , W illia m  J. Ju n io r N ew  O rleans
W h o rto n , C harles S tam p ley Freshman S h reve p o rt
W ilson , John W illia m Senior L a faye tte
W o o ds , B illy  J . Senior Lon g s tre e t
W y a tt , Sparkm an H a rd in Freshman Baton Rouge
















G R A D U A T E  SC H O O L
Adams, Nancy Jo English Forest Hill
Aflakian, Saeed B. A. Iran
Arroyo, Denise Marie Education New Orleans
Attabhanyo, Anusorn Agriculture Thiland
Aymond, Harold Agriculture Bunkie
Badeaux, Judith Farr Lib. Science Baton Rouge
Balhoff, John Frederick Chem. Eng Baton Rouge
Barreiro, Jose Antonio Agriculture Venezuela
Barteet, Barbara Boyter Lib. Science Vivian
Belanger, Barry Burns B. A. Baton Rouge
Bell, David Robert Chemistry Baton Rouge
Bertsch, Thomas M. B. A. 1LeGrange Peak, III.
Bhimji, Nazmuddin B. A. India
Bilyea, Dennis Joseph 'M ech. Eng. Golden Meadow
Borg, David A. Engineering Corsicana, Texas
Botta, Joseph Richard Agriculture Canada
Broussard, E. Joseph Journalism Crowley
Broussard, W illiam  F. Physiology Lake Charles
Burkett, Nancy Jo Speech Metairie
Burton, W illiam  Joe Speech McMinnville, Ore.
Bustin, Roberta Mae Chemistry Batesville, Ark.
Cameron, Karon Lee Education Birmingham, Ala.
Carlin, Clifford Frank Jr. G eography Bogalusa
Carrasco, Pedro V. Agriculture Ecuador
Cashen, Michael Stephen Mech. Eng. Metairie
Chen, Michael M. Engineering China
Colvin, W ayne Robert B. A. New Iberia
Cox, Hollis Utah M icrobio logy Choctaw, Okla.
Cummings, Timothy Albert C ivil Eng. Baton Rouge
Curry, M ary-Srace Botany Gretna
Daniels, Shirland A. Horticulture Guyana
Daniels, Z. T. B. A. Baton Rouge
Dedhiya, Champshi S. B. A. India
Distefand, Hebert C. Jr. B. A. Bogalusa
Durrett, David Glen Chemistry Bunkie
Ehrlicher, Thomas George Mech. Eng. Metairie
Ellis, Carolyn Dianne Music Utica, Miss.
Eschete, Marsha J. Education Houma
Evans, Harold B. A. Chalmette
Fertitta, Sammy W ayne B. A. Shreveport
Fisher, Jon E. Journalism Brownwood, Texas
Fontenot, W arren J. Agronom y Ville Platte
Foster, Samule Marvin III Psychology Jacksonville, N. C.
Frainier, Anne History New Orleans
Freeland, Joseph W ynn Agriculture Crowley
Gamble, Harriet K. French Kingstree, S.C.
Gangakhedkar, Gangadhar Engineering India
Ghassem, Hamid Physics Iran
Ghorashi, S. Mehdi Engineering Iran
Giese, John Milan B. A. Pollock
Gill, Gurdeep Singh B. A. Punjab
Ginn, Robert Lee Botany Baton Rouge
Grimshaw, James A. Jr. English Ft. Worth, Texas
Gupta, Narinder Mohan Agriculture Baton Rouge
Gupta, O m  Prakash Civil Eng. India
Hacker, Simon Chem. Eng. Venezuela
Hamid, Sharifuddin Bin Agriculture Mayalsia
Hardy, Cheryl Lane M icrobio logy Jackson, Miss.
Hendricks, Daniel Earl Psychology Milwaukee, W is.
Horn, Carolyn Philpot English Baton Rouge
Hosseinzadeh, Abdolrahman Forestry Iran
Howard, Donald Paul Engineering New Orleans
Hsieh, Mingshan Math Taiwan
Hsu, W u-H siung Forestry Taiwan
Huang, Yih-Tyang Agriculture Taiwan
Huang, Ynig-Tsai B. A. Taiwan
Hunerman, Aybars Emin G eo logy Turkey
Huson, Malva Haynes Lib. Science Baton Rouge
Islam, M ir Nazrul Agriculture India
Jewell, Paulette M. English Baton Rouge
Johns, Ron M icrobio logy Newbern, Tenn.
Kakar, Ramesh Sahsai Horticulture India
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Kashefi, Mohsen Engineering Baton Rouge
Khan, Mahmood Anmed Agriculture India
Kundahl, Kaye Psych. Mercer Island, Wash.
Lane, Ralph Hill Agriculture Columbus, Miss.
Lassim, Mohamad Shah Education Malaysia
Leu, Jiunn-der Forestry Taiwan
Luther, Donald Gene Microbiology Elk City, Okla.
McBride, Floyd A. Journalism Minden
McGriff1, Donna Kaye Lib. Science Fordyce, Ark.
McManus, Barbara Jane Math Baton Rouge
McNaylor, Malcom D. Engineering Baton Rouge
Middleton, Myra A. Lib. Science McGehee, Ark.
Miller, Birge B. A. Sulphur
Montoto, George Lino French Baton Rouge
Morgan, Cliff III Lib. Science Warren, Ark.
Mulhern, Michael Charles History Ridgewood, N.J.
Nathany, Madhusudan Chem. Eng. India
Nelson, William Neal History Bastrop
Orillion, Michael T. Engineering Baton Rouge
Pell, John Lee Physics Memphis, Tenn.
Peng, Jeng-Hsiung Agriculture Taiwan
Perez-Venero, Alejandro L. Am. Studies Taiwan
Perez-Venero, Mirna M. Spanish Canal Zone
Perritt, Patsy H. Education Shreveport
Pickett, John Roderick Speech Houma
Primeaux, Larry Eloi Agriculture Hayes
Puente, Joseph E. Languages Lafayette
Pulaski, Michael Thomas Engineering Houston, Miss.
Purvis, Cecilia Grobe Education Bastrop
Rakigjija, Mirko B. A. Peru
Reed, Jeanette Prevost Lib. Science New Orleans
Robertson, Claude Earle Jr. English Independence
Russell, Cynthia Annita Agriculture Hattiesburg
Salisbury, Marianne Lib. Science Monroe
Schlatre, Donald Wilton Chem. Eng. Baton Rouge
Sequeira-Fernandez, Julio Agriculture Nicaragua
Silva, Derli Agriculture Brazil
Silva, Marlene S. M. Spanish Brazil
Smith, Relleen Lib. Science Shawnee, Okla.
Standiford, William E. B. A. St. Joseph
Stevens, Puran D. Lib. Science Baton Rouge
Swinney, M. Mark Journalism Baton Rouge
Tawam, Nada French Syria
Taylor, Gilbert Dunlap Geology Sharon, Pa.
Thompson, Jerry Lee Agriculture Vidrine
Usry, James Harry B. A. LaPlace
Whittington, William R. Psychology Pineville
Yu, Wen-Ching Chem. Eng. Taiwan
Yusof, Ibrahim Mohamad Agriculture Malaysia
Zainuddin, Alang Perang Education Malaysia
Zapata, Fabio A. Education Colombia
Zaunbrecher, Steve Joseph Agriculture Rayne
S C H O O L  O F  S O C I A L  W E L F A R E
Farmer, Mary M.
Franklin, Barbara L.
Gant, Mary Thomas 
Giese, Geneva 
Graziano, Rosemary Ann 
Johnson, Janis LaNette
Lanclos, Francis Gene 
Marcello, Jacqueline 
Parker, Mary-Ruth 
Peterson, Maurice Edward 
Pritchard, Franklin D. 
Rogillio, Donna S.
Sandefur, Richard W. Jr. 
Schneider, Susan Mary 
Scott, Raymond L. Jr. 



























Aaron, Houston Michael A. & S. Franklinton
Abrams, Marcia Dianne Education Alexandria
Achord, Betty Jo A. & S. Baton Rouge
Acomb, Glenn A. Env. Des. Metairie
Adams, Cathy Jan Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Alexander, Anthony Theodore Env. Des. New Orleans
Alexander, Bernice A. & S. Baton Rouge
Alexander, Mark W. A. & S. Gramercy
Alford, Catherine Anna A. & S. Cut Off
Alfred, Bernard Allen Jr. C. & P. Arcadia
Allen, Fredrick Mark A. & S. Baton Rouge
Alonso, Silvia L. Education Alexandria
Altazan, Leonida Marie Agriculture Port Allen
Altazin, Sandra M. Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Altemus, Kathryn Darlyn Education Baton Rouge
Alvarez, Jose Luis 
Ambrosini, Carlo 
Anders, Frank Jr. 
Andersen, Hector 











Anderson, Marilyn Faye 
Anderson, Peggy Lala 
Andrepont, Fred Phillip 














Arnold, Jesse L. 
Asencio, Lidia C. 
Ashford, Richey Dana 
Ashley, Chester James 
Atkinson, Annette
Engineering Baton Rouge
A. & S. Miami, Fla.
B. A . Denham Springs 
Engineering Franklin 
Education Shreveport
Aupied, Charles Emile 
Aupied, Christine T. 
Austin, Susan Rebecca 





A . & S. Baton Rouge
B. A. LaPlace
Bagala, Marilyn Theresa 
Bahlinger, Julianne 
Baird, Charles Timothy 




Env. Des. Guin, Ala.
A . & S. Shreveport




Barlow, Barry Royce 
Bates, Dorgatha
Battle, Clarke R.
Baudoin, Charles Glen 
Beckcom, James Henry 
Beebe, Donald Eugene Jr. 
Beebe, Nancy N.
Behbehani, Mohamad Bagher 
Belson, William Bence 




Berlin, Alfred E. Ill 
Berry, Jan
Bertrand, Roderick Gregory 
Beyers, Kenneth P.
Bivins, Gail Christine 
Blain, Rose D.
Blanchard, Janet Marie 
Blouin, Carolyn Anne 
Blunschi, Mike
Bollhalter, Linda Y.
Bonneval, Susan Julia 
Bonura, Donna Kay 
Bordelon, Amy Dallas 
Bordelon, Darryl August
Bordelon, Nathaniel J . 
Boswell, Linda L.
Boudreaux, Arthur Joseph III 
Bouquet, David Lynn 
Bourgeois, Daniel P.
A . & S. New Orleans
Agriculture Newellton
Engineering Baton Rouge








C. & P. New Orleans
A. & S. Boyce





A. & S. Elton
Engineering Baton Rouge





A. & S. Metairie
Education Port Sulphur




A. & S. New Orleans




Bourgeois, Edward Scott Engineering Baton Rouge
Boutte, Marsha Mestayer Education Baton Rouge
Boyer, Susan Lynn Education Baton Rouge
Braddock, Sandra J. B. A. Shreveport
Bradford, Robert N. Engineering Baton Rouge
Braud, Paula J. A. & S. Baton Rouge
Braud, Stuart Paul Engineering Marksville
Braudaway, Mariette Fung Education Hong Kong
Brian, Robert Moreland Univ. Col. Alexandria
Brister, Dorrell J. C. & P. Leesville
Brody, Steven R. B. A. Meridian, Miss.
Broussard, Earl Paul Jr. Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Broussard, Randall Doyle Env. Des. Sulphur
Brown, James Harvey B. A. Port Sulphur
Bruce, Margaret 1. Engineering Jackson
Bubrig, Ross Vincent Engineering Belle Chasse
Buff, Catherine D. Agriculture Baton Rouge
Bugea, Mary Ann A. & S. New Orleans
Bugea, Nancy Jane A. & S. New Orleans
Bujanda, Carlos Engineering Venezuela
Burch, David Ryan A. & S. Hughes, Ark.
Burck, Cyril Busing B. A. Metairie
Burke, Pamela A. & S. New Orleans
Burks, Edgar Stephens Jr. A. & S. Shreveport
Burns, Roy Keith B. A. Covington
Burtonazzi, Beverly Jane Education Jackson, Miss.
Cain, Gary Matthew B. A. Bossier City
Caldwell, Linda A. Harris Education Shreveport
Caldwell, Walter L. Univ. Col. Shreveport
Calvert, William Earl B. A. Mansfield
Cambias, Michelle A. & S. New Orleans
Campanella, Thomas Ando A. & S. Baton Rouge
Campbell, Patricia Lee Education New Orleans
Cantu, Robert E. Env. Des. New Orleans
Caranna, Donnie Peter Agriculture Gulfport, Miss.
Carbo, Kathy A. Education Alexandria
Cargol, Owen F. B. A. Gretna
Carr, Alan H. A. & S. New Orleans
Carr, Randy Univ. Col. McComb, Miss.
Carter, Charles Edmund Agriculture Shreveport
Casey, Jacqueline Lacender A. & S. Shreveport
Cassano, Richard Alvin A. & S. Baton Rouge
Cauley, Linda S. A. & S. New Orleans
Cazalot, Clarence Peter Jr. A. & S. New Orleans
Chaffin, David Lynn A. & S. Monroe
Champagne, Lenora L. A. & S. Port Barre
Chan, Spencer C. K. A. & S. Hong Kong
Chance, Gerald Dane Env. Des. Hombeck
Charrier, Louis D. A. & S. Bunkie
Chatelain, Karen Sue Agriculture Marksville
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Chaveleh, Hassan 
Chaveleh, Hossein 
Cheairs, Pamela S. 
Chenevert, Michael Joseph 





Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Chinuvosvongs, Varah 
Chopin, David Earl 
Christian, Virginia Stuart 
Christie, Robert G. 
Clark, David Welch
Engineering Thailand
Agriculture New Orleans 
Education Jax, Fla.
A. & S. Grove City, Pa. 
Univ. Col. Mer Rouge
Clark, Donald Stephen 
Clark, William A. Jr. 
Clay, Kathryn Maire 
Clayton, Patricia H. 
Clement, Christy A. Jr.
C. & P. New Orleans 
B. A. Baton Rouge
Education Houston, Texas 
Agric. Westport, Conn. 
Engineering New Orleans
Clemmensen, James Louis 
Clunan, Russell S. II 
Cole, Theresa Grace 












Collins, Charles Randall 
Collins, Dana Adrian 
Collins, James T. 
Conway, R. Clayton Jr. 
Corkern, Marilyn Denise
B. A. Shreveport





Costales, Jorge C. 
Craggs, Jeffrey 
Craig, Frank S. Ill 




A. & S. Baton Rouge
A. & S. Newellton
Engineering Belle Chasse
Credo, William Charles II 
Cremaldi, Lucien Marcus 







B. A. Bossier City
Cusimano, Judy Ann 
Daigle, Beth Ann 
Diagle, Michael Allen 
Daly, Suzanne H.
Daly, Theodore T. IV
Education Harvey
B. A. Baton Rouge
B. A. Baton Rouge
Agriculture Thibodaux
Agriculture Metairie
Danzell, John Davis Jr. 
Dargay, Charlene Anne 
Daugherty, Carol Lynn 
Daugherty, Harry Alan 
Davidson, Jan Catherine
A. & S. Shreveport
A. & S. Trenton, N.J. 
Env. Des. Alexandria
B. A. Shreveport 
Education Baton Rouge
Davis, Dwight Richard A. & S. New Orleans
Dawson, Gregory K. B. A. Baton Rouge
Dawson, Jeffrey D. Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Day, Susan Univ. Col. Shreveport
deGracia, Bolivar M. Engineering Panama
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Seniors Cos-Fir
Dellucci, Michael Ray 
DeMent, John David 
Dennis, Larry Luther 
Dent, Forest Ulaine 
Derbonne, Donald Ray
DeShon, Dennis Alan 
Desselle, Connie Jean 
deVerges, Pauline E.
Diaz Cabal, Marcela 
Dodds, John W.
Doherty, Ann Pugh 
Donlon, John Michael 
Donnell, Jefferey Lynn 
Dore, Mercedes Ohlmeyer 
Doughty, Richard Stephen
Dowdy, Ronald S.
Dowler, Berneda Joan 
Dugal, James Patrick 
Dugas, Gwendolyn Gayle 
Duke, Ronnie Wayne
Dupuy, L. Randall 
Dusenbury, Anne Phipps 
Dyer, John Xavier 
Eagan, Eileen Ann 
Eisen, Janis Lee
Ellender, David Keith 
Ellis, George West 








Everhardt, Charles J. Ill 
Ewell, Andrea Ruth 
Ewing, Gary Douglas 
Farahmand, Cyrus 
Faria, Augusto
Faucheux, Robert R. Jr. 
Favre, Arthur E.
Feickert, Suzi 
Fenton, Carol Elizabeth 
Feran, Russell George
Ferguson, Jonathan Edward 
Fierro, Maria Anne 
Fillette, Gary L.





A. & S. Baker
Engineering Winnfield
B. A. Baton Rouge
A. & S. Plaquemine
A. & S. Plaquemine
A. & S. Panama
Env. Des. Corpus Chris., Tx.
A. & S. Baton Rouge
B. A. Baton Rouge
Univ. Col Baton Rouge
Education Plaquemine
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Education Marrero
A. & S. Opelousas
A. & S. Baton Rouge
B. A. Bourg






B. A. Baton Rouge
Engineering Baton Rouge
Env. Des. Baton Rouge
A. & S. Conroe, Texas
A. & S. Covington
B. A. Metairie
Env. Des. Iran
Univ. Col. New Orleans
A. & S. Shreveport
Engineering Metairie
Agriculture Baker




Env. Des. Gulfport, Miss.
Education W ilton, Conn.
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Agriculture New Orleans
Education Baton Rouge
B. A. Miami, Fla.
Engineering Alexandria
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Engineering Iran
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Firor, Edward L. Jr. B. A. Baton Rouge
Fletcher, Catherine A. A. & S. Eunice
Fontane, John M. B. A. Bunkie
Fontenot, Joseph Steve B. A. Ville Platte
Fontenot, Marlene F. A. & S. Ville Platte
Fontenot, Sherryl Gail Education Eunice
Fontenot, Sherwin Ted Education Mamou
Forbes, Walker Young Jr. Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Ford, Virgil Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Foreman, Jane Carol A. & S. Bossier C ity
Foret, Jeanne Marie Education Lake Charles
Foster, Ronald Bruce Engineering New Orleans
Fousse, Joel Wayne B. A. Baton Rouge
Fox, Jan Guillot Education New Orleans
Frank, Robert Harrison B. A. McAllen, Texas
Franklin, Sharyn Dee Education Stone Mtn., Ga.
Frass, Robert Conrad B. A. New Orleans
Freeman, Robert Edward Agriculture New Iberia
French, Gene A. & S. Cheneyville
Frey, David Theodore A. & S. Eunice
Fritz, John Henry A. & S. Baton Rouge
Froeba, Patricia Guillet Education Lafayette
Fullmer, Linda Claire B. A. New Orleans
Funderburk, Larry Ronald A. & S. Melder
Gabel, John Phillip III B. A. Baton Rouge
Galle, Earl Leon A. & S. Gretna
Gambordella, Theodore Lloyd A. & S. Alexandria
Garcia, Armando Engineering Baton Rouge
Garner, Thomas Anthony Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Gautreaux, John Michael Engineering Houma
Gehle, Alsia Denise Education Baton Rouge
Geier, Joseph A. & S. Bloomfield, N.J.
Geller, Marcos L. Engineering Peru
Gemelli, Barbara Ann A. & S. New Orleans
Geoghagan, Larry James Env. Des. Many
Gholson, Phyllis Kay A. & S. Baton Rouge
Gill, John H. Engineering Alexandria
Goebel, Rudolph J. Env. Des. Pensacola, Fla.
Gonzales, Cathy Gail A. & S. Arabi
Goodman, Celia Gail A. & S. Greenville, Miss.
Gott, Gloria Ann Education Crowley
Graham, Bernis Harrison Jr. Engineering Pineland, Tex.
Graham, Mary L. Educ. Denham Springs
Granier, Sue Education Edgard
Grantham, Sharon Ann Education Gulfport
Gras, Michael Joseph Univ. Col. New Orleans
Gray, Sara Susan A. & S. Shreveport
Greene, Cindy Education Baton Rouge
Green, Emma Lee B. A. Bogalusa
Green, Gertrude Lavern B. A. Monroe
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Greenfield, Darryl M. 
Greco, Mary C. 
Griffin, Tana 
Griffin, William V. 
Griffith, Leslie D.
B. A. Baton Rouge
Education Baton Rouge 
Education Bogalusa
Env. Des. E. Brunswick, N.J. 
Education Grand Chenier
Grizzaffi, Joseph A. A. & S. Morgan City
Grundman, Fay Cecile Education New Orleans
Guercio, Gergory G. A. & S. Baton Rouge
Gulick, Thomas Andrew A. & S. Baton Rouge
Guidry, Elaine A. B. A. Cut Off
Guillory, Lester J. Jr. Engineering Mamou
Guillot, Thomas Spec Jr. Engineering Baton Rouge
Haley, Larry Joe A. & S. Bossier City
Hall, Patrick A. B. A. Baker
Haluska, Edward Allen C. & P. Crowley
Hamner, Larry Harlan 
Hancock, Carylyn Marie 
Handy, Kathleen Marie 
Hanning, Susan M.
Hare, Katherine
A. & S. Minden
Agriculture Natchez, Miss.
A. & S. Plaquemine
A. & S. Metairie
Education Lecompte
Hargis, Sara L. Education Clinton
Harper, Wallace F. A. & S. Slidell
Harrell, Mary Eileen Cheadle A. & S. Baton Rouge
Harrison, Rose Marie B. A. Baton Rouge
Harris, Albert Env. Des. New Orleans
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Harrison, William Payne A. & S. West Monroe
Hart, Daniel J. B. A. Alexandria
Hartley, Frank James Engineering New Orleans
Hartley, Sonja Leigh Education Baton Rouge
Hartman, Robert Warren Engineering New Orleans
Harvey, Blanche Roberts 
Harvey, Walter Graham Jr. 
Hasbun, Joe S.
Hasheminejad, Mohammad R. 
Hastings, Terry
Education Baton Rouge 
Education Hopkinsville, Ky. 
Engineering New Orleans 
Engineering Iran
A. & S. Lafayette
Hayes, Karen Bridges 
Hayes, Lana Anita 
Haywood, K. Ryan 





A. & S. Metairie
Engineering New Orleans
Hebert, Jane Lee 
Hebert, Linda B.
Hebert, Randy Stevens 
Heine, Sherry Ann 
Heintzen, George H. Jr.
Agriculture Houma
A. & S. Kenner
B. A. Donaldsonville
A. & S. Baton Rouge 
Engineering New Orleans
Helmer, George Ryan Jr. 
Hemphill, Donald F. II 
Henderson, William J. 
Hill, Lola Hutchinson 
Hinton, Charles L.
C. & P. St. Landry
Engineering Bogalusa




S e n i o r s  H a r - J u n
Hobbs, Richard Austin Education Baton Rouge
Hoerl, Henry Gordon A. & S. Studio City, Cal.
Holcomb, Charles Via B. A. Martinsville, Va.
Holland, Karen Patricia A. & S. Marrero
Holliday, Linda Lorraine Education Baton Rouge
Hollier, Jeffrey Engineering Sulphur
Holloway, Pricilla Joan Education Norwood
Hopf, Eldon P. Agriculture Chalmette
Hopper, Jarrell Calvin B. A. Delhi
Hoppmeyer, Jacqueline Sue Education New Orleans
Hornsby, Brent Charles B. A. Baton Rouge
Horton, Jerry Steven Eng. Charleston, W. Va.
Horvilleur, Gerard Agriculture Nicaragua
Houtte, Melissa Jean A. & S. Princeon, Fla.
Howell, Kay Freet A. & S. Alexandria
Howell, Richard Clay A. & S. Jackson
Hoy, Robert L. Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Hudson, Sarah Beth B. A. Orange, Texas
Hufft, Harry F. Engineering New Orleans
Hughes, Norbert Clark Jr. B. A. Metairie
Hurst, Carol M. Education New Roads
Hurstell, Kathleen Mary Education New Orleans
Hymel, Nadine M. B. A. Westwego
Ibrahim, Mohd Nordin Engineering Malaysia
limoni, Hiroko B. A. Japan
Ismail, Mohammad Noor Agriculture Malaysia
Jackson, Colleen Ava Education Baton Rouge
Jackson, Joyce Marie A. & S. Baton Rouge
Jackson, Mike Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Jackson, Millard M. Jr. Agriculture Baton Rouge
Jacobs, Bernard F. Agriculture Bush
Jeansonne, Susan D. Education Hessmer
Jefferson, Thelma J. A. & S. Monroe
Jenkins, Lubbie Allen Engineering Baton Rouge
Jenkins, Lyndell C. & P. Alexandria
John, Marlene Claire Education Lafayette
Johns, Delana A. & S. Kevil, Ky.
Johnson, Betty Helen B. A. New Orleans
Johnson, Betty Jean Education Franklinton
Johnson, Jacqueline Agriculture Shreveport
Johnson, Norman K. Env. Des. Monroe
Johnson, Reginald Don B. A. New Orleans
Johnson, Theodore E. B. A. Bossier City
Johnston, Kathryn A. Educ. Denham Springs
Jones, Gilbert Hall Agriculture Amite
Jones, Jacquelyn Ann A. & S. New Orleans
Jones, Sharon Raye Education Shreveport
Jost, Nicole Anne A. & S. Jamaica, N.Y.
Juneau, Mark L. Agriculture Bordelonville









Kelly, Dwight David 




C. & P. New Orleans
C. & P. Iran
Education Shreveport
B. A. New Orleans
Engineering Chalmette
A. & S. New Orleans
Engineering New Orleans
A. & S. New Orleans
Kindelan, Juan L. Engineering Miami, Fla.
King, Warren Russell B. A. Spartanburg, S.C.
Kinler, Kay F. A. & S. Hahnville
Kirk, Jim D. B. A. Natchitoches
Kirk, Robert P. Env. Des. Roswell, N.M.
Kirkland, Carey Wilson Engineering West Monroe
Klause, William Louis A. & S. Westwego
Klein, Greg G. B. A. Kenner
Klepzig, John Eugene A. & S. Westlake
Knapp, James Walter A. & S. Lecompte
Knebel, Alice G. A. & S. Metairie
Knights, Sarah L. Agricultugre Ferriday
Koerner, Gay Bond Education Bossier C ity
Krail, David Michael B. A. Metairie
Kruse, Susan A. A. & S. Baton Rouge
Krause, Theodore Francis A. & S. Baton Rouge
Kubricht, Susan C. Education Metairie
Kwok Tak Hing, Jean Robert Engineering Mauritius
Labansky, Susan T. Agriculture Slidell
LaBiche, Shelagh R. Agriculture New Iberia
LaCour, Douglas James A. & S. Bunkie
LaCour, Francis Andre B. A. Alexandria
LaCour, Linda Ann Education Bunkie
Lagasse, Kathleen K. Education Metairie
Laird, Nancy L. Education Baker
Landreneau, Robert 
Landry, Daniel Francis 
Landry, G ilbert W . Jr. 





A. & S. Norco
Engineering Gonzales
Larson, Danile Stanley 
Lasala, Roberto 
Lavergne, Garry Dale 
Lavigne, Henry E. 
Lauro, Michael Victor
Agric. West Chicago, III. 
Engineering El Salvador 
Education Ville Platte 
B. A. Ponchatoula
Engineering Arabi
Leary, Jack Cornielius 
Leathbury, Phyllis Frances 
LeBlanc, Cindy R.





C. & P. 
Univ. Col.
Shreveport 





S e n i o r s  J u s - M c G
LeDoux, Dennis E. A. & S. New Orleans
Lee, Swee Khoon Agriculture Malaysia
Lejuene, Norma L. Education Eunice
LeSaicherre, James R. Engineering New Orleans
Levatino, Richard W. A. & S. Baton Rouge
Lewis, Chyrel Hanchey 
Lewis, James Lynn 
Lewis, James Russell 




A. & S. DeRidder
A. & S. Natchitoches
A. & S. New Orleans
Loehr, Susan Mary 
Loewer, David Henry 
Lorio, Sidney J. Jr. 
Luiere, Janet Montero 
Lutz, Debbie C.




Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Macalusa, Rosemary 
McAnelly, Robert Van 
McBride, Patti Emile 




A. & S. Shreveport
Agriculture Baton Rouge
Univ. Col. New Orleans
McCleary, George Carlton Jr. B.A.
McClung, David William B. A.
McDaniel, Joel W. Agriculture
McDaniel, Robert Bryan A. & S.







McIntyre, Dennis C. 
McManus, Charles Carver 
McMillan, Kenneth Cyril 
McNeely, Donald Eugene 
McNutt, Patricia Kelly
Engineering Ponchatoula
B. A. Baton Rouge
A. & S. Baton Rouge
B. A. Morgan City 
Education Cheneyville
McWiggins, Kathleen Ann 
Maier, Margaret Childress 
Madden, James Robert 
Madden, John Geren 
Maddry, Jim
Maggio, Anthony S. 
Maher, Michael J. 
Mahmood, Marziah 
Maloney, Marilyn C. 
Malpica, Nelson deJesus
A. & S. New Orleans
Education Metairie
Engineering Shreveport





A. & S. New Orleans
Agriculture Venezuela
Manley, James Murphy 
Manning, Cynthia Leigh 
Maryman, Gordon Scott 
Matheny, Daniel Ray 
Manzanera-Neuman, Ernesto
Agriculture Baton Rouge 
Agriculture New Orleans 
Engineering Shreveport 
A. & S. Greenwell Springs 
Engineering Colombia
Marcel, Kenneth Paul 
Marchese, Louline A. 










Marshall, M. Keith A. & S. Crossett, Arlc.
Martel, John Earl Agriculture Eunice
Martin, David Mills Education Baton Rouge
Martin, Joyce Anne Engineering Alexandria
Martin, Perry A. Engineering Amite
Martini, Donald Robert 
Matherne, Roman Joseph Jr. 
Mathews, Robert Dale 
Matthies, Arlan W.
Mayers, Donna R.
A. & S. Rochester, N.Y. 
Engineering Raceland
B. A. Baton Rouge 
Education Baton Rouge 
Education Gonzales
Meadows, Deborah Anderson Education Ethel
Melancon, Joseph M. Education Bogalusa
Melton, Homer Doster III B. A. Lafayette
Melville, David R. A. & S. Bossier C ity
Menard, Dianne Marie Agriculture Henry
Merrick, Audrey Marie 
Merrick, Bruce E. 
Merven, Christian 










A. & S. Granada Hills, Cal.
Meynier, A lbert Herman Jr. Engineering New Orleans
Michiels, James B. A. & S. Alexandria
Michiels, Linda Sue Agriculture Alexandria
Middleton, Carol Anne Engineering Sweeny, Tex.
Migliore, Angela Education Narco
Miller, Charles B. Education Amite
Miller, Donald C. Agric. Stuttgart, Ark.
Millican, Aluin Jr. Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Miltenberger, Marie Jeannette Education Covington
Minor, Frank Weber A. & S. New Orleans
Mitchel, Richard Paul Education Mansura
Mitchell, David B. B. A. Baton Rouge
Moffett, Robert Kilgore A. & S. Baton Rouge
Mohamad, Rosli Bin Agriculture Malaysia
Monceret, Danny Allen Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Montegudo, Jessica R. Agriculture Zachary
Montgomery, Rebecca Martin Education Baton Rouge
Moody, James Paige Agriculture Baton Rouge
Moore, Hugh Andrew Env. Des. Alexandria
Moran, Ronald Steve Agriculture Bogalusa
Morean, James Barry Engineering Pineville
Moreav, Danny Wayne A. & S. Pineville
Moreau, John Herbert Jr. A. & S. Opelousas
Morris, Bernadette Susanne Education Bogalusa
Morvant, Faye Ann Agriculture Metairie
Moses, Mary C.
Muffoletto, Charlene Ann 
Mujica, Manuel Nicholas 
Muller, Richard Frotscher I 
Murphy, Kerry Lynn
Education Baton Rouge
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Agriculture Venezuela
Univ. Col. New Orleans
A. & S. Metairie
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Naff, Dennis Bryan 
Neal, Karla Von 
Neal, Warren A.




Newlin, Clifton Woodard 
Newport, Victoria R. 
Newton, Jackie Lynn
Nikzad, Ali
Nipper, Weldon Allen 




Norckauer, Heber Regal Jr. 
Normand, Roger Paul 
O'Connor, Rebecca Frances 
Olague, Alica
Olin, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Olinde, James Savien 
Oliver, Janis A.
Olsen, Rodlyn Ruth 
Omar, Ahmed M.
Orellana, W alterio Augusto 
Oswald, Ellyn Marie 
Oubre, Larry Maurice Jr. 
Ourso, Deborah Ann 
Overman, A lbert Lee Jr.
Paffcrd, J. Russell 




Parr, James Craig 
Parrish, Richard Alan 
Pastorek, Joseph G. 
Paternostro, Catherine Ann 
Payne, William E.
Peak, Alice June 
Pearce, James F.









A. & S. Coushatta
B. A. New Orleans
Education Berwick




A. & S. Abbeville
Eng. El Dorado, Ark.
Agriculture Malaysia




A. & S. Shreveport
B. A. Jarreau
A. & S. Baton Rouge












B. A. Brookside, N.J.
Engineering Baton Rouge
C. & P. Baton Rouge
B. A. Marrero
B. A. Baton Rouge
C. & P. Sulphur
Engineering Equality, III.
Engineering Lake Charles
A. & S. Ft. Recovery, O.
Engineering Baton Rouge
Pecoraro, John Francis 
Peraind, Marianne Marie 
Perez, Margaret O. 




A. & S. Lexington, Ky.
B. A. Shreveport 
B. A. Baton Rouge
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Perry, Raymond Lee 
Peterson, Martha Ann 
Pfeffer, Elizabeth Ann 
Pfeffer, Susan K. 
Piazza, Chris Patrick





Pierotti, Linda Katherine 
Pisch, William J.









Pourciau, David Lee 
Prather, Wanda Gale 
Prentice, William E. Jr. 
Pressler, Earl Nelson
A. & S. Shreveport
B. A. Baton Rouge 
Education Eunice 
Agriculture New Orleans 
Agriculture Baton Rouge
Pulliam, James L. 
Quintana, Roberto E. 
Rabalais, Marie Theresa 












Rausch, Dorothy Nell 
Redmond, Donald Charles 
Reeves, Adrienne K. 
Reeves, Beverly Hazel 
Regan, Stephen Carl
Educ. Bay St. Louis, Miss. 
Engineering Montegut 
Education Jackson, Miss. 
Education Shreveport 
A. & S. Baton Rouge
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Reynolds, David Gregg 
Reynolds, Ronald Wayne 
Rhines, Gwendolyn Gibson 
Ribes, Sandra Bologna 
Richardson, Jacqueline Vana
Richmond, Pamela Dale 
Ried, Diane Edith 
Roberts, Suzanne 




A. & S. Baton Rouge
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Education Baton Rouge
A. & S. Metairie
A. & S. Newllano
Education Baton Rouge
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Engineering Zachary
Rogers, Ryan Lee A. & S. Monroe
Rolfs, Myrna L. Education New Orleans
Romero, Santiago M. Engineering Ecuador
Roth, Stephanie Louise A. & S. San Diego, Calif.
Roubleau, Frank Hubin Engineering Bridge C ity
Rousseau, John D. 
Richmond, Ronald B. 
Robert, Patricia Ann 
Robertson, George Patton 
Rockhold, Jane Charlotte
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Engineering Baton Rouge
Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Agriculture Natchez, Miss.
Agriculture Metairie
Rodriguez, Enrique Pablo 
Rogers, Andrea 
Rogillio, Kathy June 
Rome, Barbara A. 
Rousseau, Jean Marie
A. & S. Baton Rouge 
A. & S. San Antonio, Tex.
A. & S. Zachary




Roux, Judy Jackson 
Roux, Paul Edwin 
Rowland, Alice Carol 
Roy, Patrick Brian 
Ruffaer, Marianne
Ruiz, Rhett James 
Rupp, John M.
Rushing, Edward Mark 




St. Romain, Charles Ray 
Sanchez, Lars David 
Sandifer, Julie Jackson
Santone, John Stephen 
Sartor, Judith Lynn 
Scanlon, Fran 
Scardina, Patricia Ann 
Schexnayder, Linda Ann
Schexnayder, Nolan H. 
Schlecht, Susan Eiswirth 
Schoenberger, Nancy Jane 
Schroeder, Kathleen A.
Schultz, Grey W.
Schwartzberg, A lbert Abraham 
Scott, Paul Edward 
Scott, Ray Andrew 





Sehweil, Nureddin Shariff 
Seijo, Miguel A.
Sentilles, Linda Anne 
Seplen, Abdullah Bin 
Seymour, Amanda Marie 
Shad, Farhad A.
Shambaugh, Karen Sue
Shamsuddin, Zulkifli Haji 
Shea, Anne K.
Sheikhahmad, Rogaiyah 
Shelton, John Ralph 
Shinabery, Ted
Shokooh, Farrokh 
Sibley, Janet Woods 
Sill, Leon John Jr.




Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Agriculture Baton Rouge
A. & S. Alexandria
Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
B. A. Okla. City, Okla.
A. & S. Baton Rouge
A. & S. Baton Rouge








Env. Des. Jackson, Miss.
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Agriculture Gretna
B. A. La Place
Education Baton Rouge
A. & S. Northport, N.Y.





A. & S. Shreveport
A. & S. Houma
Agriculture Baton Rouge








Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Agriculture Malaysia
A. & S. Dumas, Ark.
Agriculture Malaysia






B. A. New Orleans
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Smith, Dolores Ann A. & S. Plaquemine
Smith, Ethel LaBorde Education Baton Rouge
Smith, Galen Richard A. & S. Bastrop
Smith, Janet A. Univ. Col. Mt. Herman
Smith, Louise Williams Education Shreveport
Smith, Martha Jo A. & S. Alexandria
Smith, Philip W . Engineering Baton Rouge
Smith, Raymond W alter Jr. Engineering Shreveport
Smith, Ronald Douglas A. & S. Shreveport
Smith, Warren T. Engineering Baton Rouge
Solansa, Donald W . Jr. Enq. LaMirada, Cal.
Soloman, Michael E. B. A. Alexandria
Sonnier, Donna Marie Education Rayne
Spears, Catherine Jane Education Lecompte
Spedale, Gerard Daniel Engineering Baton Rouge
Spencer, F. W . Ill Agriculture Covington
Spera, Charles Francis Univ. Col. Alexandria
Sprowl, Michael C. Env. Des. New Orleans
Stafford, Barbara Ann Education Denham Springs
Stanley, Nancy Helena Education New Orleans
Steele, Thomas James C. & P. Eudora, Ark.
Stevens, Margaret "M ickey" A. & S. Shreveport
Stevens, Mary Susan Education Jackson, Miss.
Stiles, Robert H. II Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Stroud, Melissa Hope Education Baton Rouge
Stuart, Charles Ramsey Jr. Agriculture Sterlington
Stuart, David T. A. & S. Montgomery, Ala.
Stubbs, Lyn Gros Education Norco
Suits, Julia Ann Education Waco, Texas
Summers, Scott Vincent Engineering Baton Rouge
Swan, Kirtland Dana A. & S. Lafayette
Sylvest, Robert T. C. & P. Baton Rouge
Talbot, Konrad Joseph B. A. Baton Rouge
Tannahill, R. Neal A. & S. Opelousas
Tate, Joseph C. Engineering Mamou
Tate, William Scott Engineering Raleigh, III.
Teague, Hope Hargis Education Baton Rouge
Terrebonne, Denise Jeanne A. & S. Marrero
Thibault, Stewart W . A. & S. N. Little Rock, Ark.
Thibodeaux, Lawrence Rodney Agriculture Baton Rouge
Thibodeaux, William Edward Engineering Thibodaux
Thomas, Gwendolyn W . A. & S. Baton Rouge
Thomas, Phil T. Jr. A. & S. Baton Rouge
Thomaz, William M. R. Engineering Brazil
Thompson, Judith Rose Education Ville Platte
Thompson, Patricia Ann B. A. Eunice
Thompson, Veronica Tate Education Vidrine
Thomson, G. Michael Education Baton Rouge
Tippens, Dennis D. Env. Des. New Orleans
Toole, Sherrill Lynn Env. Des. !Silver Spg., Md.
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S e n i o r s  S m i - W a l
Tomeny, Ann 
Torbert, Sue Gene 
Torres, Herman F. Jr. 
Tucker, Donna Marie 
Tully, George H.





Uribe-Amaya, Emiro Engineering Colombia
Usner, Eugene Augustus A. & S. New Orleans
Vance, Paul Geary B. A. Baker
Vanderbrook, Robert L. A. & S. New Orleans
Van Ness, Madge Bruce A. & S. Lake Charles
Van Volkenburgh, Carl R. 
Varnado, Kelly Lane 
Verges, Ray Louis 
Veron, Mary Ann 
Verret, Suzanne Elizabeth
Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Engineering Baton Rouge
B. A. Chalmette
A. & S. Lutcher
Univ. Col. Baton Rouge
Vicknair, Michael A. 
Vidrine, Craig Eugene 
Vining, Varina 

































Wall, Linda M. Agriculture Baton Rouge
Wallace, John L. Ill Env. Des. Baton Rouge
Walsh, Alice J. Education Baton Rouge
Wang, Arthur Philip A. & S. Port Allen
Wang, William C. C. & P. Port Allen
Ward, Diana Ruth 
Ward, Randall M.
Ward, Stephen Michael 
Warner, Thomas Machen 
Wascom, Denise Kaye
Educ. Still Water, Okla.
A. & S. Baton Rouge
B. A. Hoopeston, III. 
Agriculture Lecompte 
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Washington, Gwendolyn Gayle A. & S. Plaquemine
Watkins, Kenneth Wayne Engineering Baton Rouge
Weick, Wayne P. Engineering New Orleans
Weimer, Charles Steven Engineering Jackson, Miss.
Welch, James B. Jr. B. A. New Orleans
Weldon, Nancy J. 
Welsh, James B. 
Werling, Barbara Ann 
Westbrook, David Orien 
Westergaard, Joyce L.
A. & S. Baton Rouge 
Eng. Richardson, Texas 
A. & S. New Orleans 
Engineering Flora, Miss. 
Agriculture New Orleans
Wheat, Karen Geer Agriculture Lake Charles
White, Glen Ross A. & S. Shreveport
White, Kathleen Marie Agriculture Baton Rouge
Whitehead, Onia Elaine A. & S. Pascagoula, Miss.
Whitfield, Ross E. B. A. Franklinton
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S e n i o r s  W a l - Z o r
Whittington, Denise 
Wiggins, Lynn Diane 
Wilder, Jill Elena 
Williams, Ann 
Williams, Charles E.
Williams, Clara Leola 
Williams, Edward Gerard 
Williams, james R. 
Williams, Randall Marvin 
Wilson, Rhonda Anita
Wilson, V. Suzanne 
Wise, Bonnie Y.
Wolfe, Genevieve Miceli 
Womack, Kathleen 
Wood, Nell Paullyn
Woodard, Tom Coleman 
Wormser, Sally 
Wynn, Charles Bruce 
Zietz, Mary Jane 
Zewe, John Carroll
Zibelin, Joel K. 
Zornitta, Ferdinando
A. & S. Baton Rouge
B. A. Baton Rouge
Univ. Col. Homer
Education Baton Rouge
A. & S. Baton Rouge
A. & S. Baton Rouge
Engineering Baton Rouge










B. A. Baton Rouge
Agriculture Baton Rouge
Education Reserve









J u n i o r s  A b a - B u r
Abadie, Reynold Joseph Chalmette
Abdul-Rahman, Ahmad Fuad Lebanon
Abide, Samera L. Greenville, Miss.
Abney, Sam J. Metairie
Adams, George Carroll Forest Hill
Agard, Albert Llewelyn Guyana
Akchin, Don Shreveport
Alexander, Susan Ann Baton Rouge
Allen, William E. Leesville
Altazin, Barry Thomas Baton Rouge
Aman, Philip Bruce Tampa, Fla.
Amy, Brian W. Abbeville
Andrew, Bonnie Carol Gonzales
Angelo, Gary John Port Sulphur
Angousset, Patricia Ann Marrero
Antie, Charles L. Melville
Aquillard, Gerard Dale Jarreau
Arbour, Linda Susan Baton Rouge
Arnold, A. Wesley St. Gabriel
Atteberry, Daniel M. Baytown, Texas
Aycock, Charles Wendel Eunice
Babin, Gary Dale Baton Rouge
Bacot, Marshall Ann Dickinson, Texas
Badeaux, Sandie New Orleans
Bagley, William Howard New Orleans
Bagwell, Arthur Neal White Castle
Baker, C. Bruce Ruston
Baker, Edward G. Jr. Baton Rouge
Balhoff, Donald Eugene Baton Rouge
Ball, Sylvia Louise Boyce
Balsamo, Janis Kay New Orleans
Barnes, Janet Lynn Baton Rouge
Barnidge, John Alexandria
Barrett, Robert Michael Sandsprings, Okla.
Barrios, Roy Joseph Jr. Cut Off
Beaty, Stephanie J. Baton Rouge
Becnel, Glenn A. Franklin
Bennett, Bruce Alan W. Des Moines, Iowa
Bernard, Margaret Mary Mansura
Berry, Jane Ava Baker
Bezou, John Edward New Orleans
Bingham, Jeanne Howard New Orleans
Blackwell, Buddy James Baton Rouge
Bland, Robin Nora Metairie
Blodgett, Sallie Jean Slidell
Bondy, David John Jr. New Roads
Bono, John Cosmo Metairie
Bookter, Claude W. Jr. Bossier City
Booth, Gregory S. Metairie
Bordelon, Delilah Ann Marksville
Bordelon, Linda Gail Baton Rouge
Boudreaux, Darrell James Baton Rouge
Bougon, Tracie Jayne New Orleans
Bradley, John H. Monroe
Brauner, James L. Ft. Walton Beach, Fla.
Breedlove, Patti Virginia Baton Rouge
Broderick, Scott Martin Baton Rouge
Brouillette, Louise Adele Marksville
Broussard, Happy III New Iberia
Broussard, Susan Carol Anne New Orleans
Brown, Carolyn Elizabeth Baton Rouge
Brown, Madalyne Sue Shreveport
Brown, M. Mary Ann White Castle
Brown, Patricia Ann Port Sulphur
Brubaker, Jon Lyn Bethesda, Md.
Brupbacher, Emil D. Baton Rouge
Bulloch, James M. Belle Chasse
Bullock, Lindsey A. Greenwell Springs
Buras, Catherine Ann Chalmette
Buras, Kathleen Belle Chasse
Bursavich, Gregory F. Baton Rouge
Burtt, Martha Hall Baton Rouge
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Buster, Cynthia Marie Baton Rouge
Caballero, Patrick Michael Donaldsonville
Cabra, Brenda B. Springhill
Caldwell, William K. Vicksburg, Miss.
Calvert, Mont G. Ill Metairie
Cannon, Mary Brenda Homosassa Springs, Fla.
Cantrelle, Donald Raceland
Centanni, Mary Louise Gretna
Chang, Jamie Panama
Cardella, Anthony Joseph Metairie
Chatelain, Michael John Mansura
Chatham, Neal Jackson Jr. Port Gibson, Miss.
Chaveleh, Mohammad Iran
Chawey, John Pitkin
Chenevert, Richard Paul Baton Rouge
Christopher, Claude Barrett New Orleans
Churchman, James L. Baton Rouge
Cicero, Debbie Shreveport
Clark, Kathryn Gwin Houma
Clark, Mary Virginia Baton Rouge
Clement, Gene F. Plaquemine
Cole, Karen Denise Great Falls, Va.
Coleman, H. Howard Baton Rouge
Coleman, Jeri Keithville
Coleman, Vicki Lynn Keithville
Collins, Ricky Lyn Shreveport
Colomb, Terri Lyn Baton Rouge
Combes, Janet M. New Orleans
Combs, Janis Elaine Suitland, Md.
Compton, Ronald Ray Pineville
Constantin, Judy Baton Rouge
Cooper, William Joseph New Orleans
Copeland, Christa Kay New Orleans
Couvillion, Gay Renee Baton Rouge
Crane, Jeffrey David Shreveport
Crasto, Constance Richard Baton Rouge
Crasto, Lloyd T. Baton Rouge
Creel, Harold Lee Jr. Lake Charles
Culbertson, Kurt Douglas Shreveport
Cupit, Linda Carol Norco
Currie, Frank Carlton Shreveport
d'Aquin, Joel Cleo Baton Rouge
Darby, Linda Marie Franklin
Dark, Thomas E. Shreveport
David, Gail M. Mix
Davidson, Byron 1. Baton Rouge
Davies, Nancy Patricia New Orleans
Davis, Barbara Susan Baton Rouge
Davis, John Quitman Tangipahoa
Davis, Trudie M. Baton Rouge
Dawson, Cynthia Marie Shreveport
Deaton, Daniel Michael Port Allen
Decker, James Lee Zachary
Deen, Deborah Sue Denham Springs
Demebrun, Joseph Schenck Jr. Chalmette
Denley, Wayne Lamar Alexandria
Denney, Katie New Orleans
DeRouen, Becky Lake Charles
Devall, Frances Rene New Orleans
Dick Joseph Andrew Albany
Dickerson, Lawrence Clifton III Baton Rouge
Dickerson, Lila Gayle Baton Rouge
Dimiterchik, Karen Ann New Orleans
Dinahmadi, Ali Reza Iran
Dixon, Deborah L. Baton Rouge
Dow, Anna E. Bogalusa
Dragon, Bernard Robert Pointe-a-la-Hache
Ducote, Rushing E. Cotton port
Ducote, Vicki Lambert Hessmer
Dugas, Gregory James Baton Rouge
Dunn, Albert Sidney Houston, Texas
Dupuis, Mary Elizabeth Bunkie
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J u n i o r s  B u s - H o c
Dutton, Gary Delane Houghton
Dyer, Sonia Wharton New Orleans
Ebneyousef, Mohammad Hossein Iran
Edwards, Marsha Ann Houston, Texas
Elkins, Tommie L. New Orleans
Emmett, Kathy Stockton, Calif.
Epperson, Eileen Louise New York City, N.Y.
Escasena, Noly Puerto Rico
Espinosa, Carlos A. Colombia
Evans, Dave Vance, S. C.
Evans, Ronald Boyd Ringgold
Ewell, Jill M. Baton Rouge
Falcon, Gregory New Orleans
Falgoust, Jerry Joseph Lutcher
Farley, Robin Metairie
Feller, Susan K. Sulphur
Fields, David M. Gibsland
Fletcher, Judi Ann Eunice
Fogle, Jonathan G. Patterson, N.J.
Fontenot, Dowell R. Opelousas
Fontenot, Gary K. Baton Rouge
Fontenot, J. Brent Ville Platte
Fontenot, J. Jake Ville Platte
Fontenot, Joseph Jaycee Ville Platte
Foster, Charles Bernard Biloxi, Miss.
Fowler, Linda Carol Baton Rouge
Freeman, Doristine Frogmore
Fry, Cathy Vicksburg, Miss.
Fuselier, Gregory G. Mamou
Gane, Bradley W. Newton Square, Pa.
Gauthier, Constance Marie Hessmer
Gentry, Carl Allen Baton Rouge
Gibson, Stephen Trichel Harrisburg
Gill, Christine Frances Afexandria
Gissel, Deborah Sue Metairie
Glover, Roland E. Shreveport
Golay, Debra Gail New Orleans
Golden, Jan Baton Rouge
Goldsmith, Anita Terry Baton Rouge
Gonzales, Richard Jr. Chalmette
Goodman, Russell W. Metairie
Goodwin, Glenda Faye Addis
Grantham, Stanley D. Long Beach, Miss.
Gray, John Gary New Orleans
Greaud, Jean A. Norco
Green, Patricia Del Metairie
Gremillion, Gaule F. New Orleans
Guerin, J. Leslie Ventress
Guidry, Beverly Lutcher
Guidry, Mark S. Opelousas
Guerin, Linda Sue Baton Rouge
Guilbeau, Janet Riddle Marksville
Guillory, Yvonne Elizabeth Bunkie
Guillot, Michael W. Baton Rouge
Gutierrez, John Antony Gonzales
Hack, John Walther Belle Chase
Ham, Mary E. Baton Rouge
Hamburger, David J. Chalmette
Handal, Anton J. Jordan
Harelson, Randy Baton Rouge
Harper, Kenneth Eugene Baton Rouge
Hayden, Judy Baton Rouge
Haynes, Joy Lee Luling
Hebert, Charles E. French Settlement
Herbert, Stephanie Lee New Orleans
Herring, Deborah L. Baker
Herschrowicz, Hebert B. Peru
Higdon, Kenneth Michael Baton Rouge
Higgins, Daniel Leonard New Orleans
Hill, Kenneth Walter Benton
Hilty, Mary E. Metairie
Hochendel, Pamela Ann Golden Meadow
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Honore, G eretta  Marie Baton Rouge
Hoover, Byron J. Baton Rouge
H otard, Jennifer Ann Baton Rouge
Housey, Robert Francis New Orleans
Hoyt, Carolyne Dianne Alexandria
Huhner, Susan Patricia M eta irie
Hunter, Brain Douglas Lake Charles
H unter, Cynthia Baton Rouge
Hurstell, Malcom L. Jr. New Orleans
Jacob, C indy Ann Norco
Jackson, Lodies Shreveport
Jenkins, M arilyn M. Leesville
Jeunesse, G ertrude Linda Kenner
Joffrion, Rhonda Ann Baton Rouge
Johns, Dawson Malcom Jr. Homer
Johnson, Prentiss W ayne Baton Rouge
Johnston, David E. Baton Rouge
Jones, Donna Jean Shreveport
Jones, Kenneth W ayne Port Allen
Jones, Roger Carroll Monroe
Joseph, Jay L. New Orleans
Jowers, Danny Brock Oakdale
Jumonville, M artha Jinx Plaquemine
Junius, Sandra M. New Orleans
Keebler, Deborah Ann Baton Rouge
Kees, Russell Neal Brookhaven, Miss.
Keller, Glenn Andrew Chalm ette
Keller, Helen Joyce Baker
Kennedy, Lynise M. Baton Rouge
Kile, Terry C lyde Alexandria
King, Freddie D. Shreveport
Klar, Joan E. Chalm ette
Kochan, Edward Alan Baton Rouge
Kunz, Jeannie M eta irie
LaBorde, W ayne M artin Hessmer
LaCour, Lindy Lou Baton Rouge
LaFleur, Daniel Eugene Ville Platte
LaFontaine, Karen A nto ine tte Baton Rouge
Landry, Jim m y M. Hessmer
Langlois, Terry Josepph Baaton Rouge
Landoux, Peggy May New Orleans
Lahey, Laura Anne M eta irie
LaJaunie, W illa r id  Paul M ontegut
Lambert, Janice V. Norco
Larguier, 1. Melissa Baton Rouge
Larsen, Larry Nels Shreveport
Lattier, W endell Shreveport
Laurence, Ronald Keith Denham Springs
Lawler, Patricia Ann Daytona Beach, Fla.
Lea, M ichael G. Chesbrough
LeBeau, Regina Lee Rougon
LeBlanc, A bbey Pierre Jr. New Roads
LeBlanc, Joy Ann New Iberia
LeBlanc, Manny New Orleans
LeBlanc, Peggy New Orleans
Ledet, Raymond Joseph Jr. Gramercy
Lee, Robert M ichael Baton Rouge
LeJeune, Sharleen M arie Baton Rouge
Lemoine, Don Ray Alexandria
Lemonier, Donald John New Orleans
LeNoir, James Lawrence M eta irie
Leon, Charles Anthony St. Bernard
LeHow, W illiam  C. Bayville
Lewis, Avon C. Baton Rouge
lig h te ll,  A . Ray Jr. Chalm ette
lindsay, David Michael Shreveport
Lorio, Daniel J. Baton Rouge
Louviere, Carey Gerard M eta irie
Lozada, Anaa Cecilia El Paso, Texas
Lustberg, M orris Lewis Shreveport
Maaas, W end ie Louise Baton Rouge
M cC all, W illia m  L. Minden
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Juniors Hon-Pea
McCants, Janice Lee New Orleans
M cCarrou, A rthu r Thomas Hammond
M cClung, Kevin B. New Orleans
McGrew, Maureen Mary Baton Rouge
McIntosh, Qusty Tom Baton Rouge
Mackie, Franklin W a lte r New Orleans
McLaughlin, Kenneth Henry New Orleans
McLean, March G ail Baton Rouge
M cM ullin , W illiam  Lee Kenner
M cNabb, Malcolm Lee Baton Rouge
McNem ar, M ary Jane Baton Rouge
M cN utt, C. Anne Cheneyville
Malek, Charles G. Baton Rouge
Malry, Sondera Marie Shreveport
M arrero, Karl Anthony W estwego
Marshall, Marcus Jr. Bossier C ity
M artin, Barney T. Jonesboro
M artin, Dorsey C. I l l Crowley
Martir^sz, Edward Jose Chalm ette
Marvin, Ronald Allison New Orleans
Massett, Melanie Ann New Orleans
Masson, Kerry Lee M etairie
Masters, Patricia K. Pollock
Matens, Nancy R. Baton Rouge
Mathews, M ichael Gerard Alexandria
Matlock, M ichael John Baton Rouge
Mayeux, Barbara M. Gonzales
Medus, David James Jennings
M elton, W illiam  Glen W innfie ld
Mendoza, Kathy A. Baton Rouge
Metzger, Frank Charles Rayne
Metzger, Thomas W . Lafayette
Meyer, W illiam  H. New Orleans
M idd leton, Nancy A. Baton Rouge
Miles, David R. Gonzales
M itchell, Deborah Kay A m ite
M itchell, Deborah Sue Raymond, Miss.
M itchell, Faye Ann M arrdro
Mixon, Richard New Orleans
Mizell, W illiam  Alex Bogalusa
Mohaydin, Mohd. Ghazali Bin Malaysia
Mohr, Philip Leonard New Orleans
Molano, Rafael A. Colom bia
Molloy, Neal D. Maringouin
Moore, Danny J. Baton Rouge
Morgan, Daniel L. Lake Charles
Morris, Paul Frank Stanley
Mouledoux, Suzanne M arie New Orleans
Mullins, Patricia L. Natchez, Miss.
Murray, James R. Baton Rouge
Myers, Jerry L. New Orleans
Nassif, Michael Dale Palmetto
Neal, Deborah Luling
Neal, Dewey Alan Baton Rouge
Neal, Philip M. Shreveport
Newsom, Robert Jess Baton Rouge
Nicol, Theresa M. Golden Meadow
Niswanger, Joe D. Calhoun
Nobels, Bennie Ray Baker
Norvell, Jack G. New Orleans
O liphant, Nancy M. New Orleans
O liph in t, Martha Jeanette Baton Rouge
O liv ier, James Joseph Gramercy
O rtega, Salvador Guatemala
O rtego, Allen Glenn Ville Platte
Ory, Patricia R. Convent
Oswald, Lowell Jr. M eta irie
Page, M ichael L. Baton Rouge
Parker, Rachelle A. Monroe
Patrick, Terry L. Baton Rouge
Pavy, Libby Opelousas
Peacock, M argare t Jane Baton Rouge
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Peak, Claire Walker
Pearson, John McKinley Pineville
Pequet, Linda Ann New Orleans
Penny, Michael Kelley Alexandria
Perkins, Edmund F. Clayton
Petersen, Glen R. Baton Rouge
Phillips, Dale Christopher Baton Rouge
Phillips, James W. Shreveport
Piazza, Preston Dante Jackson, Miss.
Piccione, Jo Ann Lafayette
Pierce, Karen L. Baton Rouge
Pipes, Donald Barry Baton Rouge
Poche, Raymond Paul Gonzales
Pourciau, Yvonne New Roads
Pregeant, JoAnn Marie New Orleans
Pulliam, Linda Lee Metairie
Purcell, Patricia E. New Orleans
Quan, John Joseph Honduras
Rabb, James S. Baton Rouge
Raby, Janice M. Baton Rouge
Rangel, Montgomery Nestor Venezuela
Raymond, Janet Marie Baton Rouge
Raymond, Stephen A. Rayne
Reech, Van Jr. Mansfield
Reed, Michael A. New Orleans
Reed, Oscar E. Jr. Basile
Reed, Richard Andrew Sulphur
Reese, Jordan Baton Rouge
Reese, Judy Reese Soda Springs, Idaho
Regan, Charles Monroe
Rein, Russell H. Pensacola, Fla.
Reine, Cheryl M. New Orleans
Rich, Tracy Elizabeth Slidell
Richard, Claudia Hand Baton Rouge
Richard, Faye Evelyn Baton Rouge
Rivadeneyra, Francisco Mexico
Rivera, Rosa Italia Mexico
Rives, John Snowden II San Antonio, Texas
Roach, Anne M. Metairie
Roberts, Errol M. Holden
Roger, Vernon Ray Eunice
Rogers, Lisa Houston, Texas
Rogillio, Richard Scott Baton Rouge
Rongey, Michael Paul New Orleans
Roth, Bill Baton Rouge
Roux, Roy Joseph New Orleans
Rowhany, Mozaffar Iran
Rubben, Marie Claire Shreveport
Rubenstein, Marvin Alan Shreveport
Russell, Rodney Lee Baton Rouge
Ruston, Waddeh M. Syria
Samanig, Michael Joseph Houma
Sanders, Linda Louise Morrow
Sanders, Nancy Ruth Houston, Texas
Seal, Ronald Thayer Zachary
Sebastian, Tess Shreveport
Seivicque, Paula Jean Baton Rouge
Scott, Ralph Anthony Forest Hill
Schwing, Edmond L. New Iberia
Selman, Lynda Maxine Denham Springs
Seyburn, Kathleen Patterson
Seymour, Anrea Ann Plaquemine
Shaffer, Harrison Jr. Baton Rouge
Sheppard, Reed S. Lake Charles
Shipp, Kenneth O. Jr. Bossier City
Shobeiry, Sadegh Iran
Shuckrow, Joseph Clayton Baton Rouge
Silverstein, Annie Shreveport
Simon, Carol Anne Dayton, Ohio
Skeeier, Frank W. Orange, Texas
Sloss, Michael Raymond Baton Rouge




Smith, James Richard Jr. Alexandria
Smith, James W ade Lake Charles
Smith, Susan M arie New Orleans
Stabinsky, Lesley Ann New Orleans
Stampley, Laura Mae Baton Rouge
Steckley, Cheryl Lee G oddard, Kan.
Steele, Barbara Lynn New Orleans
Strickland, C. Diane Baton Rouge
Strider, C liff R. I l l Harahan
Stubblefield, Ruth L. Baton Rouge
Stutes, Karen R. Lake Charles
Summers, M argie Houston, Texas
Swafford, Marianne Colfax
Swenson, Linda Marie New Orleans
Swinney, Mignon Sardi Baton Rouge
Tassin, Gordon James Bordelonville
Taylor, A lma Ruth Shreveport
Taylor, Deborah C. Romero Baton Rouge
Tefankjian, Arax Renee Shreveport
Terry, Peggy E. Baton Rouge
Thibodeaux, Byron Kurl V ille Platte
Thompson, Ernest Gene Jr. Baton Rouge
Thompson, Joanne C. Baton Rouge
Tighe, Blair Duncan New Orleans
Todd, John Michael New Orleans
Toepfer, Fred A. Baton Rouge
Trepagnier, David Michael Donaldsonville
Turner, Bill Mansfield
Turner, Sam C. Shreveport
Van Thyn, Elsa Anna Shreveport
V idrine, James Robley Ville Platte
V idrine, Tom L. V ille Platte
Viso, Jose A. Venezuela
W aits, Randolph Jean New Orleans
Wales, Dennis A. Sulphur
W alker, Mary Louise Shreveport
W alker, Tony Baton Rouge
W alker, Ivory Joe Shreveport
W ard , Melinda Louise Lake Charles
W ashington, Helen Fredlynn Kenner
W atts, Doris Jean Shreveport
W eathersby, Carol Marie Jackson, Miss.
W eber, Joseph C. La Place
W eber, Pamela Elizabeth M eta irie
W eber, W illiam  W allace New Orleans
W ebster, John Stephen Jackson, Miss.
Weinmann, Susan Ann New Orleans
W elchley, Alan John New Orleans
W elty , Bruce A. Forest H ill
W hite, Darrel W ayne Channelview, Texas
W hitfie ld , Monica Jean Franklinton
W ickbo lo t, Stephen John Baton Rouge
W ilcox, Gwenlyria Baton Rouge
W ilson, G lenice Baton Rouge
W ilson, Janice Baton Rouge
W intz, Cath ie Louise Baton Rouge
W oodruff, Barbara Louise Pestrehan
W oodward, Robert D. Jr. Dallas, Texas
Yazdani, Bahman L. Iran
Young, G lid y s  Lorene Lecompte











FRONT: Glenn A. Koepp, Law I; Stephen W. Craw­
ford, Law I; David A. Hamilton, Law I. BACK: 
Michael S. Baer, III, Law I; Michael D. Skinner, 
A. & S. 4; William R. Boone, Law I; C. Vernon 
Richie, Law I.
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Abrams, Doris Celeste Alexandria
Adams, Nicklass P. M aringouin
A lborne tt, M iguel Jose Venezuela
Ales, Ann Elizabeth New Orleans
Alexander, Rhonda Theresa Gram ercy
Alise, Mona Kay Baton Rouge
Alleman, Debby Norco
Alonzo, Dennis Lane Baton Rouge
Altazan, Debby M arie Baton Rouge
Altazin, Brenda Marie Baton Rouge
Aman, Linda Dean Eutaw, A la.
Anderson, C la ire  Kathryn A m ite
Anderson, Peggy Lynn Colfax
Angelloz, Christine E. Baton Rouge
Anselmo, Madeline Ann New Orleans
Arbour, Karen Lynn Baton Rouge
Arbour* Linda Susan Baton Rouge
Arceneaux, Kern A. Gonzales
Arceneaux, Pris New Orleans
Arcuri, Leonard C. LaPlace
Armas, Lisa Marie Baton Rouge
Armstrong, Ruthie Port Sulphur
A ttaw ay, Cynth ia Ann A bbev ille
Augustin, Shannon C halm ette
Austin, Peggy A. Harahan
Babb, Bruce Monroe
Bahrami, Iraj Iran
Bailey, Robert Michael St. Francisville
Barlow, Mike Baton Rouge
Barker, A lex Joseph Lockport
Barker, Donald Francis Lockport
Barnes, Tammy New Orleans
Barr, Marsha Jeanne C ovington
Bauman, Sharon Estelle Keithville
Beakley, Cathy Lake Charles
Beck, Laura Kay Houston, Texas
Beebe, Ann Grayson Gretna
Berthold, Charles W illiam M eta irie
Balakhanpoor, Yoosef Baton Rouge
Banahan, Benjamin Franklin Jackson, Miss.
Beamish, Kevin Fremont, C a lif.
Beauvais, M ichael Baton Rouge
Behbehani, Zahrz Iran
Beilina, A llen John Donaldsonville
Bello, Carmen M arie Lakeland
Beninate, Doug J. New Orleans
Benit, Diane Lynn New Orleans
Berthelot, Vickie Lunn Baton Rouge
Bertram, Bonnie J. New Orleans
Bickford, Marsha L. Jackson, Miss.
Bilyeu. G regory N. Baton Rouge
Blackman, Leanna Marie Kenner
Blackwell, Nadine Philadelphia, Pa.
Bless, Eileen Baton Rouge
Blytt, Sallie J. New Orleans
Bollinger, Ju lie R. Lockport
Bonaventure, Vicki Lee Baton Rouge
Bondurant, M ary Catherine Baker
Boniol, Donovan Paul New Orleans
Boonmahanark, Nuttawood Thailand
Borne, Theresa Marie New Orleans
Bossier, John W illiam Baton Rouge
Bossier, M ary Gram ercy
Boudreaux, J. Philip Baton Rouge
Bourg, Robert Joseph Baton Rouge
Bourgeois, Thomas J. C halm ette
Bousquet, Donald E. New Orleans
Bowen, Kerry Joseph Delcambre
Brackin, W ayne Denham Springs
Bradford, M ary C atherine Natchitoches
Bramlette, Kyle A llan New Orleans
Bramlett, M ille  E. A rab i
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Sophomores Abr-Cro
Brand, Keith Baton Rouge
Braud, A rthu r James Baton Rouge
Brazeal, Patricia Gretna
Brian, Robert Morgan New Orleans
Brooks, Carolyn Diane Zachary
Brooks, Constance Elaine Lakewood, Colo.
Broussard, Dwyer New Iberia
Brown, Kathleen Deborah New Orleans
Brown, O rland Baton Rouge
Brown, Tom M. Lafayette
Brown, Thomas W alker Baton Rouge
Brower, Paula J ill Fort W orth , Texas
Bryan, Johanne Marie M eta irie
Buckley, Kathy L. Baton Rouge
Buckingham, Neil H. Baton Rouge
Buras, Trudy Lynn Gretna
Burford, Pamela Denise Baton Rouge
Burke, Eileen A. New Orleans
Burkett, Billy M ichael Natchitoches
Busenbarrick, David C. Shreveport
Butler, James W endall Canaan, N.Y.
Butler, Lorelei Elizabeth Baton Rouge
Byars, M arjorie Dorothy Franklin
Byrnes, Aimee de la Villebeuvre New Orleans
C affery, Thomas G ira rd Lafayette
C aille t, David Anthony Hahnville
C aillouet, James H. Baton Rouge
Cain, M ichael Allan Pitrin
Calcote, A rlene Dianne Baton Rouge
Caldas, John Michael Beaufort, S.C.
Caldwell, Daphne Ellen Vicksburg, Miss.
Cangelosi, Celia Rhea Baton Rouge
Cangelosi, Karen Mary Baton Rouge
Canion, Colleen New Orleans
Carlin, Phyllis A . Plaquemine
Carter, M ary Esther Denham Springs
Caruso, Kenny C. Baton Rouge
Casey, Daphne Anne Good Hope
Cason, Candice V ictoria New Iberia
Cates, Genevieve Yvonne Baton Rouge
Chambers, Todd David Baton Rouge
Chan, David Hung-Chi China
Chandler, Lawana Ann Baton Rouge
Chandler, Nancy Elaine M eta irie
Chaney, Courtland M. Baton Rouge
Chaney, Leslie Allan Baton Rouge
Chappuis, Charles W . Rayne
Charoenwongreark, Eakaphong Bangkok
Chartier, Charles G. New Orleans
Chesebro, Marcia Jane Huntsville, A la.
Chiasson, M ichael John Thibodaux
Choi, Irene M eta irie
Christina, Carlos Joseph New Orleans
Christophe, Joy Ann New Orleans
Clark, Paulette New Orleans
C laudet, Rene Andrew Lockport
Clements, M ary Karen Slidell
Cleveland, Benjamin T. Alexandria
Coleman, Larry W . Shreveport
Colvin, Randall K. Shreveport
Comeaux, Thom G. Lafavette
Coon, Steven W ayne Lafayette
Cook, Nancy Sharon Gretna
Courts, Kathleen Ruby New Iberia
Couvillion, Bill A lexandria
Couvillion, G ary Randall Baton Rouge
Couvillion, Layne Baton Rouge
Crane, Thomas Edward New Orleans
C rawford, Heather Houston, Texas
Crocker, John A. Baton Rouge
Crockett, M argare t Lynn Slidell
Crockett, Myra Evangeline Covington
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Cross, M ary Catherine M eta irie
Crowell, Andrew B. San Antone, Texas
C ulotta, Anthony Baton Rouge
Darr, Marvin C. Baton Rouge
Davis, Angela L. Rayne
Dawson, Mark Henry New Roads
Deltart, Carlos A. Baton Rouge
Delaney, Debra A. Baton Rouge
Delaune, Curtis W ayne Lockport
Delery, A . Thomas Baton Rouge
Dembrun, Byran E. Chalm ette
Dendy, David W . Monroe
Denker, Gordon R. Alexandria
Diermayer, Sue New Orleans
Dietrich, Kathy Ann Baton Rouge
Digirolamo, Donna Louise Norco
Diotrakul, Songsak Thailand
Dirmann, Jane Lynn A b ita  Springs
Dixon, Debi Belgium
Dixon, Deborah Sue Belgium
Dohm, W illiam  F. Loranger
Domingue, Cynthia Ann Baton Rouge
Donnelly, M ary Elizabeth Baton Rouge
Doody, Stephen Roy A rab i
Douglas, Ed Baton Rouge
Douglass, James C. Lake Forest, III.
Doucet, Susan Baton Rouge
Downing, Jean Berry Baker
DuBois, Joseph Avery Island
Duchamp, Linda St. M artinv ille
Duhe, Suzanne Therese Kenner
Duhon, Bernard Francis A bbeville
Dunigan, Elizabeth Baton Rouge
Dunne, Deborah L. Harahan
Duplechin, Tony Harahan
Dwyer, C . J. New Orleans
Earnhart, M elvin Michael Baton Rouge
Easley, Ann Denham Springs
Edward, Terry M. Baton Rouge
Egan, Douglas Charles M eta irie
Ehret, Barry S. Gretna
Ellender, G ary Christopher Houma
Ellender, Robert Anthony Houma
Ellis, Janet Leigh New Orleans
Eng, Q uin tin Honduras
Ethridge, Ann Elizabeth Harahan
Eroche, M iche lle Stephanie Raceland
Eubanks, Marie Baton Rouge
Evans, Leslie Ann New Orleans
Falcon, Randall G ary Baton Rouge
Farley, Kim Ann M eta irie
Farris, Sindy Lynn Baton Rouge
Faust, Ann M arie A rab i
Felton, Eugenia Lynn Baton Rouge
Fernandez, Jo Ann C arville
Finkelstein, Ellen New Orleans
Fitzmorris, Karen New Orleans
Fleischhauer, Rai Lynn Shreveport
Fletcher, Charles Baton Rouge
Flynn, Patricia Marie Baton Rouge
Fontaine, Gayle Anne New Orleans
Fontenot, Daniel James Lake Charles
Foret, Francis Paul Raceland
Fournet, Lee P. Baton Rouge
Frank, Deborah Lee Luling
Franks, Deborah Kay Zachary
Frederic, Douglas John St. Am ant
Fremin, Jody M ichael Lafayette
Friedei, Linda Ruth New Orleans
Fulghum, Rebecca Lee Bossier C ity
Furr, Leslie W est Monroe
Gabel, Thomas C. Baton Rouge
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Sophomores Cro-Hut
Gairens, Carolyn Ann M eta irie
Galeamo, Ethna New Orleans
Gamble, Judy Gonzales
Gardner, David W . Tucker, Ga.
Garret, David Wayne Lafayette
Gates, Chris Lamar Urania
Gaudet, Charmaine Ann Raceland
Gautreaux, Deborah Rita Raceland
Gautreau, Douglas Gonzales
Ghasavi, Emadoddin Baton Rouge
Gonzalez-Teja, M iguel Guatemala
Gootee, Kenneth Eugene New Orleans
Govreau, Bradley Ray Lafayette
Green, Randolph Drexel M etairie
Greer, Birdia Shreveport
G regorio , Catherine Theresa Bossier C ity
G rem illion, Scott B. Thibodaux
G riffin , M ichael A . St. G abrie l
Gros, Darryl Joseph Zachary
Guichard, Andre P. M eta irie
Guillaume, Stephen Joseph Baton Rouge
G uillory, Pam Baton Rouge
G uillo t, Patrick Dale Crowley
Gunn, Briam Lloyd Baton Rouge
Haggard, Deborah Jo Baton Rouge
H amilton, G regory Van Baton Rouge
Hannaman, Kathleen Baton Rouge
Hannaman, M argaret Lindes Baton Rouge
Hanson, Philip Covington
Harper, Carl D. Baton Rouge
Harper, Janice L. Baton Rouge
Harriman, Joyce Ann Baton Rouge
Harris, Carolyn Marie Boutte
Hartmann, Carol Ann Covington
Hartsell, Lynaire Kay Magnolia, Ark.
Hartsell, Peggy A. Canada
Harvey, Linda E. Baton Rouge
Hasten, Michael H. Franklin
H atty, Angele Lafitte
Haydel, Donald P. Baton Rouge
Hayes, Larry W ayne Shreveport
Hays, Kathryn Louise Baton Rouge
Hazlett, James M. Slidell
Heard, E. Ken Baton Rouge
Hebert, Donald E. Gramercy
Hebert, Stephen J. Morganza
Heffran, John S. Baton Rouge
Heider, Thais Mary A rab i
Helmke, Deborah Ann New Orleans
Hemard, V ic tor E. C halm ette
Henagan, Elizabeth Lucille Baton Rouge
Herschman, M ichael S. Memphis, Tenn.
Hesser, G ary W . Pelican
Hicks, Mark Stephen Luling
H idalgo, A lice Elizabeth M eta irie
H ill, Ken Shreveport
Hobbs, John Eibert Baton Rouge
Holand, Jess E. Greenwell Springs
Holley, Dee M. Baton Rouge
Hollingsworth, Marian Shreveport
H olt, Donna Louise Alexandria
Homan, Fred Ita ly
Honore, Loretta A. Lakeland
H otard, Susan Baton Rouge
Houghton, Patrick Joseph Baton Rouge
Houseal, Nancy R. Memphis, Tenn.
Howard, Perry New Orleans
Hudson, Anne E. Baton Rouge
Hudson, Janie Houston Texas
H uppert, Ronny D. Sherman Oaks, C a lif.
Hutchins, Katherine Jefferies Shreveport
Hutchinson, Nancy Karen Baton Rouge
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Hyde, M. Jenefer A m ite
Hyman, Barbara Susan Lexington, Miss.
Ivanyisky, A lex M. Denham Springs
Ives, Russell M organ C ity
Jackson, Cathy L. Shreveport
Jackson, Daniel Thomas Pollock
Jackson, Jo Ann New Orleans
Jacobson, Christine Houston, Texas
Janneck, Charleen M. C halm ette
Jefferies, Joan D. Houston, Texas
Jefferson, Patricia Anne Napoleonville
Johnson, G regory Thomas Luling
Johnson, John Lawson Dothan, A la.
Johnson, Jud ith  S. Conroe, Texas
Johnson, Leslie Lynette Ft. Smith, Ark.
Johnson, Nancy M. Baton Rouge
Jones, Ernest Junius Baton Rouge
Jones, Joe H. Minden
Jones, Mable New Orleans
Jones, Marsha Lynn Denham Springs
Jones, Richard M errill Venice
Joubert, James Derrell Opelousas
Joyner, G inellen Shreveport
Judice, Kevin James Franklin
Jurisirh, Stephanie Mary Empire
Kearns, S tratton T. Baton Rouge
Keeth, Janene Plain Dealing
Keller, Elizabeth P. New Orleans
Kelly, Debra Shreveport
Kelly, Thomas C. Chalm ette
Keng, Frederick Joseph New Orleans
Kennedy, Zelime New Orleans
Kennon, Rodney W . Baton Rouge
Kent, Teri Joan Zachary
Kerr, Zandi Su Baton Rouge
Kersh, Robert H. Jackson, Miss.
Kinler, Brian N. Hahnville
K leinfeld t, H enrie tta  R. M eridian, Miss.
Kleinpeter, Jan Baton Rouge
Kleinpeter, Karen Sue Baton Rouge
Kleinpeter, M elanie Anne Baton Rouge
Knobloch, Ronald P. Baton Rouge
Koppersmith, Daniel Leonce M obile, A la.
Kramer, M argare t C la ire New Orleans
Laborde, Ashley Bordelonville
Lack, Linda Faye Baton Rouge
Lahasky, David M. Erath
Lalande, Steven Emile Baton Rouge
Lamm, C indy L. Baton Rouge
Landreaux, Frank Edward W est Monroe
Landry, Katheryne Jeanne Baton Rouge
Landry, Sharon Lynn Baton Rouge
Lantier, Karen A. Lafayette
Larocca, N icholas F. M organ C ity
Lasalle, Beverly W . Baton Rouge
Lass, A lycea Elizabeth Prairieville
Latham, Susan Ann New Orleans
Lattie, Dixie L. New Orleans
Layne, Anne Kathleen Covington
Lazarus, Robert Keith Baton Rouge
LeBeau, Monica Anne Gonzales
Ledoux, Eldon R. Baton Rouge
Lee, Ellen Kay W alker
Lee, Haro ld  Edward New Orleans
Legendre, Elouse Frances Thibodaux
Leibe, Barthe A rthu r New Orleans
LeJeune, Stephen W ayne Gueydan
Lemoine, G eorge Pershing Bunkie
Lena, V incent Joseph Alexandria
Lester, Elizabeth C la ire Coushatta
Levian, Jamshio Iran
Levine, Dennis Eugene Alexandria
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Sophomores Hyd-Nay
Lick, Je rri E. New Orleans
Lieber, Loretta Faye New Orleans
Lilly, John Lawrence New Orleans
Lindsey, Colleen Mary New Orleans
Long, Marilyn Kay New Orleans
Long, Ruth Lulie Baton Rouge
Long, Terrence Keith Baton Rouge
Longsman, M ary Ann Jennings
Lorio, M ichael R. Baton Rouge
Lorio, Thais Ann M etairie
Lovelace, Bruce M. Plaquemine
Lowrey, Janet Eileen Shreveport
Lowry, Agnes Claire Norco
Luebke, M argery Jean New Orleans
Lutz, W illiam  George Baton Rouge
M cA lister, Rickey Marvin Baton Rouge
McCauley, Becky Joan Baton Rouge
McCauley, Ruth F. Baton Rouge
McCoy, Robert David Coushatta
McCloskey, G ay Lynn Ann New Orleans
McCracken, Barbara Ann Baton Rouge
McCutcheon, Carole Ann Shreveport
McDonald, Elizabeth Ann New Orleans
McElhannon, Joan Baytown, Tex.
McFarland, V irginia Ann M etairie
McGee, Joan Stephanie Eunice
McGee, Russell W . Palmetto
McIntosh, M arcia Ann Shreveport
M cIntyre, Edwin Randolph W innsboro
McKee, Scott F. Montgomery, A la.
McLaughlin, Karen Ann Plaquemine
M cM ichael, Robert E. M eta irie
McNeely, Hugh Edward Morgan C ity
McRae, Sharen K. Baton Rouge
Maechling, Diane Mary M eta irie
Magee, Jack M itchell Folsom
Magee, Patrick R. Port Sulphur
Manning, Bonnie Karen Sulphur
Manuel, Carla M. Eunice
M artin, C. Diane Baton Rouge
Matheny, Carol R. Baton Rouge
Marchand, Paul Carver Donaldsonville
Marino, Joseph M. Baton Rouge
Marse, Laura A. New Orleans
M artin, M atthew W ells Shreveport
Matherne, Paul Gerard Baton Rouge
Mattison, Scott A . Beaumont, Texas
Mayes, Kenneth W ayne Baton Rouge
Mayeux, Stephen Paul New Orleans
Megginson, Nina Gale Baton Rouge
Menard, Ronald David Crowley
Miles, Bobbie Jean Baton Rouge
Miley, Barry Craig Baton Rouge
M iley, Deborah J. Baton Rouge
Mina, Mostafa Iran
Mollere, Darlene Rose Hahnville
Momberg, W ayne Acan New Orleans
Monachello, Steven Joseph Baton Rouge
Mongrue, Marie-Helene Luling
Montalbano, G loria  Leah Covington
Montz, Lorna A. Norco
Mooney, Nelda Sue Bastrop
Moore, Stella Carro ll Lockport
Morales, Carlos Francisco Florien
Morbley, Deirdre Lynn Paradis
Morgan, Keith L. W innsboro
Morrissette, Donald J. Baton Rouge
Morton, M ay M argare t New Orleans
Murphy, Susan Konrad M eta irie
Musgrove, Kim M eta irie
Navarro, Maurice Fernando Port A llen
Naylor, Donald C ovington
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Nelson, Rebecca Marie M eta irie
Nelson, Rudi Andrews, Texas
Neu, Cynth ia Ann Rayne
Newell, Stephen P. New Orleans
Newman, M inton O live r M ontgom ery, A la.
Nguyen, Bao Quoc Vietnam
Nixon, Suzanne Pullman, Wash.
Noel, Germaine Frances Plaquemine
Noel, Janet A . Donaldsonville
Normand, Owen Patrick Marksville
North, Lawrie L. Belle Chasse
Noto, Carolyn Theresa Baton Rouge
Nugent, Sharon Elaine Pensacola, Fla.
Nuschler, G ary Leigh Chalm ette
Nuzum, Bobby Corpus C hristi, Texas
Ohlmeyer, Gretchen Plaquemine
Olano, Mike C. Plaquemine
O liv ier, Paul J. Baton Rouge
O 'Q uinn, David Lynn Natchitoches
Osborne, Steven James New Orleans
Oschwald, Thomas James Donaldsonville
O sterberger, James Sheldon St. Francisville
O tillio , Judy Ann New Orleans
Owens, James B. Jackson, Miss.
Owens, Janet Eutaw, A la.
Owens, Ted W . Gonzales
Oubre, M ichael Lawrence Morganza
Pace, Frances Nell Baton Rouge
Paine, Daniel N. C halm ette
Parker, Barry D. Baton Rouge
Parker, John D. Baton Rouge
Parker, Linda Gayle Zachary
Parker, W illiam  H. Baton Rouge
Pass, M ichael W ayne M eta irie
Pastorek, Rietzi Baton Rouge
Paternostro, M ary Ann M arrero
Patrick, A ndy Baton Rouge
Patterson, James D eW itt W innsboro
Patterson, Shurl Ann New Orleans
Payakniti, Nangnoi Thailand
Payne, Steven Daryl Baton Rouge
Pellegrin, Kenneth F. Baton Rouge
Pellerin, Sandra Marie New Orleans
Peltier, Katherine Ann Thibodaux
Perkins, James Summer Opelousas
Persac, Lynne Adrienne Baton Rouge
Person, M ichael Ewen Lafayette
Pertuis, Honore E. Gonzales
Peterson, M ichael Joseph Sunset
Peyton, Robert K. M etairie
Pierce, Lori A lexandria
Piercey, Raquel H. New Orleans
Pierson, Deborah Ann Livingston, A la.
Pickens, Lynda Darlene M eta irie
Pike, M ire ille  M arie New Orleans
Pisciotta, M ary Louise M eta irie
Pittman, Lisa J. Baton Rouge
Poche, M ichael S. Alexandria
Poole, Terry L. Gonzales
Porter, C athy Elizabeth M eta irie
Powell, Rhonda Lynn A rab i
Powenski, Larry Michael New Orleans
Prechter, Kathryn Fay New Orleans
Price, T im othy L. Calvin
Pruitt, Stephen Blair Magee, Miss.
Purpera, Joseph P. Morganza
Quesenberry, Joan M etairie
Queyrouze, Donna Susan M etairie
Rachal, W ayne Joseph Mansura
Ragon, Pamela Lee New Orleans
Raley, C aro l Ann M etairie
Raymond, K irt Gerard M etairie
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Sophomores Nel-Spe
Reeks, M ary E. Kenner
Reese, Henry K. Gueydan
Reeves, M. Carol Baton Rouge
Reibert, Kenneth Charles Belle Chasse
Reno, Fred D. Baton Rouge
Rice, Lois New Orleans
Richard, David Anthony Thibodaux
Richard, Terry Ann M etairie
Riche, Evelyn Marie Minden
Richerson, Russell Brown Bogalusa
Rivera, Nelson Baton Rouge
Rivere, Rayenell Marie W hite  Castle
Roberts, Rebecca S. Baton Rouge
Robichaux, Constance Mary New Orleans
Robins, Linda Gale Clinton
Robinson, M ary Kathryn Winnsboro
Robinson, Mickey Baton Rouge
Robison, Rita Catherine Opelousas
Rodrigues, Edward Francisco Baton Rouge
Roderique, John O. Westlake
Rodriguez, Jorge L. Baton Rouge
Romanach, Ju lio  J. San Juan, Puerto Rico
Rome, W ade J. Baton Rouge
Rooney, Maureen Ann M etairie
Ross, G ary Paul Baton Rouge
Ross, W illiam  Dee Baton Rouge
Rosson, Sharon Leigh Baton Rouge
Rowe, Sandra Paragould, Ark.
Rowell, Deborah Z. Laurel, Miss.
Rudnicki, Katherine C. Franklinton
Ruffin, Beverly Lafayette
Ruiz, M a tt J. Laplace
Rushing, C linton Benjamin Olla
St. Julien, John Anderson Baton Rouge
Saucier, Louis Aaron Marksville
Seamans, Sandra Kay Baton Rouge
Sanders, Diana DeRidder
Sanders, Fred S. Pleasant H ill
Sardisco, Rosalyn Marie Shreveport
Schaefer, Joan Patrice Shreveport
Schaefer, Nancy Denise Shreveport
Scheppegrell, Catherine Marie New Orleans
Schiele, Jan E. Vidalia
Schmid. Christine San Antonio, Texas
Schulingkamp, Rebecca Ann New Orleans
Schuth, Henry C. Chalm ette
Scott, W a lte r Inman New Iberia
Sexton, Ellen Baton Rouge
Sharpe, Barbara Elaine M eta irie
Sharpe, Linda Carof Baton Rouge
Shehane, Steven A rthu r Baton Rouge
Sheppard, Peggy Ann Baton Rouge
Shipp, Elaine Laconia Shreveport
Shirley, Judy E. M eta irie
Scivicque, Ronald S. Denham Springs
Shropshire, Charles A. C linton
Sigler, Daniel G regory Birmingham, A la.
Silvers, Barbara J. New Orleans
Simm, Adrian M ichael Bogalusa
Simon, Karlon Roy Kaplan
Singleton, James A. Baton Rouge
Sketchier, Betty Sue Gretna
Slattery, Joseph P. M eta irie
Slaughter, Thomas W . Zachary
Smith, Laura M. New Orleans
Smith, Robert Lee Barksdale
Smith, V irginia Lynn Kemersville, N.C.
Smith, W ile y  Randall Denham Springs
Sneve, John D. Kinder
Soward, Norman C liffo rd Crowley
Soyez, Kenneth G. A rab i
Speight, Cassandra Elaine New Orleans
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Spooner, Joycelyn Yvette Baton Rouge
Stephens, Hilary D. Baton Rouge
Sterken, Ram New Orleans
Stevens, Cindy Lee New Orleans
Stevens, Patrice M. Hammond
Stevens, Sandra V. Slidell
Stevens, Terry S. Baker
Stewart, Colleen R. Rayne
Stone, Mary Shreveport
Stone, Michael Louis Baton Rouge
Sublett, Virginia Ann Kansas City, Kan.
Sullivan, Janice Denham Springs
Sullivan, Linda Jean Baton Rouge
Summers, Evelyn Diane Baton Rouge
Sypent, Dana Ann Lafayette
Szush, Jimmy Warren Luling
Tamplain, Donald James Hahnville
Tassin, Martin Vince Bordelonville
Tate, Perry Michael Baton Rouge
Taylor, Gary Minden
Taylor, John Rayne
Taylor, Robert H. Covington
Temple, John D. Vidalia
Templet, Kenneth Joseph Gonzales
Thatcher, Debbie Ann New Orleans
Thomas, Elias Joseph Baton Rouge
Thomas, Larry Phillip Crowley
Thomas, Linda Joyce Baker
Thomas, Nathaniel Williams Pineville
Thompson, Julian Stamper Delhi
Thompson, Ramona Lee Arabi
Thoms, Wanda Joy Baton Rouge
Torres, Ellen Marian Mobile, Ala.
Trascher, Susan Ann New Orleans
Tremie, Patrick Ville Platte
Truscott, Carol Jeanne New Orleans
Tuminello, James Terry Morganza
Turfitt, Myron Lamar Hampton, Va.
Turner, Anita Lynn Baker
Underwood, Sharon LeDaune Bossier City
Vaccaro, Sam G. Baton Rouge
Vanichsarn, Pichit Thailand
Vanichsarn, Pinit Thailand
Varnado, Kenneth M. Denham Springs
Veith, Robert Metairie
Veron, Paula Ann Lutcher
Verrett, Valerie C. Baton Rouge
Viguerie, Marc A. Convent
Villere, Bruce Joseph Covington
Vongsoonthorn, Sompol Thailand
Voorhies, Coerte Albert New Orleans
Voorhies, Shelia Ann Baton Rouge
Waddle, L. Marie Baton Rouge
Wade, James W. Harahan
Waggenspcak, Phil Allen Baton Rouge
Wales, Lynn Greensburg
Walker, Cheree E. Mobile, Ala.
Wall, Marilyn June Baton Rouge
Wallace, Bennie H. Baytown, Texas
Ward, Debra Ann Baton Rouge
Ward, Donna Anne Baton Rouge
Ward, Linda Ann New Orleans
Watson, Gary Vernon Walker
Webb, Raymon Ellis Beltsville, Md.
Weigand, Michael Anthony New Orleans
Weil, Richard Lyons New Orleans
Welch, Cyndi Jane New Orleans
Welch, Hal Clayton Lafayette
Wells, James Michael Bossier City
Werner, Catherine M. Baton Rouge
Wesley, John Warren St. Francisville
Whipple, Christopher Mark New Orleans
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S o p h o m o r e s  S p o - Z u m
Wild, William Harvey New Orleans
Wilfert, Paula Ann Crowley
Wilkinson, Debra Jean Pride
Williams, Bruce Marrero
Williams, Joyce M. Baton Rouge
Williams, Marsha Ann Baton Rouge
Williams, Roberta G. New Iberia
Willis, Brenda Joyce Walker
Will, Jan D. Baton Rouge
Willoz, Daphne Joan Meraux
Wingo, Terry Nell Laurel, Miss.
Wondergem, Terry Jean Chincoteague, Va.
Wood, Elisabeth Ann Covington
Woods, Deborah D. Sulphur
Yancy, Elizabeth Michie New Orleans
Yates, Cindy Cecile Baton Rouge
Yoches, Joseph Veto Baton Rouge
Zeringue, Furey Joseph St. James










Abadie , C indy Baton Rouge
Abate, A lice Marie M etairie
Abernathy, Deborah Alison M etairie
Acosta, Deborah A. La Place
Adams, G erald Baton Rouge
Adams, Neil Paul Raceland
Adams, Stephen Henry Marrero
Addison, Gwendolyn Ruth Luling
A ertte r, Leslie Helene Baton Rouge
Agee, John Denham Springs
Aguirre , Jimmie Leesville
Aguzin, W inona Patricia New Orleans
Aiken, James B. Okinawa
Aiken, Janet Lee Denham Springs
Akers, J ill New Orleans
Alessi, Saundra D. Covington
Amirhamzeh, Massoud Iran
Ammons, Karl Frederich New Orleans
Anderson, Deborah Janet Baton Rouge
A nding, Robert G. W estport, Conn.
Anglada, N orbert G. Buras
Arbour, Pam Baton Rouge
Arceneaux, Rosalie Harahan
Arceneaux, Robbie Lynne Houma
Armbruster, Auson Marie New Orleans
Arnaud, Errol Francis New Orleans
Arno ld , Patricia Gail Baton Rouge
Arrowood, Rebecca Ann Baton Rouge
Aslin, Donna Baton Rouge
Aucoin, Dewey W ilb e rt W hite  Castle
Austin, Mary L. New Orleans
Aydell, Mary Kay Baton Rouge
Aymond, M. Kirk St. Am ant
Babin, Barbara Evelyn New Orleans
Bagwell, Pamela Anne W hite  Castle
Baham, Carolyn Marie New Orleans
Bailey, Kenny Shreveport
Bailey, Nancy Anne Baton Rouge
Bajon, Diane Marie Baton Rouge
Baker, Bonita Baton Rouge
Baker, Cynthia Marie Lafayette
Baker, Julie Ann M eta irie
Ball, Julia Lynn Slidell
Ballay, Charles J. Port Sulphur
Barbieri, A lberto Ita ly
Barbier, W illiam  John Port Allen
Barker, Mary Baine Lockport
Barnes, H erbert W illiam New Orleans
Barone, Theresa Ann New Orleans
Barry, Patrick G. Lafayette
Bartlett, Stephen Plauche New Orleans
Baskind, Robert Lee Shreveport
Battley, Toussaint New Roads
Bauer, Judy Therese New Orleans
Baughman, Robert W ayne Baton Rouge
Beique, Alan James W orcester, Mass.
Benson, Jan Baton Rouge
Bergeron, John A lden Westwego
Bergeron, Richie Port A llen
Bernos, Janice R. New Orleans
Bertucci, Sandy C ole tte M eta irie
Bevis, Kim Bunkie
Biggio, C ra ig  Lee Baton Rouge
Biggs, Narmour Gordon Gonzales
Biondo, Marc Antony Baton Rouge
Blackburn, A pril Allyn Houston, Texas
Blackburn, Frank D. Bossier C ity
Blackwell, Debra Lynn Baton Rouge
Bleichner, Keith Patrick New Orleans
Bodker, Peggy J. Ponchatoula
Bogan, Linda Anne Baton Rouge
Bolan, Robert Baron Alexandria
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Bollich, Paul N.
Bondy, James Andrew 
Borne, Alan John 




Boudreaux, Glenda Fay 
Bounds, Elizabeth Anne 
Bourge, Robert Charles 
Bourgeois, Janis Ann 
Bourgeois, Judy Ann
Bowen, Jeanie Ann 
Bowman, Brad Louis 




Bratschi, John Shelton 





Broom, Camille Marie 
Broussard, Cindy A.
Broussard, Dale Joseph 
Broussard, Donald J.
Broussard, Janell Claire 
Broussard, Ricky Eldred
Broussard, Thomas Schwing 
Brown, Doris Ann 
Browning, Monica Lynn 
Bruce, Melody Ann 
Brumley, Sarah Lynn 
Buchler, Colleen
Buckingham, Gregg Holmes 
Bueche, Walter 
Bugea, Donald John 
Bull, Charles L.





Calix, Edward Charles 
Calmes, Richard Allen 
Campbell, Dina Suzanne
Cambre, Genevieve Kathryn 
Cambre, Karen G.
Canas, Luis Roberto 
Cangelosi, Gary Stephen 
Cangelosi, Janet 
Capone, Keith J.
Capone, Kenneth James 
Carlino, Kathryn Ann 
Carpenter, Therese Margot Marie 
Carr, Earl
Carradine, Virginia Ruth 
Carrasco, Carmen Elena
Carrigan, Joyce Cathleen 
Carroll, Tim H.
Caruso, Anthony 
Cason, Thomas James 
Cassard, Gary Edward 
Cassard, Nanci Leigh
Castille, Bess Marie 
Caston, Olivia 
Cavalier, Wanda 













































































C ern ig lia , M im i L. V. 
Champagne, George Russell 
Champagne, Harold Joseph 
Champagne, Loren K. 
Chapman, Bobby I. 
Chappuis, Nancy Ann
Christian, Frederick W illiam  
Church, Frank C.
C ivlla , Sal P.
Clark, Brenda Gayle 
Cohen, Fran Beth 
Cole, Laurie M.
Cole, Ronald James 
Coleman, Daniel Irvin 
Coleman, Melissa Lee 
Coleman, Richard Alan 
Collins, Elizabeth F.
Collins, Steven Taylor
Comeaux, W illiam  Paul 
Comiskey, M argaret Anne 
Compton, Bobby Lynn 
Cooper, Ralph Gore 
Corm ier, A d ley John 
Coulter, M ichael Charles
Courtois, G ilb e rt J. 
Couvillion, Dennis Phillip 
Cowart, Edward Earl 
Cowden, Nancy Kathleen 
Cox, Katina Monice 
Cox, Linda Jean
Charlet, Charlene Mary 
Christian, G inny 
Clarke, G ary L.
Crais, Robert Kyle 
Cristadoro, Cris A.
Cristina, Jay
C ro tty , Deborah Ann 
Culley, Sydney Ann 
Cummins, Donnie La Dell 
Currier, Mark Francis 
D 'Aquin, W illiam  A rthu r 
Dailey, M ilton P.
Daily, Billy Joe 
Dalrymple, Robert Vernon 
Daniel, Charles W ilcox 
Dantin, Susan Cornelia 
Dauzat, Patricia Lynn 
Davila, Diane Marie
Davis, Deborah Ann 
Davis, James R.
Davis, Thomas Carew 
Dayries, Michael Marie 
DeAgand, Isabel Lynn 
Decker, Debbie Lynn
Decoteau, Deborah Ann 
deGraauw, David Michael 
Deichmann, Gaynell 
Delcambre, James V ictor 
Delery, Sharon Marie 
Delony, Dennis Doyle
Dennis, Vernon Terry 
DeRoven, Lynn Alan 
DeSilva, John R.
Desselle, Janet I.
Deville, Donald Charles 
Deville, Ronald Gene
Diamond, Carolyn E. 
Diamond, Jan M.
Dickinson, Donna Marie 
D ietrich, Douglas David 
























































C halm ette 
A bbeville  

















Dillon, Joanne Elaine Baton Rouge
Dillon, Patricia New Orleans
Ditch, Barbara Tucson, Ariz.
Ditch, Robert L. Richardson, Texas
Dixon, Bobbie Ruth Baton Rouge
Dollar, Keith Bastrop
Dambourian, Zartouhi New Orleans
Donald, Pam Covington
Dore, Lloyd Felix A bbevile
Dougherty, Kenneth Lee Sulphur
Downs, Lynn Alan Baton Rouge
Doyle, Charlene Joan New Orleans
Dubose, Judy Gonzales, Texas
DuConge, Stephen John Chalm ette
Dugas, Karen Ann Morganza
Duhe, Debra Ann New Orleans
Duke, Debbie Ann M eta irie
Dupuy, Debbie Marksville
Dyess, Randoph W illiam A rab i
Dysart, Deborah Ann Baton Rouge
Easterly, Sandra F. Denham Springs
Ebert, Deborah Beth C linton
Echols, Rita Laura Ft. W alton  Beach, Fla.
Edmiston, Carole Lynn Moss Point, Miss.
Edwards, Sandra Louise Marksville
Eiermann, G erald Paul Baton Rouge
Eisworth, Janie Lou Baton Rouge
Elliott, E. Ann New Orleans
Enos, W illiam  George Marre ro
Ettinger, Howard Jay New Orleans
Evans, G il E. New Orleans
Evans, Melisa Anne Baton Rouge
Evans, Melisa Baton Rouge
Everett, Peggy Sue Shreveport
Eyster, W arren L. M eta irie
Ezell, James A. Deville
Fahey, Janet Elaine Covington
Falcon, Laura Aimee New Orleans
Falcon, Simone M arie Kenner
Falgout, James Paul Baton Rouge
Fangue, M ichael W ayne Morgan C ity
Farrelly, Patricia Ann New Orleans
Farrer, Manerua Scott Zachary
Faulk, M ildred Kay Crowley
Faust, M ichael Joseph New Orleans
Fazakas, David Bryan New Orleans
Ferniz, Gene Gerard Gretna
Ferrand, Patrice Anne New Orleans
Finnorn, W illiam  Joseph M obile, A la.
Fisher, A lan Dale Pineville
Flagg, C hristopher David New Orleans
Fletcher, James Keating Baton Ro,uge
Fletcher, W illiam  Hayes Baton Rouge
Fling, Debby A. LaPlace
Flood, Cynth ia Sue Zachary
Flunce, Leatha Mae Lutcher
Flynn, Katherine New Orleans
Foil, Joy Ann M eta irie
Fontana, A bbeville  M. A bbeville
Ford, Myra Elene Jackson, Miss.
Foreman, Jeffra Crowley
Foreman, M ary Frances Meraux
Foreman, M ichael Dale A bbeville
Foret, Suzanne L. Lake Charles
Forstall, A ldrem a Elizabeth New Orleans
Fortier, Byron G. New Iberia
Fourroux, Anthony W ayne Plaquemine
Fourrier, Veanne Louise Baton Rouge
Franks, Karen Johnette Shreveport
Fryar, Betty Alexandria
Fraychinaud, Susan M. New Orleans
Freeman, W illiam  Steve Baker
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Freshmen Dil-Hea
French, John Zachary Alexandria
Fruge, Christopher B. V ille Platte
Fuselier, Randy Eunice
Gagneux, Lorna Renee W estport, Conn.
Gallegos, Sonya Rodario Baton Rouge
Gambino, Calvin John M arrero
Gangi, Philip Baton Rouge
Gardsbane, Susan Carol Shreveport
G aritty , Peggy Anne M eta irie
Gaspard, Bradley James A bbeville
Gaudet, Yvonne Marie New Orleans
Gauthier, Jacki Baton Rouge
Gautreaux, Marc Baton Rouge
Gayle, Richard Gipson Baton Rouge
Geerken, Melinda K. New Orleans
Gem elli, Bernie Charlfes New Orleans
Gentry, Sharon Lynn Baton Rouge
Giannini, Raymond W ood Princeton, Ky.
Giarrusso, Cathy R. New Orleans
G ilbert, Joseph Harvey
Gilmore, M atthew Murlin Baton Rouge
Gipson, Lynn DeQuibcy
Glueck, Gary John New Orleans
Godso, Kathy Baton Rouge
Goetz, W a lte r Charles Alexandria
Goodrow, Ann Elise Houma
Gorden, Cynthia Carol Baton Rouge
Gotautas, Jane E. Lafayette
Gourgues, Charles J. New Orleans
Gowsoulin, W hitney Joseph New Iberia
Grant, Barbara M etairie
Graver, Linda Marie M eta irie
Gray, Danny Brandon, Miss.
Green, Lizzie Marie Rougon
G riffin , Paul Jackson Gretna
Gross, Joseph C. Baker
Growl, Norma Christine Luling
Guarrisisco, Joyce A nto inette Shreveport
Guerin, Suzanne M. Livonia
Guerra, Sidney J. A rab i
Guevara, Jeannette Christianne LaPlace
Guice, G ail Zachary
Guidry, Flora G. Opelousas
G uidry, Judy M. Maplewood
G uidry, Ricky W ayne Sweetlake
Guidry, Robert Pat M eta irie
G uillory, Elizabeth C. Baton Rouge
G uillo t, Anne Elizabeth LaPlace
Guin, Debbie Mauriece New Orleans
Guins, Bonnie Estelle Zachary
Guy, Phillip Daniel Baton Rouge
Gyan, Mary Theresa Baton Rouge
Hack, Linda Ann Belle Chasse
Halterman, M ary Ellen Springhill
Hafner, Ouida P. Houston, Texas
Hall, Lawrence E. M eta irie
Hamilton, Sonia Marie Baton Rouge
Hammett, W illiam  B. New Orleans
Hammonds, Judy Baton Rouge
Hanegan, Loretta Ann Baton Rouge
Hardie. Annette M. New Orleans
Harp, W ayne M. Donaldsonville
Harris, Nancy B. Houston, Texas
Hartwell, Alan Charles Lake A rthu r
Hatcher, Kathleen Marie C linton
Hauer, Laura Jo New Orleans
Haws, Barbara C laire Austin, Texas
Haydel, Gene Ventress
Hayden, Kathy Lynn M eta irie
Hayes, Patti Jean Baton Rouge
Haynes, Charles H. W h ite  Castle
Heard, S tuart W iley Mansfield
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Hebert, Allen J . Marrero
Hebert, Mary Jeanette Morganza
Hebert, Michael Carl Port Allen
Hebert, Susan Elizabeth Houma
Heinlen, Jane Clayton Alexandria
Heinrich, Debbie Marie New Orleans
Henagan, Inga Baton Rouge
Hendrix, Irvin James St. Joseph
Hennessey, Lawrence Joseph Metairie
Herring, Randall Lynn Baker
Hibbing, Jan Rapid City, S.D.
Hickman, John A. Shreveport
Hicks, James W . Baker
Hicks, Nancy Ruth Hattiesburg, Miss.
Hilliard, April Lorraine New Orleans
Hinckley, Joseph Augustus Baton Rouge
Hines, Suzy L. Slidell
Hinson, Marlene Elizabeth Moss Point, Miss.
Hix, Michael Ray Port Allen
Hoefer, Mathilda C. F. New Orleans
Holcomb, Patricia JoAnn St. Francisville
Holdcraft, Deborah K. Baton Rouge
Holdman, William Edward Denham Springs
Holdridge, Guy Gonzales
Holland, Gary L. Chalmette
Hollingsworth, Barbara Frances Bossier City
Holloway, Karen Ann New Orleans
Holmes, Donald Ray McCrea
Hoover, Ellen Baton Rouge
Horton, Sharon E. Baton Rouge
Hotard, Warren Oswald Gretna
Howard, Gail Elaine New Orleans
Howard, Kathleen Jean New Orleans
Hubbs, Perry Clayton Pride
Hubert, Karen Ann Metairie
Hudson, Robert Wayne Baton Rouge
Huff, Herman Douglas Slidell
Hunt, Susan A. Brusly
Hunter, Dawn Richard Metairie
Hurst, Victoria Lynn Baton Rouge
Huston, Gary W . Baton Rouge
Isidore, Debra Ann New Orleans
Isidore, Donna Marie New Orleans
Ivey, Frankie Lynn Baton Rouge
Jackson, Vanessa Ann Baton Rouge
Jambon, Judy Ann Gretna
James, Salvador Francis Metairie
Jarreau, Randall L. Erwinville
Jarvis, Cappy Jean Baton Rouge
Jessup, Candace Elaine Kenner
Jewell, Manuel Joseph Baker
Johnson, Cynthia Ann Metairie
Johnson, Frederick Alan Baton Rouge
Johnson, Glenn Michael Church Point
Johnson, Karen Jane Lake Charles
Johnson, Linda Karen Lake Charles
Johnson, Roy E. Shreveport
Johnson, Theresa Diane Alexandria
Johnson, Zandra Jo Shreveport
Johnston, Robert E. Denham Springs
Jones, Alvin Natchitoches
Jones, Dale Lynn Melville
Jones, Eddie New Orleans
Jones, Marsha Anne Baton Rouge
Jones, Sam Gramercy
Jones, Sheila Maureen Baker
Jortner, Wayne Paul Lafayette
Joseph, Deborah Ann Lockport
Kaminski, Mary Lee Moberly, Mo.
Karam, Philip Jerome Oberlin
Kauk, Cheryl Ann Baton Rouge
Kaye, Lance Evan Little Rock, Ark.
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Freshmen Heb-Lig
Kelly, Charles Brandon 
Kelly, Rosalie 
Kelly, Steve Stanley 
Kendrick, Rebecca Ann 
Kennedy, Gayle Raeann 
Killebrew, Lauren Marie
Kinchen, Sid 
Kingston, Kathy Ann 
K ipf, W illiam  Joseph 
Kirchem, Charles Joseph 
K leinpeter ,Mary A lice 
Kline, M argaret
Koch, M argie Ann 
Kochan, Susan Elizabeth 
Koen, Tracy Ann 
Koskie, Lee
Kraemer, Kristina Marie 
Labauve, Randall Michael
Laborde, Stephanie B. 
LaBorde, Renee Marie 
LaCaze, Doris Elaine 
Laird, Danny C lin t 
Lambert, Pamela A. 
Langlois, Dellie R.
Landreneau, James Michael 





i_andry, H. Gerard 
Landry, Justin W ayne 
Landry, Linda Marie 
Landry, M ary C laire 
Landry, Robert Preston 
Landry, Sandra Ann
Landry, Thomas Edward 
Landwehr, H ila ry  W .
Laney, M ichael Dean 
Lapino, Raymond A.
Laque, Joan Marie 
Laroux, Joseph Louis
Larson, Richard Kenneth 
Larimore, W illiam  Bruce 
Lassair, Edna Marie 
Lattier, Susan Elaine 
Lauderdale, Lynne Allison 
Laurant, Faye Marie
Laurant, Reginald James 
Lauter, Terry Rebecca 
LeBlanc, Brenda S.
LeBlanc, Catherine Anne 
LeBlanc, C laudette Marie 
LeBlanc, Linda C laire
LeBlanc, Pat A.
LeBlanc, Richard Keith 
LeBoutillier, John P. 
LeDay, C layton Calvin 
Lee, Kathy C.
Lee, Roy Earl
Leeman, Richard Charles 
Legier, Sonja Faye 
LeGrand, Danny 
Leingang, Douglas John 
LeJeune, M ichael Joseph 
Lemoine, Darlene Marie
Lemoine, M arilyn Theresa 
Leonard, Dorothy Jean 
Lester, G ary Dale 
Lewis, Kay Eileen 
Lewis, Sheila 





M etairie  
Baton Rouge
Albany 
M etairie  




















































A tlanta , Ga. 
Baton Rouge 







M t. Hermon 
Detro it, M ich. 
Chalm ette
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Lilly, Cynthia Ann Baton Rouge
Lindsly, Susan K. New Roads
Linn, Rita S. Charleston, S.C.
Liotta, Lillian Marie Alexandria
Lively, Robert Allen Baton Rouge
Lobell, Raymond Joseph Denham Springs
Locke, Robert Charles Bossier City
Lofton, Karen P. Pineville
Lomax, Debra Denise Baton Rouge
Long, Terri L. Ft. Walton Beach, Fla.
Lorena, Sandra Gail Baton Rouge
Lotz, Cynthia Ann Ponchatoula
Loup, Charles Ralf Metairie
Louque, Elizabeth Ann Lutcher
Loyd, James R. Gonzales
Luecke, John David Chalmette
Lundin, Frederick John Baton Rouge
Lyons, W alter Frank Plaquemine
Maas, Dale Michael Baton Rouge
Macalusa, Pamela Jean Baton Rouge
McAvoy, Elizabeth A. Sandy, Utah
McBride, Patrick C. Baton Rouge
McClendon, Elizabeth Amite
McConnell, Susan Rebecca Bainbridge, Ga.
McCutcheon, Mike Thurman Zachary
McDaniel, Janet Lynn Baton Rouge
McDonald, Diane Marie New Orleans
McDonald, Janice Ann Shreveport
McDowell, Judy Lynn Denham Springs
McGann, Michael G. Alexandria
McGowen, Robert Miles Shreveport
McGrew, Paula Blanche Baton Rouge
McHenry, Anne Pineville
McKenney, R. Jack Douglasville
McKenzie, W alter Frank Baton Rouge
McLean, Joan Marie Baton Rouge
McLellan, Mildred Ann Metairie
McLemore, Jack Hendrix Vidalia
McLin, Gaylan Dariel Livingston
McLin, Lester Allen Livingston
McNabb, Phylis Aline Baton Rouge
McNees, James Frederick New Orleans
McNutt, Margaret Ellen San Antonio, Texas
McQuaig, Donald P. Erath
McVea, Ben S. Baker
Madre, Timothy Dean Mt. Pleasant, S.C.
Maddox, Randy Covington
Maggiore, John Frank Kenner
Mahnke, Nancy Catherine San Mateo, Calif.
Malone, Jo y  Catherine New Orleans
Mancuso, Bart L. Morgan City
Manning, Frances Susan Houston, Texas
Mansour, Phylis Ann Greenville, Miss.
Manthe, Deborah Jean Baton Rouge
Manuel, Robert Ray Hessmer
Malter, Jo  Ann Lynn Slidell
Marceaux, Mark Francis Gueydan
Marchand, Michelle A. Luling
Marchand, James Edwards Donaldsonville
Marin, Kathy Lake Charles
Marney, C. Dianne Bossier City
Martin, Brent Howard Baker
Martin, James C. Metairei
Martin, Pamela Ann New Orleans
Martin, Susan Olivia Zachary
Mason. Lisa Esther Bogalusa
Ma^ulich. Pete New Orleans
Mauer, Edmond A. New Orleans
Maurin. Frances Goette Metairie
May, Don A. Baton Rouge
May, Paul R. Jennings




Medine, Chris Gerald Baton Rouge
M edlin, Florrie Beaumont, Texas
Meehan, M ary A. New Orleans
Melancon, Marsha Ann Houston, Texas
Melton, Carolyn Lafayette
Meshell, M ary Helen Zwolle
Metzger, Steve Lafayette
Meyer, Coe Renee Minden
Meyer, Marcia Port A rthur, Texas
Michiels, C hip New Orleans
M ilete llo , Gerald Patrick Maringouin
M iller, Joan Louise New Orleans
M iller, G regory Steven Lake Charles
Mills, Anne LeJeune Zachary
Miner, Steven Kennard Ocean Springs, Mis.
M ire, Pegram John Gonzales
M istretta, Dennis John Baton Rouge
Moecklin, Laurie Chalm ette
Mogg, Edith Melinda Shreveport
Moll, Jules Leslie New Orleans
Mondart, Barbara Denise Greenwell Springs
Moniotte, Joseph Robert Jarreau
Monistere, Vincent Joseph Baton Rouge
M ontequdo, Emily Zachary
Moody, George Ramon Baton Rouge
Moore, Deborah Lynne Baton Rouge
Moore, Jackie Lynn Baton Rouge
Moore, Steven G. Leesville
Moorehouse, Jackie Baton Rouge
Morales, Claude Baton Rouge
Morgan, Morgan Mims Jackson
Morris, Baxter Alan Bastrop
Morrison, John Edward M eta irie
M o tt, Debra Anne Sulphur
Mouch, James L. Baton Rouge
Munson, Emily Sue Baton Rouge
Munster, Janet E. New Orleans
Murphy, Jerri Baton Rouge
Murry, M arilyn Baton Rouge
Musso, Pamela Anne New Iberia
Nail, Linda Marilyn A rab i
Neal, Robert Erwin Baton Rouge
Neese, Robert Joseph Baton Rouge
Neghabat, Mchsen Tehran, Iran
Netardus, Nancy E. M idland, Texas
Newton, Sharron Jean Coushatta
Noggle, Steve Lee Baton Rouge
Nola, Joan Marie Denham Springs
Nolan, Barbara Ann New Orleans
Nunmaker, Sue C ovington
Nuschler, Janet Lynne Chalm ette
Odendahl, Roy Douglas M etairie
O liv ier, Estella A. Baton Rouge
O 'Q uinn, Mary C lo th ilde Baton Rouge
Osterberger, A lb e rt W . St. Francisville
Owens, Pamela S. Centerville
Owens, Robert Louis Opelousas
Padgett, Louis H. Bossier C ity
Paillot, Rosina Darling New Orleans
Papania, Joseph Anthony New Orleans
Parent, Dale Baton Rouge
Parker, Carolyn S. New Iberia
Parks, Barbara Ann New Orleans
Pate, Sonia Cornelia Thibodaux
Patrick, George Hiram Dunn
Patrick, Sean Keith Baton Rouqe
Patterson, Roy H. New Orleans
Patton, Peggy R. Baton Rouge
Pauli, Debra Ann New Orleans
Peace, Steven M. Shreveport
Pearce, Ralph Purcell Cheneyville
Pefers, John Angie
Pelias, Michele New Orleans
Pel 1 eteri, (Christopher D. New Orleans
Pentecost, Eva Loree Bossier City
Pereda, Cecilia Josefa Alexandria
Phillips, Farley Frederic Baton Rouge
Pigott, Willie James Angie
Pine, Gary Edwin Baton Rouge
Plaeger, Rick J. New Orleans
Plaxco, George E. Shreveport
Pomeroy, Cynthia Anne Miami, Fla.
Ponder, Ruth Anne Natchitoches
Pope, Chris M. Baton Rouge
Porter, Joy Alexandria
Porter, Paula Theresa Donaldsonville
Potts, Susan Anne New Orleans
Powell, Pamela Renee Washinqton, D.C.
Price, Jacqueline Ann Baton Rouge
Pringle, Robert C. Shreveport
Proctor, Beverly Joy DeRidder
Quigley, Roselyn T. New Orleans
Raworth, Mabel Canger Natchez, Miss.
Ray, Verna M. South Charleston, W.Va.
Reeves, William Kent Bernice
Reilly, Charl&s C. Baytown, Texas
Rein, Melissa Marie New Orleans
Reine, Diane New Orleans
Renfroe, Gloria LaVelle Baker
Repak, Margaret Cecile Metairie
Reynaud, Mary Ann New Orleans
Rezvani, Mehdi Iran
Richardson, Deborah Kay Shreveport
Richardson, Ira Richard Lake Charles
Richardson, Stader Alexandria
Richmond, Leonard Ray Alexandria
Riddle, Terry L. Lafayette
Ristroph, Louise Marie St. Francisville
Rivet, Ralph Francis Plaquemine
Rizzo, Joseph F. New Orleans
Robert, Doug Lee Jennings
Roberts, Gregory W. Winnfield
Roberts, Linda Marie Lake Charles
Roberts, Regina Malvina Baton Rouge
Robichaux, Janine Marye Raceland
Robinson, Chris Bastrop
Rodgers, Jimmy Port Allen
Rodrigue, Nicholas Martin Paincourtville
Roessle, Christy Chareston, S.C.
Rogers, Donna K. Baton Rouge
Rogers, Jane Ellen Baton Rouge
Romano, Guy J. Westwego
Romeo, Kevin G. Baton Rouge
Romero, Mary E. Lake Charles
Rooney, Patti A. New Orleans
Rosenzweig, Michael H. Shreveport
Ross, Richard D. Leesville
Ruck, Jefferson N. New Orleans
Ruffin, Mary Jane Lakeland
Russell, Ronald Paul New Orleans
Russell, Thomas L. Baton Rouge
RyaII. Beverly Ann Baton Rouge
Ryland, Darrel Dee Effie
St. Pierre, Denise R. Sulphur
St. Pierre, Emile Robert Destrehan
St. Romain, Norris Joey Baton Rouge
Sarver, Janet Lee New Orleans
Satterwhite, William LaVaughan Plaquemine
Sawyer, Charles Edward Mansfield
Scallan, Stephen L. Reserve
Schellhase, Kay Gonzales
Schelin, Beth Elaine Gretna
Schexnayder, Janelle Marie Baton Rouge
Schilling, Janet Lynn Baton Rouge
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Freshmen Rel-Til
Schittone, Danny W . Baton Rouge
Schittone, Joseph Anthony Baton Rouge
Schmidt, Eloise Gay C halm ette
Schmidt, John Edward New Orleans
Schneidau, Karen Patricia Houston Texas
Schroeder, Charles Joseph Baton Rouge
Schwarzbach, Ann Marie Houston, Texas
Seal, Brenda L. Baton Rouge
Seale, Mark W ebster Eunice
Segura, Dale Anthony Erath
Sentilles, Ed A. New Orleans
Serwan, Thomas Joseph Baton Rouge
Settoon, Penny Marie New Roads
Shelton, Lorraine Newburgh, N.Y.
Sheperd, Lisa Lanier Dallas, Texas
Sheppard, Bobbie Ruth Baton Rouge
Sheppard, Pat Ann Harahan
Shipman, Ann Allison New Orleans
Shows, Patricia Diane Marrero
Shuford, Keith L. Baton Rouge
Simmons, Beverly Kharon M t. Herman
Simmons, James E. New Orleans
Simms, Phyllis Ann Baton Rouge
Simmons, W illiam  F. Baton Rouge
Simpson, Bobby Ray Baker
Sirey, Jeanne Deniese Slidell
Sledge, Daniel Anglin Delhi
Sledge, W illiam  E. Bossier C ity
Smith, Constance Diana New Orleans
Smith, Dennis James Franklin
Smith, Elizabeth Sue Plaquemine
Smith, G regory M. Bastrop
Smith, Irene R. Baton Rouge
Smith, Julie W innfie ld
Smith, M argaret Sue Natchez, Miss.
Smith, Pamela Elaine Raceland
Smith, Stanley Monroe Baton Rouge
Sonnier, E. Ramona Chalm ette
Soroe, Darlene Chalm ette
Soulant, Charles Louis New Orleans
Spurlock, Donald H. Baton Rouge
Standiford, Ruth Sivley Jonesville
Stanley, Joanne Elaine New Orleans
Stanley, Peggy New Orleans
Starns, Allen Cole Baker
Stephens, Barbara G. Baton Rouge
Stephens, John Greg Houston, Texas
Stephens, Andrea Marie Baton Rouge
Stephenson, Lynn Eileen Vandenberg, C a lif.
Stevens, Marcia A. Stonington, Conn.
Stiles, Daron Michael Baton Rouge
Stilley, Jo Anne Baton Rouge
Stogner, Tommy Earl Bogalusa
Sullivan Daniel Lawrence Pittsburgh, Pa.
Swetman, Dan Baton Rouge
Talbot, Nancy Josephine New Orleans
Tammami, Ziaedin Iran
Tankersley, Kathy M argaret Jonesboro
Tannehill, David Bruce Baton Rouge
Tanner, Donna Kay Gretna
Tarpley, Eddie L. Pollock
Taylor, Bill Baton Rouge
Templet, Belinda Ann Morgan C ity
Tenhundfeld, Jerry Edward M etairie
Tessier, Jerice Suzan Baton Rouge
Thames, Solomon Elwood Baton Rouqe
Thevenot, Patricia M arie C o ttonport
Thompson, Elaine Huntsville, Ala.
Thornhill, Karen R. Port Allen
Thornton, Rebecca J. Lafayette
Tidwell, W illiam  G. Denham Springs
Tillman, Sharon Lee Baton Rouge
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Tonos, M ary Elizabeth 
Townsend, Helen Diane 
Trahan, Divid Benton 
Trahan, Dickie Ray 
Trahan, Donald M.
Tregre, M argaret Mary
Triche, Christine Anne 
Troutman, C indy Darlene 
Truscott, Patricia Ann 
Truxillo, Thomas Charles 
Tubb, Mary
Tumminello, Arlene C laire
Turner, Debra Lynn 
Turner, Fred A lbee 
Turner, Kerrie Leigh 
Tyler, W ade M ilton 






Van Loon, Emily Jo
Van Veckhoven, Rhonda Jean
Varney, Raymond Earl 
Veillon, Madeline Sue 
Venable, Janet L.
Verdin, Crystal Mary 
Verzwyuelt, Larry Joseph 
Vidrine, Ray Anthony
Vinson, Henry Bailey 
Virdure, Lander Rosse 
Voelkel, M ary Michael 
Waguespack, A l J.
W alden, Terry Alan 
W aldrop, W illiam  Keith
W alker, W anda Lee 
W alters, Jeannine 
W alters, Sara Elizabeth 
W atera ll, C lara Elizabeth 
W aters, Nancy Ellen 
Watkins, G rover B.
Watkins, Leslie 
W atkins, Sharon Ann 
W atkins, Stephanie 
W aym ire, James Edward 
W eathers, Patricia Dawn 
W eber, Danny Lynn
W egener, Stephen Paul 
W ells, G eorge Douglas 
W estpahl, M ichael Alan 
W etherby, Laurel J.
W ethey, C harlo tte  Ann 
W hatley, Mike
W hiddon, Carolyn L.
W hite , Gary 
W hite , Don
W idener, G ary W ayne 
W ilb e rt, Kenneth P.
W illiam s, Beverly Gay
W illiam s, Carl Kennon 
W illiam s, Diane G.
W illiam s, Dwight Edward 
W illiams, Frances C. 
W illiam s, Patrica C.
W ills. Joyce Carolyn
W ilson, Brenda Faye 
W ilson, Homer Julian 
W ilson, Lee M eredith 
W ilson, Linda G.
W infie le , James C.






















M eta irie  



















































F r e s h m e n  T o n - Z e n
Woods, Susan Elizabeth New Orleans
Woolie, Raymond Neil Baton Rouge
Worley David Lynn Gonzales
Wyrick, Mary Carolyn Gonzales
Yakupzack, Laura Marie Houma
Young, Glenn G. Baton Rouge






Alpha Zeta 343 
Alpha Beta Chi 336 
Alpha Delta Pi 222 
Alpha Epsilon Phi 224 
Alpha Gamma Rho 292 
Alpha Lambda Delta 350 
Alpha Omicron Pi 226 
Alpha Phi 228 
Alpha Sigma Phi 293 
Alpha Tau Omega 230 
Alpha Xi Delta 232 .
American Institute of Architects 346 
American Institute of Aeronautics 337 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
337
Agronomy Club 341 .
Agricultural Student Association 312 
Agricultural Economics C lub 374 
American Society of Agricultural Engineers 
341
Association of Childhood Education 338 
Angel Flight 366 
Arnold A ir Society 368 
Association of Women Students 366 
Band 328
Baptist Student Union 372 
Baseball 184 
Basketball 174 
Beta Alpha Psi 346 
Block and Bridle 342 
Board of Supervisors 110 
Boyd Professors 114 
Business Administration 120 
Campus Beauties 92 
Chancellor Taylor 108 
Cheerleaders 154 
Chi Epsilon 357 
Chi Omega 234 
Coaches 148
College of Agriculture 116
College of Arts and Sciences 118
College of Chemistry and Physics 122
College of Education 14
College of Engineering 126
College Queens 102
Darling Court 98
Darling of L .S .U . 96
Delta Delta Delta 236
Delta Gamma 238
Delta Kappa Epsilon 240
Delta Sigma Pi 344








Future Farmers of America 374
Gamma Phi Beta 246
Golden G irls 330
Golf 194
Graduate School and School of Social 




H illel Foundation 371 
Homecoming Court 190 
Horticulture Club 375 
Industrial Technology Club 334 
Interfraternity Council 218 
Interfraternity Athletic Council 215 
Junior Class 444 
Kappa Alpha 248 
Kappa Alpha Theta 250 
Kappa Delta 252 
Kappa Delta Pi 351 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 254 
Kappa Sigma 256 
Kappa Epsilon 372 
Karate Club 373 
Lambda Chi Alpha 258 
Law School 417 
Louisiana Players Guild  323 
Louisiana Home Economic Association 377 
Media 317
Men’s Counselors 311 
Men's Dormitory Association 307 
Military 358 
Mortar Board 356 
Mu Sigma Rho 349 
National Collegiate Association for 
Secretaries 339 
Panhellenic Council 216 
Phi Delta Theta 261 
Phi Gamma Delta 262 
Phi Kappa Psi 24 
Phi Kappa Theta Z66 
Phi Mu 268
Phi Upsilon Omicron 376 
P| Beta Phi 270 
Pi Kappa Alpha 272 
Pi Kappa Phi 294 
Pj Sigma Epsilon 340 
Pi Mu Epsilon 351 
Phi Kappa Phi 352 
President Hunter 106 
Reveille 324 
Rugby 201
Scabbard and Blade 363
School of Environmental Design 128
School of Music 130
Scotch Guard 364
Senior Class 422
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 274
Sjgma Alpha Eta 354
Sigma Chi 276
Sigma Nu 278
Sigma Phi Epsilon 280 
Sigma Pi 282
Student Government Association 301 
Student Assembly 302 
Soccer 198
Society of Petroleum Engineers 347
Sophomore Class 452
Swimming 192
Tau Beta Pi 355







W ild life  C lub 335
WLSU 322
Wrestling 188
Zeta Beta Tau 288
Zeta Tau Alpha 290
A





Abadie, Reynold Joseph 447
Abate. A lice Marie 467
Abboud. Charles 249
Abdol. Idria Bin 392
AbdelL Idris 341
Abdol. Idris Bin 384
Abdul-Rahman. Ahmad Fuad 447
Abernathy, Deborah Alison 467
Abernathy, Linda Ann 352
Abide. Samara 269
Abide. Samera L. 447
Ableson, Anita Michelle 397
Abney. Sam J .  447
Abrams. Doris Celeste 456





Achin. Don 309. 325, 327, 447
Achord, Betty Jo  349, 352. 424
Acomb, Glenn A . 424
Acosta. Deborah A . 467
Acuff, Cathey 245
Acosta. Ju lia  497
Adair. G ary 263
Adams, Cathy Jan  424
Adkins, Conrad 259
Adams, George 337





Adams, Guy 277. 303




Adams. Nancy Jo  421
Adams. Neil Paul 467
Adams. Nicklass P. 456
Adams, Patti 354, 328
Adams. Sidney 279
Adams, Stephen Henry 467
Adams. T. David 397
Adcock. C . Clinton 418
Adcock. George 285
Addison. Gwendolyn Ruth 467
Addison. Helen Marie 402





Adkins. Bachman Blaine 418
Adler, David 261
Adler, Rhodes 289
Aertker, Fran 235, 393
Aertter. Leslie Helene 467
Aflakian. Saeed 421
Agard. A lbert 374, 447
Agee, John 467
Agnew, Sammy 277, 329
Aguilar, Carlos Dionisio 293
Aguilar, Danny 354
Aguilar. David Aguiles 393
Aguilar,. Joseph A . 416
Aguillard , Gerald Dale 447
Aguirre. Jimm ie 467
Aguzin, Winona Patricia 467
Ahmad. Niaz 352
Aikeny, James 279
Aiken. James B. 467
Aiken. Janet Lee 467
Aiken. Kathy 277
Akers. Denise Aline 393
Akers. James L . 279
Akers. J i l l  467
Albert. Danny Joseph 391
Alberty. Mark 263
Albornett. Miguel Jose 456
Albright. E. Kent 352




Ales. Ann Elizabeth 456
Ales. Sherry 338
Alessi. Saundra D. 467
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SPECIFICATIONS
The 1972 edition of the G U M B O  was printed by the off­
set lithography process by Benson Printing Co., Inc., Nash­
ville, Tenn. The book is printed on 80 lb. Yearbook M atte  
and the endsheets are printed on 80 lb. Blue W h ite  Frank­
lin Vellum Bristol.
Inks used are the product of the International Printing Ink 
Corporation.
The cover was produced by the Kingskraft Division of 
Kingsport Press, Kingsport, Tenn., and is a combination of 
laminated photograph on a leatherette base. Color pic­
ture on cover was printed by Benson Printing C o. and 
laminated by Kingsport Press.
Body type is Vogue medium or bold. Heads are set in 
Tempo Medium or Tempo Bold Extended. A rt type for 
subdivision pages and photo essays are Narcissus and Uni- 
vers Light Extended.
Color photography was produced with High Speed Ekta- 
chrome Daylight, processed at and above manufacturers' 
recommended ratings.
Portrait and groups photography in the classes section was 
done by the LSU Union Photographic Studios. Press run 
was 14,100 copies.
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The 1972 G U M B O  was written and edited by stu­
dents of Louisiana State University. Opinions pre­
sented are those of the editor and his staff and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the University.
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90, 100, 101, 104 
Jackie M arrioneaux— 81, 82 
Mark Mclnnis— 84 
Andy Patrick— 35, 42, 48, 49, 66 
John Poterfield— 48 
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Dear People,
This book reflects my concepts of 
what a yearbook is or should be.
Some will not agree with this concept 
but it was I who had to make the 
final decision as to content and design. 
What I have tried to do is, to the best 
of my ability, present LSU as it was 
this year and portray the events that 
took place here. I believe that I was 
successful in this endeavor and this book 
truly represents LSU. All of the 
pictures are of campus activities or 
related events.
It was not my job to pass judgement 
as to whether these activities were 
right or wrong, it was simply to report 
them with pictures. If you do not like 
what you see then it is really LSU you 
do not like. I am sure there will be 
those among you that will not feel I 
have properly portrayed LSU, but it is 
my hope that the majority will agree that 
this is LSU as it is, for better or 
for worse.
The list of people I owe thanks to 
is too long toenumerate, so I will 
just say thanks to you all. for this 
is really a product of the LSU student 
body as a whole, for it was all of you 
that created the subject matter 
covered in this book.
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